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*No

'KINDERGARTEN AND FIRST-GRADE CHILDREN'S STRATEGIES 4

FORISOLVING:ADDITIOiJ AND SUBTRACTION PROBLEMS IN 14- ,

ABSTRACT AND VERBAL PROBLEM CONTEXTS

*Glendon Wilbur Blume,

Under the superyisibn of Professor J. fred Weaver

ow

The purpose of this study _was to describe and

,compans kindergarten and first-grade children's

performance on'addition and subtraction problems

presented in-verbal (word) problem and abstract contexts.

Eifty/kindergartneertind fifty-four f?rst-graders were

individually interviewed in mid-year to observe their

solution strategies and errors on twelve abstract athd

twelve verbal addition and subtraction problems.

The kindergarten. problems contained sums and
,

minuends less than ten, and for first-graders, sums and

minuends fanged from six through fifteelf. All problems

were based on the open sentences a+b=_, a-b=_,and at,=c.

The verbal problems included action (Join) and static

(Combine) addition, and action (Separate and,Join/Change

41' Unknown) subtraction problems. Subtraction problems

included both small and large differences (e.g., 1l-8=

and 11-3= ). 'fie' abstract problems paralleled the
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4

verbal problems and were presented in written number'

sentence moderato firkt-graders and oral mode e.g., "Two

and three are how ma4?"Y4o kindergartners. All

'kindergarten subjects and haltof the first-grade

subjects had manipulatives available throughout the

Interviews. .;* 4 4

At,both grade levels there were no significant

differences in the difficulty of verbal and,abstract

problems. However, subjects used strategies involving
_

concrete representation (with manipulaIives or fingers)

, less with abstract than verbal problemS.and gdessing

occurred more frequently on the abstract problems. At

both'grade levels and-for problems in both contexts, the

subjects' strategies mirrored the stluoture of the

problemi. -)The errors exhibited of the two grade levels

were similar, but first-grade subjects experienced fewer

diffiChties in modeling the relationship or action in

the problems.

Subjects in each grade were clustered according to

the solution' strategies theyemployed a d according to

the types of problems they could solve. The clusterings'

indicated that subjects who were homogeneous in terms of

,the types of ptobl they could solve were heterogeneous

in terms 'of the solution 'strategies they employed.
.

,
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The study indicates that abstract and verbal
.. .

.1 addition and subttactionproblems are Ofegual diffiCulty

)dor children at the kindergarten and- irst-grade levels-. .

Ts suggests that verbal problems are 'a potential

vehicle for initial instruction on the operations of

addition and subtraction.

1
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Chapter I

STATEMENT OF THE. PROBLEM

gsubstantial portion of children's early elementary

mathematics instruction focuses on the operations of

addition and subtraction. The considerable instructional

emphasis accorded to these.operations is warranted by

their mathematical importance. Sample addition and

subtraction'are encountered often.in people's day -to -day`

activities. Computational skills with addition and

subtraction are universally accepted as "basic skills"

and invariably appear in lists of minimal competencies.

In addition to, their importance in everyday life, the

operations of addition and:subtraotion are ubiquitous in

all levels of mathematics and are often referred to as

two of the "four fundamental operations." Thus,

curriculum developers and teachers Justifiably devote

considerable attention to addition and subtraction in

elementary school mathematics.

Woody (1931) and Ginsburg (1977a) contend that prior

to formal Ichooling,'children possess important concepts

and skills concerning mathematics. In particular, within-

their natural environment, children develop informal ways

of dealing with addition and subtraction. When designing

effective instruction and appropriate instructional

materials, it is necessary to take into account the

5
J .1
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informal strategies, procedures, or skills children bring

to the instructional process. During the course of

0

instruction, knowledge about children' -s ability to create

physical models for addition and subtraction problems and

information about their strategies and errbrs can help

teachers to guide children toward more' abstract' and

efficient strategies. After initial instruction has

occurred, the types of strategies a child uses and the

flexibility with which ,they are used can provide

'information about the child's general conceptual models

of addition and subtraction. _Hence, it is important for ,

teadhers and curriculum developers to have access to

information about how students solve addition and

subtraction problems before, during, and after initial

instruction an these topics.

Instruction related to thilopeFations of addition

and subtraction can occur in a vaiiety of contexts. The

problems used can b' ve,ibal'("word" or "story ") problems,

i.e., ones in wh' h t4-problem is written in prose and

tlie problem data are embedded in a physicals' situation.
0

"Frank had three stamps: His mother gave him 6 more

stampi. 'HoW many stamps did Frank have altogether?" is

an example of a verbal problem. Instruction can also

entail abstrict problems.in which the problem data are

presented without being related toany physical

16'
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referents. "Six take away foui is how many?" and

"3+ =11" are examples of abstract prOblemS.- Problems

presented in verbal' and abstract contexts are quite

d eht. Consequently, it is important for, teachers

and cur *culum 'developers to know how children differ in

their approaches to addition. and subtraction in these

context . Knowledge about theie differences can.

contribute to decisions concerning- how the addition-and

subtraction operations are'beseintrgduced in the sch081

mathematics curriculum.

,---
Pufpogg of thkatusly

it The purpose of this study was to describe and

compare kindergarten and.first-grade children's

performance on addition and subtraction tasks presented
. .

ih verbal and abstract contexts. The study,provided a
. .

detailed Bross- sectional description of how children

solve certain addition and spbtraction problets. This

description was done both for childfen who ha&received

no foriiT "instruction, op addition and subtraCtion'and for

children who had received initial instruction A these

operations. The study focused on the 91DgggAgg children

use to solve addition and subtraction problems, i.e.,
. V

their attempts to create models or representations of the

numbers and relaKonships or actions described in the

problems, and their solution strategies and errorh. Such

\ 1;4
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information on processes is necessary for understanding,

individual differenceS in the way children approach_. such

problems and for determining the imi5licationb of those

differences for instruction.

Previous studies have investigated kindergartners'

and first-graders' performance on verbal and/or abstract

addition' and subtraction problems, but the focus of mpch

of that rfsearch was on problem difficulty. Until

recently, most studies generated difficulty indices and .

attempted to identify task 'and subject variables

influencing difficulty rather than attempting to examine

children1s problem solving processes. Recent research

has begun to focus more qn the strategies children use to

solve problems in eiither verbal or abst ;act contexts.

The present study,was desi ed to compare children's

strategies for solving verbal nd abstract addition and

subtraction' problems. This comparison is important

because different studies have gerlerated'competing

hypotheses about
s

how children solve problems in the two

contexts.

Ouesti9DAJWALAAied1the,filUAY

The questions of interest in the present study were

concerned with.killergartners' and first-graders' ability'

to solve certain abstract and verbal addition and

subtraction problems and the processes they use fgc

115
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solving4them. The main questions fell into. three

-categbries: questions concerning differences in

performance on ab ct and verbal problems, questions
.

dealing with differences between the strategies exhibited

by children who have had no instruction on addition and
.

subtraction and .those of children-who have'exiSerienced.
- 1

initial instruction, and questions concerning individual'

differences in young children's solutio'n strategies and
I

ability to solve certain addition and subtraction

problems. -

The first group of questions derived from concerns ,

about the most appropriate context'in which to introduce

the addition and subtraction operations in School

mathematics. A common assumption made by school

:mathematics programs and teachers is that verbal problems,

are difficult for children to solve and that children

must master addition and ,subtraction facts before they

can solve verbal problems. Carpenter, Hieberti and Moser

'(1981) and Carpenter and Moser (1981) provide data

indicating that this assumption may be false_and argue

that verbal problems are a viable vehicle fon initial

woVt with addition' and subtraction. Documentation of

'differences in children's ability to solve addition and

subtraction problems ion the two contexts, verbal and

abstract, is necessary for chdosing among alternative

1;:
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approaches to initial instruction on these operations.

ASUth choices also depend on differences in the processes

children use to solve verbal and abstract problems.
4, .

The preceding considerations generated several

questions. Are kindergarten and first-grade children,

better able to solve verbal Or abstract problems?' Do

children :use different strategies for-solving problems in

these two contexts? A reasonable hypothesis might be

that cues from the physical situations make verbal

problems easier for kindergartners to solve than abstract ,

problems. Such differential difficulty might not be

expected to occur with first-graders whose instruction on ,

addition and subtraction has focused primarily on

abstract problems. The cues inher t in verbal problems

might, however, lead to different trategies being used

for verbal and abstract problems. This raised several

further questions. Do the solution strategies used by

kindergarten and first-grade children mirror the

structure of the problem to the same extent on verbal as

on abstract problems? Do children use different

strategies on verbal or abstract problems containing

sriu41 n/umbers from those they use on problems in which
e"-

the numbers are larger? The prele study provided, data

,pertinento the preceding questions with"the intent of

presentinga detailed comparison of children's strategies

4
29
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7

for solving and ability to solve problems in two contexts

which can be included in initial instruction relating to

th4 operations of addition and subtraction.
.

Other questions of interest dealt with differences
pe

between the solution processes used by kindergprtners and

first-graders, i.e.,,children without formal instruction

on addition and subtraction and,children who have

experienced initial instruction. 'Do.kindergartners use a

variety of procedures for'solving verbal addition and

subtraction ploblems? Do these solutiob strategies vary

depending op the type of problem, as was the case with

first-graders in Carpenter and Moser (1981)? It was

hypothesized that kindergartneis would use strategies
1r

which ,mirrored the content and 'structure of the problems

but that their strategies would be less, abstiact than

those used by first-graders: A related qestion,is

whether, snot first- graders use solution strategies more
__-

interchangeably than kindergartners, i.e., whether first-

graders use a variety of strategies on a given type of

addition .or subtraction problem. the present study

addressed the preceding questions by providing crpet-
,

sectional data on solution strategies; similar data on

children's errors were pertinent to questitns concerning

the mistakes and miiconceptionsi,exhibited'by children at

these grade leVels. In particular,(are kindergartners'
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errors both qualitatively and qusntitatively different

from those of first-graders? Do kindergartners

misinterpret addition and subtraction problems and use

the wrong operation in their solutions-or are their

errors predominantly proceduial errors such asi-

miscounting? By addressing the preceding questions the

present study was able to compare askariety of aspects of

the processes used by chil en with no formal instruction

on addition and subtraction.to those-of children who had

received instruction thereon.

A third group of questions was concerned with

individual rather than group differences in children's

approaches to addition and subtraction problems. To what

extent da,4ildren differ in their capabilities for

solving abstract and verbak-addition and subtraction
0

problems? Can individuals be clustered meaningfully

iaccorting to the types of solutiln strategies they use on

addition and subtraction problems?' Such a description of

individual differences is useful both for instructional

design and for classroom diagnosis. The design of

19

initial instruc ion on the operations-of addition and

subtraction ca be guided by information about the
.,

variety and fr uency of solution strategies used by
,...-

r,

kindergartners and first-graders, and knowledge of the

types of errors exhibited by individuals an provide a
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basis for diagnosis of the misconceptions held by young

children.

Descrivtism_a_the_BiudY

The discussion which follows briefly describes the

procedures. chosen to address the questions presented in

the preceding section. A detailed dOcription of

empirical procedures is given in Chapter III.

24aks 12.12A_ID the BlasJy
-

--' The items used in fhe study consisted of a variety

of simple addition and subtraction problems. These 4

problems were presented in two contexts: verbal problems

in which problem data were linked to'physical referents

such as objects or people and their actions, and abstract'

problems in which no such lInks<to physical situations

occurred'. The abstract addition problems were of the

lorm a+b= and were presented orally to kindergartners

and in written number sentence the first-

graders. The verbal\addition problems involved either

action or static relationships. "Bill had three books.

His-friend gave him eight more.books. How many books did

,Bill have altogether?" is an example of an action

problem, and "Jane has four red books. Sh4 also has

seven green books. How many books does Jane have

altogether?" is a problem involving a static relationship

of parts 4o a whole.



The two,types of abstract 41traction problemg used

,r(were

1

ed on a -b =_ and a+ = Verbal subtraction

problems paralleled the abstract onesand involved

action, as in "Bill had eight books. He gave six of them.

to Martha. How many books did'Bill have' left' ?" or "Bill

has two books. How many books does he have to-pu with

them so he has eight boas altogether?"

A.dminizIxAtign sg Ille_TAB15

Twelve abstract and twelve verbal problems were

separately administered to each subject in two individual

interviews. ManipulAtive objects (cubes) were available

to all kindergartners and half of the first-graders-

throughout.the interviews'. During he interviews the

subjects golved.tft problems without assistance from the

interviewer's and were' often asked to give retrosctive

accounts of their procedures upon( compldtion of a

problem. When necessary, additional probing questions

were asked of the child toarify so

that Appeared ambiguous.

Although the present study gathered data on correct

-.../esponses, its primary focus-was on process-related

tion processes
A

aspects of chikdren's solutions.' Attempts to 'construct

physical. models of the problem dita, solution strategies,

and errors were obseed and coded by the interviewer. A

written record was also made of anecdotal data that were

24



considered pertinent.to accurate characterization of

indiVidualS' solution processes.
0

. Scope_a_the_fillaply

The intent of this section is to place the study.

within the context of mathematics education research in

genetal_aDd-research on addition and subtraction in

particular:- This section will delimit the study in erms

of its purpose and implications.

Romberg-and DeVault (1967) identified components of

the mathematics curriculum which:serve as an
0

.organizational framework-for research. The present study

addressed two of these components--mathematics programs

and the learner. It identified individual differences

among learners' solutici processes and their ability to

solve addition and aubtraction problems with the intent

of contributing to the specification of appropriate

content in that portion of the mathematics curriculum

concerned with initial problem solving experiences in

addition and subtraction.

Within mathematics education research a variety of

research strategies can be employed. Romberg (1970)

distinguished-two types of research, evaluative and

elemental research. The present, study is classified as

that type of elemental research in which the source of

the questions is practice-based rather than theory - based.

-2 5
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One type practice -based elemental researchis

relational research such as status studies, survey

research, and Correlational research: The present

,investigation was a status study, the intent of which was

t describe the existing relationship of certain

variables (probirr presentation context, probleA
'Ms

structure, number size, and grade level) to childien's

solution processes for addition and subtraction problems.

The scope gig the present study can be delimited in

several ways. As a status study the investigation was

\\, concerned with assessing solution processes used by

children at two levels, kindergart4ers prior to

\
instruction on the operations of addition and subtraction

and first-gliders after initial instruction. It was not

concerned with testing the effects of alternative

instructional programs: Although learning may have

ccurred during the interviews, an attempt was made to

void any direct instruction during the interviewer /child

teraction. Consequently, the study was not an

i ptructional study focusing on intervention. The study

corporated tasks in both verbal and abstract context's

bu problems in the two contexts .wereianMered

in ependently. Lot was not a study which attempted to

in estigate children's ability to represent verbal

pr blems with number sentences, nor did it attempt to

26
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. determihe prerequisite relationships among the ability to

solve verbal problems,ind the ability to construct a"1

concrete model or write a number sentence to represent a .

verbal` problem.

The preceding delimitatibns served to focus the

study on two of foul potential areas of.research on

verbal and abstiact addition and subtraction problems.

One area involves the relative difficulty of 'various

verbal or abstract problems and includes studies

investigating the influende of subject and task variables.

xei bn, the difficulty.of abstract or verbal additikn and

1.

subtraction problems. The second area'involves the

processes children -use to solve verbal or abstract

problems'arid is concerned with children'w.internal

represenTion of addition-and subtraCtion problems.

This area of.research attempts to describe the

developtent of ahildren's general conceptual models for

addition and subtraction. A third area focuses-on the

logical relationship, between abstract and verbal problemS

and the prerequisite relationships among the ability ti.,

'solvelliveibal problem, the ability to write a number

tenceeb Modelthe verbal problem,. and the ability to

serve the,Aumbrer,gentence. The four area deals with

. instryction and encoinpasses-'.-re'ssarch concerned with the

. tiiing of the introduction Of written symbolismfor
. t

ti

I
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addition' and subtraction and with methods of instruction

that incorporate varying emphases on verbal and abstrdct

problems. Thei present study addressed the first and ,

second areas, comparing both difficulty and process-

related aspects of performance on verbal and abstract
10

addition and subtraction problems.

By focusing primarily on children'4 processes this

study differed in emphasis from much-of the previous

research on addition and subtraction. The focus of the

present study is consistent with Lindvakl and Ibarra's

(1980) suggestion- for research aimed at "-identifying the'

general nature .of the understanding of number sentences

held bythose students who are successful in soiv,ing

them" and identifying "what it is that pupils do when

they, arrive at correct answers to open senter&s" (p.

,60)., They*argue that studying the strategies children

employ can b a useful first step to studying

understanding of abstract addition and subtraction items.

The purpose of the present study is also consistent with

Vergnau's (1979) contention that, although it is

important to.determine item difficultieslone should also

study the complexity of procedures or strategies-u4ed on

verbal problems.-

BationAl_indAignitlaAnotalbefitudY

Since children enter school with some counting 0)

28
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skials already established and since early addition and

subtraction strategies are often counting-based

(Carpenter & Moser, 1981; Ginsburg & Rusiell, Note 1), it

is logical.to.investigate whether kindergartners can

solve addition and subtraction problems. The research

reviewed in Chapter II prOides data indicating that some

kindergarten children possess limited aspects of such

ability.1 Although some information exists on

rtners' performance on addition and subtraction

extant research provides no detailed description of the

orocelles kindergartners use when attempting to 'solve

addition and subtraction problemi indifferent contexts.

Carpenter and Moser (1981) described strategies used by

first-graders on selected addition and subtraction verbal

problems. The first-grade verbal problem interviews in

the present study in part replicate the Carpenter and

Moser work and incorporate a more detailed analysis of

errors.

Comprehensive and systematic descriptions of

children's modeling, strategies, and errors prior to

formal instruction on addition and subtraction are

necessary for one to describe individual differences in

children's approaches to and ability to solve addition

and subtraction prObleds. The diagnostic information

resulting fjfocus onprocesses can provide

29
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information concerning chit dren's readiness for later

instruction on addition and. subtraction. Detailed

accounts of children's processes and errors yield

41111c
information about the misconceptionspth ur prior to

instruction and aiejlelpfullo both the design of

initial instruction and later work with children who
,

continueto havedifficulty solving addition and

subtraction problems.

An emphasis on children's strategies also allows

information to be gathered which documents children's

early problem solying procedures. -The extent to which

children "invent"=strategies and their use of simple

Problem solving heuristics potentially shed some light on

later difficulties:witiior capabilities for more complex/-`

mathematical problem solving.

Na prevus research has attempted to describe

childre's modeling procedures,_ strategies, and errors on

a range df abstrac problems. Thepresent study serves

to fill ,that void and, to extend the Carpenter and Moser'

t198l)work with verbal problems by documenting processes

used on correspondihg abstradt items.

A major contribution of the present study is.the

comparison of children's performance on addition and

subtraction problems in abstract acid verbal 'contexts.

The extent to which children can solve either verbal or

30
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abstract items and whether o of competence on problems

in one presentation context precedes competence with

comparable problems in the other context is important for

'curriculum. decisions 'concerning'content sequencing,

deciiions abdut when and how to introduce the operations

of addition and subtraction in the school mathematics

curriculum. .FOr example, in` the absence of direct

`instruction thereon, if verbal problems were more

difficult than abstract problems, one alternative would

be to. proceed by init4lly postponing instruction on

verbal addition and subtraction problems. HOwever, if

verbal problem solving' were itself deemed an important

objective, one might nevertheless opt for instruction

'that utilized both.contexts. Conversely, if competence

with verbal problem appeared first,- one might build

initial experiencO with addition and subtraction around

-verbal problem
-

In order to promote the development of

children's strategies for solviag addition and
.

subtraction pioblems it is necessary to determine the
/

7) strategies children use on abstract and verbai.problems

and to build upon children's naturally occurring or

"invented" strategies.

The cross- sectional nature of the present study

, provides data that compare perfoimance in kindeelecttn

and grade one. Little is,knawn about the shift from less

F
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to more abstract and efficient strategies across these
4

two grade levels. The study, while not longitudinal in

= design, compares the types of errors, the stratgies used,

and attention to problem structure exhibitd in

kindergarten and grade one, and contributes to the

'generation of hypotheses about the development of

children's addition anrsubtraction problem solvipg/-
processes.

The chapters that follow present a detailed
GO,

description of the study. Chapter II reviews the related

research which served as the background for the study.

The specific questions addressed by the study and the

empirical procedures chosen to gather data pertinent to

those questioni are given in Chapter III. Chapter IV

presents the results of the study and the final chapter

includes interpretation and.Aiscussion of the results.

32
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Chapter II

- REVIEW OF RESEARCH
4

'The present study was designed to describe and

ompare kindergarten and fifst-grade children's solution

processes for verbal and abstract addition and

subtraction problems,. Existing literature relates to the

study includes a considerable body of empirical research`

on addition and subtraction as well as theoretical

4

analyses aimed at classifying addition and subtraction

verbal problems. Since both the present investigation

and previous research incorporated a variety of addition

and subtraction problems, the initial section of this

chapter reviews attempts to classify addition and

subtraction problem types. It also provides a

description of solution strategies for addition and
a

subtraction problems that previous researchers have

identidtd.

The second section of the revie* of related

literature focuses on research on the difficulty of

addition and, subtraction problems and the solution

processes used by children with three levels of

instructional experience with addition and subtraction.

Since the present study used kindergarten subjects who

had received no formal instruction on addition and

subtraction and first-grade subjects who had received
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initial instruction on these operations, theie are

natural distinctionsjmong related studies according to

the instructional background of the subjects. These are:

a) studies using subjectsprior to their initial

instruction on.addition and subtraction (preschoolers,

kindergartnersAnd some first-graders), b) studies with

first-graders who had received initial instruction on-

these op4tions, and c) those studies that used older

children. Furtheriore, since problems in Verbal and

abstract contexts were used in the present study, this

distinction serves 's an appropriate means for

subdividing the studies within each of the preceding

three levels.

A majorit of research on addition and subtraction,

has been conce d with determination of difficulty

indices for various problem types and identification of

task and subject variables that influence problem

difficulty. Although the major purpose of the present

investigation was not the determination of item

dif icul ies, studies that focused on certain aspects of

ficulty are pertinent to the present

investigatiop. These studies influenced the choice of

item types appropriate for use with subjects within each

age level and they offered data on One type of comparison

of performance on verbal and abstract problems, i.e.,

34
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comparison of difficulty.

A second focus of research on addition and \

subtraction has been on determining the solution

processes children use when solving addition and

subtraction problems. When interpreting research on the

strategies children use to solve addition and subtraction

problems it is necessary to keep in mind that this

research has been derived from two very different

paradigms. One approach is inferential in that it fits

performance data to hypothesized behaviors or solution

methods. The inferential paradigm includes the inference

of strategies or solution ,methods from latency of .correct

responses or from am analysis of errors. The other

approach is direct and attempts to ascertain the

strategies used by children through diiect observation

and questioning. Within each of the three levels of

subjects' instructional background, the review that

follows will synthesize results from studies derived from

each of these paradigms.

The finalsectionof the research review discusses

studies relates to procedural aspects of the present

investigation. This section includes a review of studies

pertinent to the choices made concerning the selection of

interview tasks and the conditions of administration of

the't4sks, e.g., the availability of manipulatives. It
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also presents background literature related to-the

individual interview procedure.

classifigaliDD_Di_Additig.D_AD4_21112t14=1.41141.91212102

Abstract addition and subtraction problems can be
4

unambiguoutly classified into distinct problem types

. according to the form of the equation or open sentence.

Specification of the operation and the position of the

placeholder completely determines the problem type for

simple abstraCt addition and subtraction problems. Six

abstract problem types (and their symmetric forms) appear

in the studies reviewed: a+b= , a+ =c, +b=c, a-b=

a- =c, and -b=c. These problems can be classified

either by the placeholder position and operation symbol

in the problem or by the operation required for solution
ir

of the problem. 'Table I presents these two

classifications. Rather than using a surface structure

such as the operation symbol given in the problem,

. Moser's (Note 2) criterion for classifying problems as

addition or subtraction problems was adopted. It .

consists of determining the operation which, whelk applied

to the Ay numbers given in the problem, produces the

correct answer. According to this criterion only the

first and last (a+b= and -b=c) of.the preceding six

abstract problems are addition problems; the other four

require subtraction.

36
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Table 1

Classifications of Abstract Problems

Operation Symbol
in the Problem

Placeholden
Position

+. -I.
Third-
position

a+b=
canonical
addition

........

a-b=
canonica'
subtiaction

Second-
position

a+ =c
second-
position
missing
addend

.
.

a- =c
missing
subtrahend

First-
position

+b=c
first-.
position
missing
addend

7'
-bc.

missing
minuend

Operation Required for
Solution of the Problem *

r-
Addition Subtraction

a+b= a-b=
canonical canonical
addition subtraction

-b=c a+,._=c
missing second-position
minuend missing addend

a - =c
missing subtrahend

+bmic

first - position
-Missing addend .

ssification used in the present study

3~,
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Classification of verbal addition and subtraction

problems is more complex. Van Engen (1949, 1955),,

Reckzeh (1956), and Gibb (1956) discussed "additive" and

"subtractive" situations and distinguished "take away(

"comparison," and "joining (additiye)" as three types of

subtraction. Other authors, e.g., Steffe (1970), have

classified addition situations into those involving a

transformation of the given sets (action) and those

without a transformation (static).'

Recently, comprehensive attempts have been made to

specify distinctions between various types of verbal

addition and subtraction problems. Five such atiempts,

can be identified: a) The semantic analysis of Greeno.

and his colleagues (Greeno, 1980; Heller, Note 3; Riley &

,Greeno, Note 4); b) Moser's (Note 2) characterization of

verbal problems in terms of entities, relatiOnship or

action, and characteristics of-the question; c)

Vergnaud',s analysis of verbil problems which is based on

the concepts of measure, time transformation, and static'

relationship (Vergnaud & Durand, 1976; Vergnaud, 1981);

d) Kossov's classification of verbal problems into types

of direct and indirect problems; and e) the linguistic

analysis of verbal problems done by Nesher and her

colleagues (Nesher, 1981; Nesher & Katriel, 1977, 1978;

Neshetli Teubal, 1975).

36
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These five categorizations of verbal problems

essentially agree on major classification variables but

differ in the attention they pay to details and sub-

categories\elated to each of these variabtVe. Greeno's

-(1980) Change, Combine, and Compare schemata are more

general semantic structures that are subsumed by Moser's

...Note -.-2 -) Joining and Separating, Part-Part-Whole, and

ComparisOn/Larger and Comparison/Smaller categories.

-Vergnaud's (1981) analysis of verbal 'problems is similar

to Moser's but it admits additional problem types by

including transformations and static relatidnshipS (both

positive and negative) as separate categories of

.entities. . Examples are "Bill wins 3 marbles. He plays

;another game and loses 1 marble. Altogether how many

marbles did he win or lose?" and "I owe Mary 7 marbles

and she owes me 4 of them. Altogether how many are owed

to whom?". Kossov's (1975)Aistinction of problems by

the larger/smaller
'd

imension and by the type of

corresponding open sentence (canonical or non-canonical)

relates directly to Moser's. Nesher and Katriel (1978)1

further distinguished between action and static problems

according to linguistic considerations such as sequential

orde; of the text strings in comparison to the temporal

order of the events described by those strings.- The

analyses developed by these authors are similar enough so

3,9
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that their related empirical work can be interpreted

with n the framework of a/single classification of

prob ems.

Change, Combine, Compare, and Equalizing are four"

clas s of simple addition and subtract ion problems that

from the preceding classifications. Change/Join

and C ange/Separate problems involve a change (increase

and d crease, nespectively)''in an initial quanti!eer

.`time. For each of these, three types of problems result

depen ing on which quantity is unknown; for elample,

Join, Join/Change Unknown, and Join/gtart Unknown are

thre distinct problem types.

ombine and Compare problems involve static

rela onships between a set and its two, disjoint subsets

and tween two distinct, disioint sets, respectively.

Comb ne problems require1/4finding the union and

Combine/Part Unknown problems involve finding one of.the

subsets. There are six types of Compare problems

depending on whether tilt referent set, compared set or

difference are unknown and whether the referent set is

larger or smallersthanithecompared set.

In Equalize problems it is necessary to make one set

equal to another. Thus, these probbems involve

comparison of two disjoint sets as well as the types of

action found in Change problems. Three Equalize/Join and

40
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three !Equalize Ablems can-beleilerated by
t

varying-the unknoWn.guantity. These problems are'less
.

.

Common th a'n Change, Combine,..and'Compare
.

pioblems.,
. .

Eximplei' these and other verbal problems are given in

(271

Table ,2.

ClAssj.fication of Strategies,

A number of studies have discussed the.procedurg3

children use to solve verbal addition and subtraction

,

problemS (for example, see Carpenter & Moser, 1981; Gibb,

1953; Hebbeler, 1977) as well as abstract problems (for

-example, see $eaLtie, 1979; Groen &. Pop., 1973;

McLaughlin, 1935; Riess, 1943). These _and other aut rs

have used num ous terms to describe children's

strategies--recalling a known addition or subtraction

fact, counting, .using derived facts, pattial counting,

guessing, `and counting-on. Theambigwity in many of the

above,terms dictates that a standard terminologyAbe

chopen to identify the strategies children use to solve

addition and subtraction problems.

Several researchers have described children's
y.
strategies for

in ;terms of an

41
,..111111.-

solving addition and subtraction prNems

ordinal scale (Gibb, 1953; Moser, Note 5;

Hata°, Note 6; Shchedrovitskii & Yakobson, 1975). The

three levels concrete representation, counting,

and merit strategies, described by Shchedrovitskii &
r

4



Problem Type

Table 2*,

Selected Verbal Problem Types

Example

Change

Join Kim has 3 cards. His father gives
him 6 more cards. How many cards
does Kim have altogether?

Join/Change Kim has 3 cards. Hom many more
Unknown cards does he have to put with

them so he has 9 cards algether?

Separate Lee had 7 toys:' She gave 3 toys
to Fran. How many toys did Lee
have left?

-----
Combine Leslie has 2 sugar donuts and 6

plain donuts. How, many donuts.
does she have altogether?

Combine/Part Chris saw 6 animals. Four were
Unknown tigers and the rest were elephants." How many elephants did she see?

(There are

1281

'than
has 3 fish. Mike has 9 more fish_

'than Joe. How may fish does Mike have?

five other types of Compare problems..)

Equalize There are 3 boys and 1 girls on
the basketball team. How many more
boys have to be put on the team so:

4 there will be the same number of .

boys and girls?

.five other types of Equalize problems.)

)ro

r,
4011.-
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Yakobson, Moser, and Hatano are useful for delineating

classes of strategies that represent qualitatively'

different approaches to solving problems. Corfcrete

representation strategies are the least abstract and rely

heaVily on the use of physical objects. Counting

strategies are somewhat more abstract in that they

involve the use of a sequence of couneing wografEher

than the objects themselves, and mental strategies are

the most abstract since they rely entirely on recalling

addition or subtraction facts or mental manipulation of

such number facts. Inappropriate strategies such as

guessing or making no attempt to solve the pibblem,

comprise the fourth and lowest level of strategies.

In order to give examples of specific strategies

that are typical of those in the preceding levels it is

necessary to adopt standard terms to describe these.

strategies. Carpenter and Moser (1981) present a

.detailed analyflis of the strategies children use to solve

addition and subtraction prbblems. Theirs is the most

comprehensive such attempt, and since it subsumes nearly

all strategies identified by cii4v researchers, their t

terminology will be used in the brief _description of

strategies' which follows and in the more comprehensive,

definitions of strategy categories used in the present

study that appear in Chapter III.
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Counting All, Separate From, Adding On, and Matching

are some - examples of strategies that concretely represent

the problem. In each of these the child uses physical".

objects such,as manipUlatives or,fingersto construct

sets which model the.data and/or'the relationship or

action in the, problem,. and then counts or subitiies the

resulting set to deterTine the answer. The Counting All

strategy involves modeling the 1106 sets or numbers given

in the problem and counting the union set to find the

answer. When solving subtractiop problems children can

use concrete representation in several ways. The

Separate 'P{om strategy involves fonstruction of oneset
.

of objects from which anOtheeet is removed, followed by
a 4

counting of theosemaining set'of objects. The Adding On
t

Istrategy is use4Nthen'theAdlild'bonstructs a set of

objects representing the subtpsbfnd, increments that set

of objeOts until its numeroSity equals that of the
t

minuend and then finds the answer by determining how many

objects were added onatching is anothgr strategy

children use to solve subtraction problems (Carpenteeand,

'Moser, 1981): This s rategy is based on the attempt to

t
construct a one-to-o correspondence between two

collections of objects representing the numbers or sets

given in the problem. two sets are m atched one-to-

one and the number of reining Unmatched objects

44
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determines the child's' answer.

Children also use Trial and Error-tvriml-ve addition

-and subtraction problems. This concrete representation

strategy was not obierved by Carpenter and Moser (1981)

' but has been,do6umented in, several other studies

(Lindvall & Ibarra, Note 7; Rosenthal, 197;; Rosenthal'&

Resnick, 1974) . This strategy., most often occurs when the

initial set is unknown, e a with +b=c or. -b=c, or

with a verbal problem such as "Billie had some toys. She

gave 3 to Josie. Now he his 4 left,- How many toys did

Billie have to begin with?TM. Trial and Errorsis

evidenced when the child models one of the sets'in, the

problem with an arbitrary set of objects, performs the

manipulations dictated by the remaining information in

the problem, and then chedks to see if the required final

state exists. - If not, the initial arbitrary amount is

incremented or decremented as appropriate, and the

process is repeated until a satisfactory final state is

achieved. The most reciont initial amount then represents

the answer.

Children who do not physically model each of the

numbers or sets in a problem often use forward or

baCkward'countiAg sequences to determine the solution.

When using these, children begin the counting sequence at

a number other than one, indititing a more abstract
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analog 'of the physical incrementing or decrementing of an

initial set of objete. A child can begin the counting

sequence with either the first addend given in the

problem or with the larger of the two addends. In either

case the forward counting sequence begins with one of the

addends and continues for a number of counts equal to the

other addend, ending at the sum of the two addends.

Counting On From the Larger Addend represents a more

efficient counting strategy since the minimum number of

counttwee needed to find the answer.

Counting strategies or subtraction problems can

involve either forward or backward counting sequences.

Two of the ways as'child can solve a subtraction probleme
are hy'heginning the counting sequence from the minuend

and counting backwards a number of counts equal to the

subtrahend (Counting Down Froi) or by beginning the

counting sequence from the subtrahend and counting

forward until the minuend is reached (Counting Up From

Given). In either case the child determines the answer

by keeping track of the number of counting words uttered.

114 The most abstract strategies children demonstrate

are those involving mental manipulations of numbers

rather than physical manipulations of objects or the use

of counting sequences. Children often remember basic

addition or subtraction facts and either use theie

46
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directly to solve the problem, or indirectly use a known

.fact to derive another needed.fact. For example, when

using such.a strategy a child might generate the solution

to a problem which requires the sum 5+6 by reasoning

"5+5=10 so 5+6 must be one more, or 11."

Performance Prior to Formal Insisugtion

Presch9o1 Chiljsgn's Perfoxmance

The performance of preschoolers on addition and

subtraction tasks provides a.description of the

capabilities of children at an age prior to that of'the

subjects used in the present study. This background is

useful for viewing the development of quantitative

skills, the ability to solve various types of,addition

and subtraction p s, and the evolution of children's

strategies for solving thes problems.

11211=DuntsigalLIAlks. One category of research at

the Ireschool level involves "pre- numerical" addition and

subtraction. This research views children's early

notions of addition and subtraction as "non-quantitative"

in that children focus on "more" or "less" rather than

"how'many." Pre-numerical or non-quantitative addition

and subtraction tasks involve determination of whether or

not two sets are equivalent, and if they are not, which

set has "more." These tasks differ from addition and

subtraction problems that require quantification, i.e.,
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tasks in which one must determine how many objects are in

the resulting set after addition op subtraction has been

performed. Pre-numerical addition and subtraction tasks

embody a unary conception of the operations of addition

and subtraction (Weaver, 1981) in that they focus on the

transformations which alter numerosity or the "physical.

manipulations creating inequalities" (Brush, 1978, p.

44). In Brush's.stuc4 tasks were presented concretely

using sets of objects and did not require the subject to

specify the numerosity-.of sets, but rather whether or not

two sets were of equal numerosity after one or both were

transformed by appending or removing objects. Brush's

study indicated that most preschool children understapi

that 'adding to and "taking away* alter the numerosity

of a set of objects.

Gelman and GAllistel (1978) also presented evidence

that preschoolers treat addition and subtraction. (in the

sense of "adding on or *taking away*) as number-relevant

transformations. Starkey And Gelman (1981) described

preschoolers' understanding of pre-numerical addition and

subtraction as including four principles. Two of these

are recognition that appending objects to'or removing

objects from a set increase or decrease numerosity,

respectively. The other two principles related to

addition and subtraction implicitly understood by

48
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preschoolers are inversion and compensation. These

involve the use of appending objects to reverse the

effect of removing objects (and vice versa) and

reinstatement of a numerical relationship between two

sets following a transformation of one of them by

performing the identical transformatioh on the other.

liMmaxicallaliks. Ginsburg and Russell (Note 1, Note

8), Hebbeler (1977), McLaughlin (1935), and Starkey and

Gelman (1981) investigated preschoolers) performance on

numerical addition tasks (those requiring precise

quantification). McLaughlin found that few 3-year -olds

could determine the total number of elements when two

sets were combined but that many 4-year-olds were able to

use counting to determine the total number of elements.

The studies bylGinsburg and Russsell, Hebbeler, and

Starkey and Gelman indicated that when the experimenter

used objects to model each set describecrin the problem,

preschoolers could correctly solve half to two-thirds of

the problems, b t few children could solve addition

problems when obje is were not used or were screened

after their initial presentation. The preceding studies

identified guessing and counting (after problems had been

concretely represented) as preschoolers dominant
P

strategies, although number facts were recalled

occasionally.
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Groen and Resnick's (1977) study demOnstTated that

preschool'children could be taught to solve abstract

addition problems with sums less thanten. Following

extensive instruction and practice in Using the Counting

All strategy the criterion of perfect performance was

reached. Latency analysis of subsequent responses

suggested that several of the subjects spontaneously

"invented" a counting-on strategy that was more efficient

than the strategy they'had been taught.

Summary. Previous research on addition and

subtraction with preschool subjects indicates that young

children understand operations on setwof objects which

decrease numeroslty and that if numerical addition and

subtraction problems are presented concretely, i.e., the

experimenter forms sets of objects repretenting one or

both of the numbers in the problem, at least some

preschool children can solve them. Little success has

been reported on verbal. problems priented in the absence

of objects or on abstract problems (McLaughlin, 1935).

The strategies used by preschoolers are often

inappropriate ones, although some children display an

ability to use and even ent counting strategies,

especially in the presen of objects. One can conclude

that preschoolers havea knowledge base which in some

cases is adequate for addition and subtraction strategies
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to develop prior to kindergarten entrance.

EildefigAZIDIZs' Per f 0EMADat

Aintract_problemo. Although a number of studies f

have investigated kindergartners' performance on certain

addition and ibtraction tasks, few have systematically

documented their ability'to solve .abstract problems.

Only one study (McLaughlin,1935) reported the difficulty

of addition iciroblems for kindergartners. The 5-6 year-

olds in her study correctly solved 38% of the abstract

canonical (a+bis )' addition problems with sums less than

10. Ilg and Ames (1951) reported the only data on

strategies used by kindergartners on abstract addition

and subtraction problems. They noted that addition

strategies progress during this age range from Counting

All, to Counting On From' the First Addend, to Counting On

From the Larger Addend. Separating From and Counting

4;trn From were the principal subtraction strategies,

although Ilg and Ames reported some.use of Derived Fact

strategies involving addition facts (primarily doubles).

Both of the preceding studies indicated that some

kindergartners were able to solve addition and '

subtraction problems presented in the abstract context.

Ilg and Ames' data indicated that counting strategies

occurred both with and without objects present and that

strategidt simijar to those observed in the studies with
Ic
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first-graders discussed subsequently also/lee present

among kindergartners.

Verbal problems. Results from Grunau (1978), Ibarra

end Lindvall (Note 9), Riley,lete 10), Schwartz (1969),

and Shores and Underhill (1976) indicate that many

kindergartners are capible of solving addition and

subtraction problems, but that certain item types are

considerdbly more difficult than others. Across the

preceding studies Combine, join, and Separate problems

were less difficult than Combine/Part Unknown,

Join/Change Unknown, and Compare problems. For example,

p-values for Join, Separate, and Combine problems were

often in the .45 to .80 range, whereas Join/Change

Unknown, Compare, and Combine/Part Unknown problems often

had difficulty indices in the .10 to .35 range. Another

conclusion from the preceding studies is that problems

without pictorial or manipulative aids generally had p-

values .10 to .25-lower than those presented with aids.

Three studies (Ginsburg & Russell, Note 1; Hatano,

Note 6; Hebbeler, 1977) used verbal addition and

subtraction problems with kindergartners and, to some

extent, gave attention to aspects of children's solution
It6

strategies. Hebbeler reported that kindergartners used

appropriate strategies for/0e "overwhelming majority" of

the addition problems presented and that counting and use

52
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of number facts anted for approximately 70% and 10%

of their strategies, respectively. Ginsburg and

Russell's kindergarten subjecti used appropriate

strategies on,over 70% of the'Join items, with Counting

A11 accounting for 55% of the strategies when no objects

were present and other appropriate stategies such as use

of number facts or Counting On From the Larger Addend

'hccounting for another 17%. Hatano found that Japanese

kindergarten children seldom exhibited all, observable

sign of counting but employed a type of Derived Fact

strategy based .on the use of 5 as an intermediate unit.

This strategy ,involved mental /regrouping in which numbers

greater than five were regrouped as 5+x, where x<5. For

example, 7+7 is 14 because there are two 5's and two 2's

after regrouping. In each of these three studies at

least some of the strategies used by older subjects were

found in the kindergartner's repertoire as well.

One study focused on the procedures kindergartners

use to represent or model verbal addition and subtraction

problems. Lindvall and Ibarra (Note 7) identified

difficulties young children have in modeling the numbers

and relationships or actions in verbal addition and

subtraction problems. They observed a trial -and -error

approach to modeling problem involving a missing addend,

missing minuend, or missing subtrahend, as well as an
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* approach in which no attempt was made to model the

-unknown directly. Lindvill and Ibarra contended that

kindeigartners' main source of difficulty in modeling

verbal problems was the identification of the set

representing the answer to ther66-lem. They found that

difficulties in "tagging" the sets used to model the

problem led"to errors such as responding with one of the

number's given in the prgblem. The problems on which

Lindvall and Ibarra identified difficulties in modeling

were some of the same problems that were the most

difficult in other studies.

Abstract_and vexbal_gligtlem. Only two studies have

generated information pertinent to comparison of verbal

and abstract problem performance at the kindergarten

level. Each of these studies is severely limited. Woody

(1931) reported 15-40% success rates for canonical

abstract items with sums less than 10 and less than 158

on items with larger addends. He also reported

administration of simple verbal problems, but no usable

data aregiven for these items (Brownell, 1941)..

Consequently, no comparison, even of success rates is

possible. Williams (1965) presented verbal problems with

sums less than six to entering kindergartners. One item,

2 +10_, was presented in both verbal and abstract

contexts, and performance was nearly identical (42% vs.

54 fr
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41% correct). Correct responses occurred on only 8% and,

a' 19% of the verbal problems modeled by 3+__=5 and 5-3=

and the abstract item +2=4 was answered correctly only

17% of the time. Neither of.these studies compared/'
*1.-----\ .

.

strategies used on verbal and abstract problems.

Summary. Sex're general conclusions can be drawn

from the pieceding studies. "ly kindergartners can

understand and solve some simple verbal and abstract

additn and subtraction problems prior to formal

`instruction on these topics. When problems are based on

theetanonical sentences such as a+b= and a-b= v.
.

kindergartners can deal sUcceSifully with verbal and

abstract'items with sums less than ten roughly 25-50% of

qAithe time. Vo information is available as to the relatIve--

:frequency with which children of this age can Solve (or
,'

apply appropriate strategies to) problem either the

verbal or the abstract context but are no able to do so

-in the other context. /
The rate of success is higher when "beat are used

and it is very high when the concretely piesepted verbal

context tessentrally enumeration/ is used. Little

.attention was paid in previous research*to systematic

.k anEfsis of molting proce6Ces and strategies children
s

t ,

use or td the effect of problem structure on choice of.

stratiggy.. A majority of kindergartners appiaCto use

4
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e

appropriate strategies on verbal problems, but little is

known about their strategies for abstract items. No

0
systematic comparison of kindergartners' strategies and

errors on verbal and abstract problems has been done.

w ipterino First-gxaders'kerjamunge*

Several studies which focused on first-grade

subjects' ability to solve addition and subtraction

problems have used-entering first- graders, for whom it

can be assumed that no formal instruction on addition and

subtraction had taken place. The results of these

studies can be compared,more appropriately to those of

the kindergarten studies reviewed previously than to

studies using first-graders wbo had received initial'

instruction on addition and subtraction.

The results of several studies discussed

sulleequently and those from Carpenter and Moser's (1981)

or:interviews With (tering first-graders yield item

difficulties comparable to those from studies which used

kindergarten subjects. Buckingham and MacLatchy (1930)

administered ben Join problems with sums less tbln 10 to

entering first- graders. Twenty to 70% success was

ach).eved with addends of 1 or 2. Hendrickson (1979)

M'
reported approximately 25% success on Join and Separate

problems when the subjects were direCetd to model the
e

first number in the problem prior to having the remaining

56
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portion of the problem read to them. Grans (1938)

tasks were similar to those of Buckingham and MacLatchy

and also inaluded Separate problems. His subjects'

success rates ra ed from 20-50%. Brownell (1941)

adkinistered a limited set of abstract and verbal

addition and subtractiOn problems with sums and minuends

less than 6 to entering first-graders. Difficulty

,indices ranged from .29 to .54 on abstract problems and

.37 tdi.52 for the two verbal problems.

Carpenter and Moser (1981) longitudinally documented

problem difficulty and strategy use across grade one on

two verbal addition (Join and Combine) and four verbal

subtraction probleis (Separate, Compare, Join/Change

Unknown and Combine/Part Unknown), each of which was

unique in terms of problem structure. Entering firit-

graders correctly solved one -half to three-fourths of,

both addition problems when sums were less than 10 or

when manipulatives were available for problems with sums

11 through 15. Performance dropped to approximately one-

third correct when no manipulatives were available for

problems with sums 11 through1115. These. subjects

correctly solved only one-thi4d to one-half Of the

Separate, Compare, Combine/Part Unknown and Join/Change

Unknown problems when minuends were less thah 10 or when

manipulatives were-available for problems with minuends
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froi'll through 15. In only one instance, for Separate

problems with minuends less than 10 with manipulatives

available, was performance appreciably above the 50%

level (64% correct). When no manipulatives were,

gvailable for problems with minuends 11 through 15, the

entering first-graders correctly solved only 14-25% of

the subtraction problems.

The Carpenter and Moser study is unique in that it

provides the only extant comprehensive data on' the

solution strategies used by first-gradets on addition and

subtraction verbal problems. Carpenter and Moser's model

of 'children's solution processes for verbal addition and

subtraction problems contends that problem structure is

-

the principal determinant of youngf children's choices of

strategies fpr solving verbal problems; variations in

problem structure can be shown to account for the

observed variations in children's choices of strategies

across various item types. In the arpenter and Moser

study 011Ptwo addition problems, embodying action and

static situations; eliCited similar strategies. They

reported that the overall pattern of responses for both

problems was almost identical both in tern* of number

correct and strategy.

Problem was strongly related to strategy

choice on the four subtraction problems, with the

5LS
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strategy most frequently used being that which most

di?*ctly modeled the action or relationship described in

the problem. The subtractive strategies (Separate From

or Counting Dqwn from) and additive strategies (Adding Ort

or Counting Up From Given) vere used, nearly universally

on the Separate and Join/Change Unknown problems,

respectively,. Matching was found to be the most

frequently used strategy on the Compare problem when

objects were available, and both additive and subtractive

strategies occurred on the Combine/Part Unknown problem,

with the subtractive strategies)being the predolinant

I ones. Although the Combine problem was somewhat

ambiguous, there were char d4ferences in solution

strategies for these four problems with differing

structures

Carpenter and Moser concluded that children's'

difficulties in figuring out how to model the

relationships in static problems may have accounted for

their being less consistent in their choice of strategy

on the Compare and Combine/Part Unknown problems.

Carpenter and Moser's data indicate that young children

have independent conceptions of subtraction and that they

are not aware of the interchangeability of their

strategies. Children's initial approaches to solving

verbal subtraction problems are tied very strongly to the
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actions or relationships in the problems.

filAMAXY

Several conclusions can be drawn from studies that
6

examined preschoolers', kindergartners' and entering

first7graders' performance-on addition and subtraction

problems. it appears that in spite of a lack of

instruction on the operations of addition and

subtraction, some young children spontaneously,"invent"
4

and use appropriate strategies to solve addition and

btxactionproblems. These strategies often closely

mirror the structure of'the problems And often involve

concrete representation of the problem rather than

counting or recalling number facts, although strategies

in the latter two categories are, employed by some

children prior to any formal instruction on addition and

subtraction. _Children are more successful when

manipulative objects are present,, yet some children have
f.

difficulty constructing a physical model which represents

the action, relationship or operation in the problee.

The existence of low success rates on some problem types

suggests.that problems for kindergartners must be chosen

carefully to ensure that useful information tesultsAfrom

their administration.

itil2r.BAJlae-121-FILitm-sizaskral-Attralnil=a1212

Mid-year or end-of-year first-graders typically have

60
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experienced initial instruction on'the operations of

addition and subtraction. Thus, their responses to

addition and subtraction problems can be expected to be

different from those of younger subjects who have not had

such instruction.

bblitLALt_Wda=

Beattie and Deichmann (1972), Groen and Poll (1973),

Boulihah and Ginsburg (1981), Lindvall and Ibarra (1980),

and Weaver (1971) provide data on the difficulty of

various abstract addition and subtraction problems
c-

administered t mid- and end-of-year first-graders.

Different problemi and conditions of administration,

e.g., the inclusion of problems with no solution in the

Weaver,study, may account for some differences between

these studies. Nevertheless, across these stu ies,

differe;(ces in difficulty among the six simple open

addition and subtraction sentence types (a+b= , a-b= ,

a+ =c, a- =c, +b=c, and -b=c) were comparable.

These studies indicate that the Simplest open sentences

are the canonical addition (a+blos ) and canonical

subtraction (a-b= ). These consistently were solved

correctly more than 60%-of the time with addition being

.the easier of the two. The two missing addend sentences

(a+ =c and = +b=c) and the missing Subtrahend sentence

(a- =c) were next in level of difficulty with p-values
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ranging from .46 to .87. Weaver and Lindvall and Ibarra

both found that the second-position missing'iddend

problem (a+ =c) to be slightly easier than the first-

missing addend problem ( +b=c). The missing

minuend problem ( -b=c) was decidedly more difficult

than the other open sentences, with difficulty indices

being approximately .25 or less in all but Beattie and

Deichmann's study (which drew data from workbooks whereon

children presumably received help).

Houlihan & Ginsburg reported that first-graders were

successful on only 27% of the addition items involving

one single -digit and one two-digit addend in spite of the

fact that over 60% of them used an 'appropriate strategy.

When both addends were two-digit numbers, less than 5% of

the subjcts were correct and approximately one-third

used an appropriate strategy. This suggested that

problems with twge-digii-Addends were potentially too

difficult for, most first-graders and certainly too

difficult for kindergartners..

Of the studies which haVe investigated the

strategies first-graders use when solving abstract

addition and subtraction pioblems, some have used direct

observation and others have used inferential techniquei.

Broinell (1941), Peck:and Jencks (1976) and Houlihan and

Ginsburg (1981) directly observed children's solutions of

62
1
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addition, addition and subtraction, and missing addend

problems, regpectively. HOulihan and Ginsburg reported

that over three-fourths of the first-graders in their

sample used an appropriate strategy on two abstract

single-digit addition problems. Of_these strategies,

counting was the predominant strategy, with approximately

equal numbers of subjects using Counting All and the

counting-on strategies, i.e.; Counting On From the Larger

Addend and Counting On From the First (Smaller) Addend.

Brownell individually administered abstract addition and

subtraction problems with sums and minuends less than 10

to first-graders at mid-year and again'at the end of the

school year. Recalling a number fact and guessing were

the most frequently used strategies, although Derived

Fact and counting strategies were also exhibited. Peck

and Jencks gave no detailed report of strategies
#

. ,

employed, but noted that approximately 80% of the

_children who could, correctly solve missing addend

problems used an overt counting strategy. Several

children used mental counting and about 15% recalled a

number fact. Although counting was, the predominant

successful strategy, only 60% of their total sample

employed such a strategy. Peck and Jencks' study

demonstrated that first-grade children who had

experienced initial instruction on addition and

6
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subtraction could successfully solve missing addend

number sentences, primarily by counting.

Studies using response latencies to infer children's

. strategies on abstract addition problems (Suppes & Groen,

19671 Groen, 1968) found that reaction times were a

function of the smaller of the two acrends, suggesting

that the best-fitting model of children's early

strategies for addition problems is Counting On From

Larger Addend. Groen and Poll (1973) found that the only

counting model .that fft observed latencies for missing

addend problems was one in whiakthe number of counts was
(

determined by the relative efficiencies of counting up

from the addend to the sum and counting down from the sum

1 ' a number of counts equal to the addend, e..g.afor 3+ 711,

counting up five units from 3 is less efficient than

counting down three units from 8. However, this model

fit observed latencies only for the second-position

missing,addeneproblems (a + _:c). Groen and Poll's study

did not -present conclusive evidence that first-graders

illbase their choice of solution strategy on considerations

of efficiency. However, response latency studies with

young children do suggest that at the time when children

have had little formal instruction on the addition and ,

subtraction'operations, their performance can be modeled

by strategies that involve counting.
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Error analysis was used as a means of inferring

solution strategies in several investigations With first-

graders. Beattie and Deichmann (1972) globally -

classified errors in first-graders' workbooks as basic

fact_errors, incorrect operation errors, and

unclassifiable ones. Only 7% of first-graders' errors on

.0
canonical addition problems entailed use of the wrong

operation, and the corresponding r to of such errors for

canonical subtraction problems w '24%. The data on.

basic fact errors can be combine' with frequencies of

correct solutions to infer the frequency of use of an

appropriate strategy. Such a procedure yields a high

incidence- of appropriate strategies, perhaps inflated by

the help which students may have received when doing '4

Workbook pages. Weaver's (Note 11) data on incorrect

responses similarly can generate estimates of the use of

approptiate strategies; his data for canonical addition

items quite closely parallel Houlihan and Ginsburg's

(1981) interview data for similar items. Although many

errors appear to be systematic when computational

algorithms are involved (Ginsburg, 1977b), systematic

errors may be more difficult to identify solely from

( responses when less complex tasks such as simple addition

and subtraction are invovled. Inferential error analysis

can be inaccurate in classifying counting errors and
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contributes little to identification of the solution

strategies children use.

YelkolRspillsms

Many studies have found that first-graders perform

well on verbal addition problems.after receiving'

instruction on addition and subtraction. Depending on

the size of the numbers used in the problems and the

availability of manipulatives, difficulty4dices for

first-graders have generally been greater than .50 and

often as high as .80 or .90 on verbal addition problems

(Brownell, 1941; Carpenter & Moser, 1981; Hebbeler,

1a77). Verbal subtraction problems have been

consistently more difficult than addition problems, with

difficulty indices often below .50, athough LeBlanc's .

(Note 12) first-graders were successful, on approximately'

-65% of Combine/Part Unknown problems.

Most studies that compared the difficulty Of action

and static addition problems at the first-grade level

founoPithat performance was not, markedly different on

these two types o! items (Carpenter & Moser, 1981;

Cafpenter, Hiebert & Moser, 1981; Shores & Underhill/

1976; Steffe & Johnson, 1971). Steffe (1970) reported p-

values of .85 and .77 for Join and Combine problems with

firdt-gradeis. These findings differ somewhat from those

of studies comparing the difficulty of action and' static

66
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addition problems at the kindergarten level. Three

kindergarten studies 4Grunau,,1978; Ibarra & Lindvall,

Note 9; Shores & Underhill, 1976) reported slightly

better performance on the static Combine problem than on

the Join problem.' One might conclude tha't prior to

instruction, Combine problems are as easy or perhaps even

easier than Join problems, but that after instruction,

these problems are essentially of equal difficulty.

Differences in AUfficu3ty between verbal subtraction

problems have appeared in many studies. One trend in a

number of studies at the kindergarten level and with

older subjects was a distinction between the action

subtraction problems, with the Separate problem being/''N

less difficult than the Join/Change Unknown problem

(Ibarra & Lindvall, Note 9; Rosenthal & 4einick, 1974;

Schell & Burns, 1962). Two first-grade studies,

(Carpenter & Moser, 1981; Steffe & Johnson, 1971),

however, reported that the Join/Change Unknown problem

was. less difficult than the Separate problem. Another

difficulty trend among verbal subtraction problems

involves action problems being less difficult than static

(Combine/Part Unknownnor Compare) problems. This trend

appeared consistently (Carpenter, Blume, Hiebert, Martin

& Pimm, Note 13) ,,,and difficulty indices between .10 and

.50 for the static problems suggested that in the present

6"
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study, less useful' strategy data might be obtained .from

the kindergarten subjects and even the first-graders Vf

static rather than action subtraction problems were used.
e,

The strategies used bt mid- and ena-of-year first- -

graders on verbal addition and subtraction problems are

varied and involve more sophisticated procedures than

those used by kindergartners and entering first- graders.

Hebbeler (1977) reported that-counting strategies and use

of number facts accounted for approximately 50% and 40%,

respectively, of her first-grade subjects' addition

strategies. She noted that the incidence of counting

strategies was' lower than that for kindergartners, that

the Presence or absence of manipulatives had little
41110

effect on children's addition strategies and that, .in

contrast to the pfeschool and kindergarten levels,.

guessing was practically non=existent among first-graders

on simple addition problems.

The strategies reorted by Carpenter et a . (1981)

were consistent withCarpenter and Moser's (1981) data

concerning the influence of problem structure on the

.solution strategies used by mid-year first-graders.

Carpenter & Nosei's mid- and end-of-year interview data

were similar to their data' on entering first-graders,

although by mid- to end-o!-year there was increased use

'of counting and mental (Number Fa4ct and Derived Fact)

L
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strategieik

Center (Note 14) compared first=graders'

strategies for solving addition and subtraction problems

prior to ,and after initial instruction on addition 'and

-_
. subtraction: After instruction had taken place, first-

.

4
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graders generally weed, subtractive strategies (e.g.,

Separating From or Counting Down.From) for 'all four types

of subtraction problems. This contrasted with their, use

of strategies which guiteielosely' mirrored proble6

structure for to instruction. shift after
. . . .....,

instrection to strategies which-presumably'-reflect a

.unified knception of subtraZion-was not evident in

Carpente0r and Moser (1981).'.

&strut...And verbal yaaleas

Three studies (Brownell, 1941 Lindvall &.Ibarra,

1980; Steffe, Spikes & Hirstein, Note 15) *administered

both verbal and abstract'addition and subtraction

problems to first-graders. Steffe et al. reported

similar performance on abstract "mental arithmetic"
,

.

/T problems (681 for addition and .54 for

verbal problems

for Join/Change

(.78 for Join, '.71 for

.0nknown). Brownell's

subtraCtionY and

Separate, and .48

mid:-year first-

graders pirformed better .on verbiriadition 'and

subtraction Rroblems than on absttamt--problem$1.85 vs.

.74), but these rdliefts were'reverse&I.84 vs. .92,

- 0. .
-:-.--, . -1

6J

ass
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. ,

respectively) for end-of-year first-graders.

Lindvall-and Ibarra (1980) covarea incorrect -

procedures used by first-graders (and entering second--
,

griders1 on,pe fou'r non-canonical addltion and

subtraction'open sentences and corresponding verbal
P

problems (the structure of these waseflot clearly

specifiea). Their categories of incorrect procedures

included: use of the wrong operation, responding with a

number given in the problem, "computational,error"

(presumably miscounting or incorrectly recalling a number

fact), no attempt to solve the problem, and

unclassifiable errors. -0 interesting result Of this

.

study was the differencj in error types occurring on ,

abstract and verbal problems. Although the total number

of errbrs across the, four item types was identical for

verbal and abstract' problems, use of the wrong operation

occurred od 11% of the verbal pioblems and on 17% of the
. .

abstract problems. No attempt was made on
,

8%,of the

. .
,.

abstract, problems and on only 1% oethe verbal prOblems.

HoweVer, children gave one of 'the-given numbers as their

answer more frequently on verbal prdblems (13.5%) than on
4 ,

abstract probleits (.50.

These differences in incorrect iwOcedures suggest

that'childten were moire willing to attempt (or believed

that they had samerierstanding of) verbal than abstract
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ploblems, and that they less frequently misinterpreted

verbal than abstract problems based on non-canonical open

sentences. Lindvall and Ibarra's research indicates that

further and more ,detailed.researeh is necessary to

describe the incorrect solution processes used by

kindergartners and first-graders on verbal and abstract
..

canonical addition and subtraction problems. Since

cildren have been shown tdtexhibit different =ALA on

-ertain verbal and abstract item types, it is reasonable

,,also to expect differences in their garreatsolution

procedures.

Summissy

The preceding review Of studies using first-graders

indicates thtt nearly half .of entering fiat-grade

children often correctly solve some verbal and abstract

addition and subtraction problems, a9g that a number of

additional children use appropriate strategies on these

problems. Evidence from direct observation and response

latency data indicate thaticounting ,strategies are used

often, although perhaps not as universally as is inferred'

from response latency data. Children 'at the first-grade

level seem to employ a variety of strategies, with

choices among them being ballien the structure of the

problem or on the efficiency of a given strategy relative

to that of other appropriate strategies. It i$ not clear,
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whether strategy use becomes more unitary after

instruction takes place or whether children continue to.0 ,,...,, ,
tse many rather than a single strategy for different

types of problems.

Cert5in item types are difficult for first-graders,

in particular, those based on the.open sentence -b=c.

Many fiList-graders can solve missing addend, problems in

abstract form. For the verbal problems findings have

been mixed concerning the relative difficulty of Separate

and Join/Change Unknown problems. The consistent finding

that subtraction problems %involving action are less

difficult than static ones suggested that action problems

be used in this study, since static problems might be'

sufficiently,diffiddlt to generate a considerable amount

of non-useful strategy data (guessing or making no

attempt to solve the problem).

Action and static addition
t

problems have elicited

similar performance from firstvraders, although some

first-grade (and kindergarten) evidenceindicates that

Combine problems initialli'might be less difficult.

Similarly, some evidence exists (Brownell, 1941) that

Verbal problems initially might be less, difficult than

corresponding, abstract problems, but that this difference

;night disappear after instruction on addition and

subtraction takes place. Different error patterns have

7r/4
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been observed on some verbal and abstract problem types;.

this evidence (Lindvall a Ibarra, 1180) suggeits that

children more frequently way apply ,the wrong operation on

abstract than verbal problems. No study has compared

first-graders' correct solution procedures for abstract

and verbal addition and subtraction problems,,and no

study has examined the modeling procedure used by first-
~

I ,graders.

4 Oder Children's Performance

A great deal of research on addition and subtraction

has used subjects bVond the first-grade level. This

research is pertinent the present study for dveral

reasons: First, this research provides an additional

cross-sectional view of the development of children's

solution processes for addition and subtraction problems.

This is a useful aid to viewing the development of such'

solution processes within the' kindergarten and first-

grade levels. Second, it traces the difficulty of

various problem types beyond the first-grade level,

giving an indication of the capabilities of older

. children for solving item types other than those included

in the present study. Finally, the research with older

children includes several additional comparisons of

perfotmance on abstract and verbal problems.
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Although children in grades two and above generally

find all types of simple addition and subtraction

problems less. difficult than first-graders do, certain

problem types remain difficult even for older' children.

For Lmple, Weaver (1971), Grouws (197 2) and Hatano

(1981) reported that third-graders correctly solved only

one -third to one-half of the open sentences of the form

-b=c with minuends less than 19. Difficulty indices

for the remaining five open sentence types have been

comparable to each other for children at or above the

third-grade level.

A number of:studies report data indicating that many

of the strategies used.by first-graders continue to be

used by .a non-trivial percentage of older children.

Several studies employing response latency techliques to

infer strategy use concluded that hypothesized counting

strategies often fit observed latency data. Jerman

(1970), Svenson (1975), and Svenson and. Broquist (1975)

concluded that Counting On From the Larger Addend was the

strategy that best fit observed performance on simple

addition problems in grades three through seven.

Rosenthal's (1975) results with 9-year-olds were more

ambiguous, with only 11 of 22 subjects being fit by any

.of the .hypothesized models, but his study is important



because it identified some subjects who presumably used a

trial and error approach to solve open sentences such as

+b=c and -bloc. ,

Of particular interest to the present study are the

data reported by Woods, Resnick and Groen (19751 and by

Groen and Poll (1973). These studies supported the

hypothesis that older children base their choice of

strategies on considerations related to the efficiency of

various counting procedures. Several counting strategies

might be used for problems such as 12-9= and 9 +12 =l,

or 12-3= and 3+ 42. Data from these-studies support

the view that children would use Counting Up From Given

for the two problems in the first pair and Counting Down

From for the two problems in the second pair since these

strategies would ensure that the child counted a minimum

number of units. Woods et al. concluded that second- and

fluth-grade children used a counting strategy based on

the minimum of the smaller constant given in the problem

and the difference between the larger and smaller

constants given in the problem. Some of Groen and Poll's'

subjects were children aged 7-9 who were given missing

addend problems; their repsonse latencies were also best

fit by a counting model in which the number of counts

reflected the minimum of the given addend and the

difference between the sum and the given addend. These
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studies suggest that efficiency of the counting process

is the dominant criterion used by children in giades ,one

through four in their choice of counting strategies for

abstract subtraction problemi. This conclusion is

different from Carpenter ana Moser's (1981) finding that

problem structure dominates childPen's choices of

strategies on verbal subtraction problems.

A number of researchers have directly observed older

children's strategies for solving abstract addition and

subtraction problems by using individual interviews.

Smith (1921), Thornton (1978) and Beattie (1979) observed

counting and Derived Fact strategies being used by

children in grades two through seven. Houlihan and

Ginsburg (1981) observed that Counting All was used only

infrequently by second graders on addition problems, but

that counting-on strategies constituted nearly half of

the appropriate strategies used by these childien;

recalling number facts and Derived Fact strategies

*comprised the, remaining half of the appropriate

strategies.

Brownell (1928) identified a range of individual

differences among 14 children aged 7 through-'9 who solved

single-digit addition problems. Half of the subjects

rpcalled,number facras,their predominant strategy,

three used number facts and Derived,Facts with

76
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approximately equal frequency, two children primarily

used counting, and two frequently used any of these three

strategies. The descriptive analysis of individual

differences in strategy use reported by Brownell_provides

an important precedent for the descriptive analysis in

the present study. In another study Brownell (1941)

documented strategies used by second-graders on abstract

addition and subtraction problems. Counting-on

strategies were used more frequently by second-graders

than by first-graders, although counting occurred

infrequently in comparisOn to Guessidg, Derived Fact and

Number Fact strategies. More than 20% of the second-
.

graders' strategies on subtraction-problems were

categorltzed as a type of Derived Fact strategy; included

in this category were use of doubles or known facts to

generate other facts, use of addition facts for

subtraction problems, and the use of a 'fact in commuted

form, e.g., using 3 +1 -4 foi 1 +3 -_.

Svenson, Hedenborg and Lingman (1976) reported that

children aged 10-12 used number facts and counting-on

strategies with equal frequency ..(on 36% of the items),

with counting in units greater than one (16%) and Derived

Facts (12%) comprising the remaining strategies 'qn

addition problems with sums less than 14. Svenson et al.

concluded that subjects used "highly individual methods

7;
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(9

for solving some of the problems" (p. 16 ).

Lankford (1974) found that counting was the most

frequently used strategy-among seventh-graders for whole

number addition problems and that 25% of these subjects*

used fingers and another 16% used marks or motions for

tracking when counting. Lankford emphasized that even at

the seventh -grade level "pupils vary widely in the

computational strategies which they employ in operations,

with whole numbers" (p. 29).

When larger addends were used'(Flournoy, 1957;

Grouws, 1974; Russell, 1977), consistent evidence

appeared for individuals' use of a variety of solution

methods. Russell's third-grade subjects used a written

algorithm only 50% of the time for canonical addition

problems with sums between 19 ar114.6. Grouws' subjects

used number facts, counting strategies, trial-and-error

procedures, guessing, derived facts, and the standard

computational algorithms to solve the four typesof non-

canonical open addipton and subtraction sentences.

Flournoy teported that approximately one-fourth of the

third-gradeis used several methodis for solving addition

problems with a two-digit'and a one-digit addend.

Verbal 21gbigml

Hebbeler's (1977)'second-graders correctly solved

approximately 95% of simple addition problems and
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recalling. number facts was their predominant strategy

(used on 60% of the items). Children's performance on

action and static addition problems improves with age and

nears ceiling level in grade two and beyond, I:)t second-

graders still have difficulty with verbal subtraction

problems (Gibb,'1956; Riley, Note 10; Schell & Burns,

1962), particularly the static Compare and Combine

problems. iweng (Note 16) found that counting and

Derived Fact strategies continued to be used through

grades three and four on verbal subtraction problems.

Carpenter and Moser (Note 17) reported longitudinal data

from-end-of-year second- graders which indicated that

number facts'were used on less than half of the verbal

problems with/bums from 11 through 15 and that counting

strategies. continued to be used on 20-50% of those

problems. .

AIDWACI Ansi_YerIALExplarm

Hirstein (1979) and Brownell (1941) each

administered verbal and abstract prOblems to second-

graders, but neither compared strategy use on prol&ms in

the two types of contexts. Brownell's second-graders

performed.slightly better on abstract than verbal

problems. In Hirstein's study perfosmance on Join and

'arate problems and their parallel abstract problems

s comparable. Verbal Join/Change Unknown problems were
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considerably more difficult (40% vs. 70% correct) than

the first- and second-position missing addend problems

( +b=c and a+ suc). Hirstein also.noted,Ithat

performance-on abstract and verbal problems was highly

associated except for the missing addend problems.

Subjects who were successful on verbal problems were also

successful on abstract problems, and, the converse was

true, except that a large number of children who were

successful on the abstract missing addend problems failed

the corresponding verbal problems. "Passing" and

"failing" were determined by correct answers rather than

use of appropriate strategies, however.

aummaxy

The above research with older children has three

implications for the present study. The first is that

performance on simple verbal and abstract additiop'

problems approaches ceiling level in grades two and

beyond. Subtractibn problems remain difficult, however,

with 50-75% success on the static problems in grades two

and thre4e.

,The second general result in the prebeding studies

is that the strategies identified with kindergarten and

first-grade subjects continue to be used in qater years.

Counting strategies, use of nuMar facts, and Derived

Fact strAtegles seem to be thl predominant strategies

80 (
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used by children b'yond grade one. Whether or not the

counting strategies are chosen by considerations of

efficiency in the counting process or according to

problem structure is an open question, although there is

some empirical support for the hypothaIs that older

children attend to the efficiency of their counting

procedures.

The final implication of the above studies is that

there may be differences in children's ability to solve

verbal and abstract problems, in particular, the missing

addend problems (Hirstein, 1979). Whether differences

also exist in the strategies children use to solve

problems in these two contexts is at present unknown.

doncluSions

Previous research has dOcumented the difficulty of

many verbal and abstract addition and subtraction

problems. The research using preschool subjects

indicates that even before children enter kindergarten

/they can successfully solve simple canonift addition and

subtraction problems. The fact that man kin ergartners

use appropriate strategies on addition and subt -ctio

verbal problems-suggests that, if carefully chosen,

verbal and abstract addition problems are appropriate for

kindergarten subjects. -Performance has been found to

improve after initial instruction on addition and
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p
subtraction, yet certain simple.(single-step) subtraction

problems remain difficult even for third-graders. Data

on children's solution processes are needed to contribute

to potentia explanations of these difficulties as well
\

as earlier ones which are exhibited by kindergareen and

first-grade children. -Although the relative difficulty

of certain verbal and abstract problems for first-graders.

has been investigated (Brownell, 1941; Hirstein, 1979),

research which proliides a comparison of modeling

,procedures, solution strategies andkerrors on verbal and

abstract addition and subtraction problems is

.conspicuously abseni from previous research.

a

The present study provides data pertinent to the

hypothesis that many -young children possess a substantial

repertoire of alternative procedures for solving addition

and subtraction problems.: Studies providing data on the

processes children use for solving either verbal or

abstract problems have indicated that already at the

kindergarten level children use a variety of strategies

on verbal problems and that these strategies often remain

in use even at much higher grade levels. HoweNier,

previous research has provided no comRrehensivp

description of kindergartners' iirategies for solving

verbal and abstract problems, nor has any comparison of

solution processes for abstract and verbal problems b9en

11

82
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'done With children who have had initial instruction on

addition,and btraction.

Depiled data-on thOtution processes used by

kindergarten and first- grade, children can supplement t64.

existing data on thedevelopment of children's strategies
'

for solving addition and subtraetion-problems. There is

some evidence that
.

children's initial strategies for`
, ..

solving verbal problems areience by the structure
. *4

of the problem. When counting at gies .are used the

. - relatioFnship of choice of solution. strategy, Weithei
. . .,

. .

_.

problem structure or,effAciency
.

in counting has been
.

,

l

64thesized. and remains an open question, witecOmpeting

hypotheses having. been generated from studies emploxing 4
4 44

verbal pioblems and.thosee4Ying abstr#st problemS.

Although strategies involving concrete representation of
. 4

. .

the problem.and counting strategies persist even after

initial instruction on the O perations of addition and

subtraction,- older cHildren do appear to use more

abqract strattegieS. These older children' also may.

sd411491) e.more.tnified conception of eachtof the

operationf of addiion. and subtraction, treating
.

subtraction probes with_ differing problem structure as

instances of Obl s:Avolving a single operation)ce

Subtraction ratfia*.tPan'as distinct problem types.. ;Data'

frile, the erelmnt study 'can prOvhde informa:about how

e. . \
, 4 . 4
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the solution procedures of children whp have and have not

had initial instruction gn theloperatiOns of addition.and

,subtraction differ on both abstract and verbal proaems.

BUSPISb_RedAI104920222411/11_11111Vat.g....d-lbe-ZAIdY
41-

. The studies reviewd subsequently served *as

background for construction and administration of the
ew

interview tasks. This section also will review the

literature that erved as bickground for the individual

interview procedure chosen for this, stud, The

difficulty of various abstract and verbal item types was.

a major consideration in choosing problem types to'be

used in the present study; other structural aspects of

the tasks were influenced by studies discussed

subsequently. 'Complete details of the selection`-of the

interview tasks are given.in Chapter IIf.

Previous researcfrindicated that children can solve

problems better when the constan%s.are.small numbers .

rather thanlarger numbers: This finding-held for_both

verbal problems (Carpenter & Moser,.1981p Vergnaud, 1981;

Zweng, Note 16) and abstract problems (Gfouws, 1972;

Houlihan & Ginsburg,A.981) . A considertble body of

4
research amassed., prior to 1940 attempted to determine the

relative difficulty of the addition and subtraction
,

..1

combinations with sums and minuends less thad 19 (for

84
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example, see Clapp,,1924; Knight fi Behrens, 1928; Murray,

1939). These studies have been reviewed elsewhere

(Brownell, 1941; Carpenter et al., Note 13; Suplied,

Jerman &4Brian, 1968). One consislpht finding was that

the difficulty of addition and subtraction combinations

increases as the numbers get largertl This finding, along

with Brownell's (1941) interview tasks which involved

"taught" and "untaught" facts, suggested that

distinCtion be made for each o6" he kindergarte and

first-grade levels bet een loroblems involving smaller,

more familiar numbers es dsing_larger, less

familiar numbtrs. 'Houlihan and Ginsburg (1981) reported

that abstract addition problems with two-digit addends'

were difficult :fa first-graders; this suggested a

restriction of the size of the nurilpexs in the tasks used

in the current-study to the "baikic,facts," i.e., addition

problerns in which both addends are §inglelOgit numbers

along with the corresponding subtraction problems.

Verbal problems using basic facts less than 16 were found

to be appropriate for use withlirst-graders in Carpenter

& Moser (1981),-and many studies with kindergartners

(e.g., Grunau, 197.8; Schwartz, 1969) have used items with

dams and minuends less than 10:

Studies that have analyze0 response latencies (e.g.,

,Goen & Poll, 1913i Jerman, 1970; Suppes & Groen, 1967)
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have consistently reported uniforily,lower latencies for

problems involving-doubles, e.g., 2 +2 or 5+5. In terms

of both difficulty and solution strategy, doubles

appeared to be unrepresentative of the. set of problems

that can be generated using numbers which are basic

facts. This suggested that doubles'be excluded from the

numbers chosen'for use in the present study.

SVMMetrig EDIMILIgAbltrlateirDbleBB

SeveralSeveral'studigs have provided data pertinent to

structural aspects of the abstract problems used in the i

present study. Weaver (1973) and Lindvall and, Ibarra

(1940) found abstract addition and subtraction problems'

with the operation on the left, e.49., 6+ =97 to be

consistently easier-than symmetric forms such as 9 =6 +__.

Lindvall 8nd Ibarra also reported that first-graders

experienced difficulty reading sentences with the;

operation on the right.

Two studiesshave, investigated the effect .of

.

hotizontal or vertical format on the difficulty of

abstract problems presented in written mode; Engle and

Teetch X1971) and Beattie and'Deichmann (1972) reported

- little difference in difficUlty between problems in

horiZontal and vertical format.

$1CrLtCtEstics of Verb 1,groble
- The effect on problem difficulty of different

4

I
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positions of the question in verbal problems and the

ordering of the sentences within the problems has been

investigated by several researcheks. Rosenthal and

Resnick (1974) varied the order in which temporal

information was given"in verbal problems modeled by

a+b= a-t= +b=c, and -b=c. All problems given .

to the third-graders involVed action described' either in
t

chronological order

If Paul gtarted'out with 5 boats and he bought

3 boats, how many boats did he end up with?

or in reverse chronological order,

How many boats did Paul end up withdf he bought

3 boats and he started out with 5 boats?

They found the reverse auder to be more difficult when
40 w 6

'percent correct was the criterion but not when latn y of

response was the criterion. Bolduc (1970) found that the

'position of the gueoition (bore or after the data) was

t
0
a significant fictor- in difficulty-qf addition

.problems for, first-graders. Nesher and Katriel (1978)

also found nd difference in difficulty for chiAdien' in

grades, 2 -6 between verbal problems in which the order of

the sentences reflected'thejnatural temporal order of the
,,

.

occurrences in the problem and thoge:in.which the .-k
,

sequential textualordeiof the sentences' did not reflect

the temporal order bf the occurrences. 6

ml

9, 1

4
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The preceding studies suggested that in the absence

consistent data concerning the effect of the order of

the tences of the text in verbal problems that the

preferred wording for verbal problems inthe present

study would be. that reflecting the,natural order of

occurrences in the problem, especially since this form is

comparable to that, used in other studies (Carpenter &

Moser; 1981; Ginsburg & Russell, Note 1; Steffe &

Johnson, 1971).

AvailaPillly_of Manipglallygi

Much empirical attention has been focused on the

effects of manipulative pr pictorial aids on children's

performance on verbal addition and subtraction problems.

Afikults of many studies (e.g., Carpenter & Moser', 1981;

Gibb, 1956; Steffe & Johnson, 1971) support the

contention that performance improves when and ery have

Manipulative objects or pictures available; Pict es and

manipdlative objects have been found to bive comparable

effetts on children's performance (Gibb, 19561 Ibarra &

LiddvaIl, Note 9). The only evidence suggesting that

manipulatives hinder perfOrmance)ls provided by both

first- and second-grlde results from Steffe et al. (Note

15) and Birstein (1979). Moser (Note 5) does suggest,

however,} that the presence of anipulatives ihfluences

first-graders' choices. of strategies,. with fewer counting
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and mental strategies and more concrete representation

strategies occurring. when Sanipulatives are present

Empirical evidence regarding the effects of

manipulative or pictorial aids on the difficulty of

abstract addition and subtraction problems is"limited.

Houlihan and Ginsburg (1981) reported that second-graders

did not use manipulatives on single-digit or on single-
.

digit, -dbuble-digit.addition problems. This suggested

that fEi -present study include interview conditions in
... -

which manipulatives were boilth available and not available
ti

to the subjects, providing that kindergartners'

performance was not influenced too adversely by the,

absence of manipulatives.

The availability of manipulatives is. also related to

the issue of the extent to which an interviewer uses

objects to present problems to the subjects. The

conditions under which manipulative or pictorial aids

were used in previous research have varied widely, from

simply mapng aids available to the subject, to requiring

the subject to use manipulatives, to presentation of the

problem via the experimentir's manipulation of the

objects.- In studiei employing the latter condition

(ibarga & Lindvall, Note 9;0 LeAlanc, Note 12; Steffe,

1970) the experimenter used manipulati'ves to form sets

representing the two numbers in the problem, performed

I lb

IP
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necessary .transformations of the sets (joining or

separating) for action problems, and the subject was then

required'. to determine the answer. This condition of

presentation essentially reduces the problem to one of

enumeration. One can argue that although the subjects

are required to determine the answer, they are not

required'to actually solve the problem and are certainly

not required, to model any of the data, relationships or

actions in the problem. Studies entailing such concrete

presentAtion of problems by the experimenter have

reported_high rates of success, even,among.-

kindergartnexs. Howe0er, for the purpoies....of eliciting

modeling and observing solution strategies, concrete

presentation ofgthe tasks by the experimenter was deemed

inappropriate for the present study.

PTal PLIAIDIAtiDD of Tilkil_ADLfiubjectALBOAdiDg_91

Witten Abstract noble=

The studies reviewed subsequently are pertinent to

the mode in which tasks were presented to the Subjects,

ile?, written or oral. Houlihan and Ginsburg (1981)

.
found no differences ip difficulty or in the strategies

used by first- and second-graders betWeen:abstract

addition problems presented in written mode ("4+3"

irrittan on a card) and those in oral mode ("How much is

. 'four and three?").

00
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Studies using verbal problems,with young children
A
have-relied exclusively on oral presentation of the

tasks, but these problems have been riad to subjects in

two ways. Carpenter and Moser (1981) read the entire

problem to first-grade subjects without pausing after

ea%11 of the phrases in the problem, whereas Lindvall and

Tbarra (Note 7) reported that kindergartn6rs were unable

to comprehend problems when they were read in their

entirety. Lindvall and Ibarraprocedure entailed

reading problems sentence -by- sentence and recording the

child's modeling pkocedure after each sentence of the

pre'story-had been . The serialization imposed by such

_./
reading of the verbal problem potentially could have

altered the child's strategy by precluding any approach

in which the child would first model the final state

described in the problem. Thus, line-by-line reading was

inappropriate for the present study. ,

When abstract problems are presented in written

mode, subjects often have difficulty/reading the problem

correctly and, consequently, solving the problem' which is

actually posed to them. 4ehrt Erlwanger -and Nichols

(1976) and Denmark, Barco and Votan (1976) documented

young children's misreading and misinterpretation of

written abstract addition and aubtraCtion.problems, and

concluded that,even after ins(truction children viewed "="
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as an operator, i.e., an indicator that the opiration

present (the "+" or "-" symbol) in the open sentence .

should be performed on the two given number4. Lindvall

and Ibarra (1980) presented strong evidence that-the

ability to.correctly read an open sentence was a

prerequisite for being able to coprectly solve it. The

preceding studies suggested that in the present study

written abstract problems should either be read to the

'subjects or read by the subjects and corrected prior to

solution of the problem, thus ensuring that subjects

would, indeed, solve the problem presented and not some

other problem.

Children's Interpreution And Generatidftf_WiliteD

lubaliziLigzAdditisliLanLEualatrasigtism
Children's ability to interpret and generate the

symbolism for addition and subtraction has been the focus

of several'Yesearchers' efforts. 'Studies reported by

Payne (f967) and Ha4rick (1979) attLnpted to determine

whether. instruction on written symbolism for addition and

subtraction should be delayed or iiroduced early in the

school mathematics curriculum; Payn4p reported better

achievement with early symbolisat and Hamrick found

that delayed symbol atiop led to better understanding .

,

for students.who-initiallytdid not possess the

prerequisites for understanding the symbolism. The

. 92 ft*
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present study somewhat differently addressed the issue of

children's readiness for the symbolism used for addition

and subtradtion. Rather than assessing children's .

ability to profit fiam instruction related to symbolic

representation of additio and subtraction, the present

study assesses Children's ability,to solve and their

processes for solving orally-presented abstract problems

at the kindergarten level and written abstract problems

at the first-grade level. Consequently, the studied by

Hamrick-and Payne, as well as those by Kennedy (1977) and

Allardice (1977) on children's production of informal

written symbolism for addition and subtraction, are

peripherally related-to the present study.
V

Written symbolism in the form of a number sen once

is one type of model which a child might construct to

)

represent the information in a verbal problem. Lind4all

and Ibara (1979), concluded that being able to solve a
.

verbal problem wassa prerequisite for being able to write

a number sentence to model that problem. Carpenter (Note

li) also reported that few first-grade children could

coordinate their solutions of verbal addition and

subtraction problems with.the number sentence they wete

required to write to repreient the problem. Nearly one-

fourtkof West's ,(1980) third-graders could not write an

appropriate sentence for a Join/Change Unknown

9".4
M.
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subtraction problem. The difficulties identified in

these three studies and in Nichols' (1976) subjects'

attempts to use number sentences to represent actions on

objects suggested that writing number sentences was often

not helpful to young children's solutions of verbal 4

problems and that subjects in the present study be
4

neither required nor encouraged to write number sentences

in conjunction with verbal problems.

Use 9f Indiyiaval Intervieke

An indididual interview to assess a child's.

performance on addition and subtraction problems can tate

several forms. Opper (1977) describeriaget's clinical

method, -one diagnostic' tool for studying childrenPs

reasoning. In a true clinical interview hypotheses are

generated about the processes children rise to arrive at

their solutions and the subject's responses serve as a

basis for subsequent tasks and questions from the

interviewer. Opper also describes a modification of

Piaget's clinical method which she terms the "partially

standardized clinical method" (p. 92). This approach

combines a degiee,of standardization with the flexibility

of the clinical method by using siapdard tasks but

allowing the interviewer freedom to be flexible in_ .

subsequent probing related to the child's response. This

was-the approach used in the present study.
4.

I
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Alternatives to the 'partially _standardized

individual interview exist and have been used by

researchers to study various aspects of children's

thinking. Naturalistic observation; teaching

experiments, and the case study method (Opper, 1977;

Easley, 1977; Stake, 1978) are three of these. However,

each of these methods h advantages and disadvantagb.

,Individual interviews not generate responses that are

as spontaneous,as those which derive from naturalistic

observatibnInor do they provide the depth and breadth of

-data-fouild in phe case study approach. Oh the other

hand, the-individual interview procedure minimizes

occurrences of irrelevant behavior and provides an

opportunity to focus on specific thought processes while

retaining sufficient generaliiibility to make comparisons

between subjects and tasks possible.

Reiearchers who have used theindividual interview

procedure with young chIldren,have often reported

difficulty in eliCiting or interpreting the child's

verbalizations, Menchinskaya (1969) used thinking aloud

and introspection to study problem solving behaviors of

first graders but reported that "verbal description of

their actions was difficult even for the stronger pupils"

(p. 25). Shchedrovitskii and Yakobson (1975) also

reported difficulty in identifying first-graders'

95
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O

solution presses and focused on probIems,in welch

Ochildren could externalize their method of solution
4

(problems presented with objects). Attempts to determine

why a child chose a particular strategy, or used a given

"opeiatfbn in 'the computational process often have been
.

,.

unsuccessful Lf.g.., Zweng, Note 16)., Thus, twOcritical,

aspects of the individual interview procedure are the'

choice of follow-up questions and.,the use of-tasks that

elicit solutions based on observable or easily inferable

behaviors.

Omer (1977) pointed out some of the procedural

difficulties associated with the individual interview

method. Among these were the possiblity that the child

will not" be at ease -and perform naturally in the course

of dialogue,with.the interviewer, tie problem or the

.

interviewer maintaining neutrality end avoiding, attempts

to elicit "correct" answers, the child's misunderstanding

- of language that is not adiUsted to the child's level,

insufficient time for the child to reflect On the problem .

and to develop his'her explanations, aid the necessity

for theliAnterviewer's dbrrect-interpretation of the

child'strtione and resionses_onwhich. subsequent

questions are based. 'Tfevious researchers'use of the

partially Standardized indiftaual OterOiew As a means of

gathef4ng data on yonng-childien's solutio rocesses for

9
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both verbal and abstract addition and subtraction

problems (Carpenter & Mosu.,_1981; Houlihan & Ginsburg,

1981) indicated that this method was an appropriate

method for use in a status study such as the resent

investigation, providing the preceding difficu ties with

the individual interview method were recognized.

Attempts to avoid or minimize these difficulties are

described in Chapter III.

alusavx.y

The studies discussed previously represent one of

the two major source s,of input into the proc4edures for

construction and administration of the interview tasks.

They provided background information relevant tothe

numbers used in the problems,-to the format in which

problemsoWere presented and to the environment in which

the problems were presented. A second source of.input

into the procedures for construction and administration

of the tasks were pilot studies with kindergartners and

first-graders. The findings of these pilot studies and

the resulting procedures chosen for use in the present

study are the focus of ,the next chapter.

A

(



Chapter III

EMPIRICAL PROCEDURES

a (841

The purpose of this study was to provide a

description of kindergarten and first-grade children's

processes for-solvingcertain addition and subtraction

problems and to compare their performance on items,

presented in abstract and verbal problem contexts. This

chapter presents the questions related to the preceding

purpose and the empirical procedures chosen to attempt to

answer those questions. The procedures used were

selected to identify solution processes. Children were

indiyidu lly interviewed, their strategies and errors

411were o erved,' and appropriate anecdotal data were

gathered..

BsztAxgb_aesign_and_autatisinfi_AddreArled by lbs_Aludy

The study was a cross-sectional status study in

which the variables of interest were problem presentation

context, number size, and problem type. The two grade

levels, two presentation contexts, two number size

levels, and six problem types are shown in Figure 1.

Kindergarten and first-grade subjects were both given

problems in two contexts, verbal and abstract. Within

each context six problems involved small numbers and six /

involved larger numbers. A detailed description of the

six problem types is given in a-subsequent section
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Small numbers
(sums less
than 6)

Larger numbers
(sums 6
through 9)

Small numbers
(sums 6
through 9)

4

Larger numbers
(sums 11
through 15)

[85]

Kindergarten

Verbal Abstract '

.

Problem Types
V1 1,2 V3 V4 V5 V6

.

Problem Types
Al A2, A3 A4 A5 A6

. .

..
.

First Grade

Verbal Abstract

Problem Types
V1 V2/1/3 V4 V5 V6

Problem Types
Al A2 A3-A4 A5 A6

_ .

_.;

V1 - Join
V2 - Combine

/' V3 - Separate (small difference)
V4 - Separate (large difference)
V5 Join/Change Unknown (small difference]
V6 - Join/Change Unknown (large difference)

Al - Canonical addition (a+b= )

, A2 - Canonical addition (a+b= )

A3 Canbnical subtraction (s-mait-dillerence) (a-b= )

AA - Canonical subtraction (large difference) (a-b= )

- Second-position missing addend (small difference)
(a+ =c)

A6 - Second-position missing addend (large difference)
(a+ =c)

Figure 1. Organization of Variatles of Interest
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4

dealing with the tasks used in the intervidWs.

The questions of interest fell into three

categories. The first category cdnsisted of question

concerning the description of children's processes for

'solving addition and subtraction problems and differences

in their performance on abstract and verbal problems.

Questions in the second category focused on the

difference 40 performance of kindergarten children, who,

had not received initial instruction on addition and

subtraction, and first -grade children, who had received

initial instruction. The third category dealt with the

description of individual differences in the solutn

strategies children exhibit when solving addition and

'subtraction problems. The questions that follow are

worded as substantive research questions rather than

statistical null hypotheses to be tested.

due isms AlAtesi 12_2esfaulangt=pm:Nalrint_Ant_Ytrbal

Ers212.1..em.§

Prior tad comparing, performance on abstract and

verbal problems it is useful to characterize children's 44

performance on problems in each of, these two contexts.
nr.

Thui, two)qUestions in the first category involved

description of children's strategies for solving verbal

and abstract problerl.

Is

Question 1. What,atrategies-dd children

100-
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in grades R and 1 use It solve addition and

subtractioy verbal problems?

Question 2. What strategies do children
f

in grades IC and 1 use to solve abstract

.addition and subtraction problems?

The issue of relative emphases on problems in verbal

and abstract contexts in initial instruction on the

.operations of addition and subtraction generated

questions involving comparison of children's performance

On, abstract and verbal problems. Prior to instruction on

addition and subtraction children.have experienced

physical situations involving joining, separating,

equalizing, and comparing sets of objects. These

proces'ses form the basis for the problem structure

distinctions that are possible among various verbal 1

problems. If kindergartners base their choice of

strategy primarily on problem structure one mightlexpect

performance to.be better on verbal than abstract problems

because cues to familiar processes are Provided by the

physical situation in vergil problems. hs a consequence

of typical first-grade instructional emphasis on addition

and subtraction in abstract number sentence format, one

might expect little difference in performance on abstract

and verbal problems among first-graders. Measuresiof

children's performance would,be thefrequency with which

101
4
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they use appropriate strategies.and the percentage of

problems solved correctly.

Question 3. Within each Of grades K and 1

[8B1

are there differences between .children's ability

to solve addition and subtraction problems

presented in verbal problem contekt and their

ability to Sakve corresponding problems

presented in an abstract context?'

Children's -performance on abstract and verbal

problems can also be compared with respect to the

strategies used to solve problems ,in the.two.contexts.

Carpenter and Moser (1981Y found that problem structure

was related to the choice.of.strategy used on various

verbal subtraction problems. A wider variety of problem,

structures exist for verbal problems than for'abstract

'problems, e.g., forlthe abstract, problem a-b= one can-
.

construct several verbal proW.ems involving. either action.
, .

or static situations. Because a,- wider variety of problem

structures occur for verbal than abstract problems, it

was hypothesized that different' strategies may. be used

forecOrresponding verbal and abstract problems.

QuAtiom 4. Within each of grades K an 1

are there differences between the strategies

childrep use to solve verbal addition and

- subtraction problems and those used for
F
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'corresponding abstract problems?'

A further question concerned differences in

performan,Re on verbal and abstract problems with small

numbers and those with larger numbers. Results from

Other studies (e.g., Moser, Note 5) suggeited that, in

botverbal. and abstract contexts, children would use

differAg strategies for larger number problems than for

those, with small numbess.

Question_5. Are kindergarten and first-

grade children's strategies for solving verbal

or abstraOt problem different for problems

with small numbers than for, problems with

1

larger numbers?

Another question was related to the counting

strategies children use to solve verbal and/or abstract

'problems. Two conflicting hypotheses have been generated

to account for children's choices ofcounting strategies

on subtraction problems. .,,Studies utilizing response

latency Methodology(Woods, Resnick & 1975; Groen

& Poll, 1973),have concluded, that children who use a

counting strategy to,solve anlabstractppoblembas4 their

choice of counting strategy (countingliorward or counting

. backward) on.the relative efficiency of the two counting

methods. Carpenter and Moser (1981) used direct,

observation of strategies and concluded that for verbal
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subtraction problems in which the Subtrahend was greater

than the difference; when counting strategies are used,

they reflect the structure of the-problem. *hen children

use a counting strategy to solve problems such as 8 -6 =_

and 8 -2 =_ or corresponding verbal problem's, they can

distinguish among problems by the size of the difference
4

between t e numbers (i.e., count up "6; 7, " for 8 -6 =_

and coun down "8; 7, 6" for 8 -2= ), or they 'can choose

as strategy that mirrors the structure of the problem

(i.e., count down "8; 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2" for 8-6= and _

count down "8; 7; 6" for 8-2= ). Since kindergarten

children were expected to use concrete representation

rather than counting strategies to solve subtraction

problOms, the following question concerning the influence

of effidiedcy or probleurstrubture was not posed for the

'kindergarten level.

Question 6. Do firstgraders who use

counting strategies to solve verbal and/or

abstract subtraction problems use strategies

which mirror problem structure or strategies

41

which reflect attention to the efficiency of

alternative' counting procedures?

41121110M fDamminan

A second category

AS=gaMit_i_piLi2/2.0gtA

questions was derived from the

two grade levels in the study. First-grade children who

10
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.

have experienced formal instruction on the operatiOns, of

additiOn and subtraction we're expected to employ more

abstract solution:strategies. More abstract strategies

are exhibited when,-'rather than using strategies that

concretely represent the problem data, children count on

or count back or use a mental strategy such as recall of,,

Na, basic fact. Differences in the level of abstraction of

kindergartners' and first-graders' strategies for solving

abstract and verbal problems have not been addressed in

previous.studies. Such differences are of interest

because they address children's development of
I

increasiggly abstract and efficient strategies and can

potentially influente the problem context used for

initial instruction.

Question 7. Are there differences in the

level of abstraction of kindergartner and.

first-graders' strategies?

First-graders wto have received formal instruction

. on the operations cif addition and subtraction may have a

more unified and
4
abstract concept of these operations

than kindergartners who hatie_not had instruotion. One

way bf demonstrating such a unified concept of the
e

operatio 's by flexibly or interchangeably using

strategies hat directly model the problem and those that

ado not. For example, a child might use Separate From dnd

105
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Counting Up From Given on two Separate problems; the

,first directly models the structure of the problem while (

the latter does not.' The foliowing ques ion addressed'

potential differences in the.fle*ibility with wbich

kindergartners and first-graders use strategies that

..directly model tr do not directly model problem
o

structure. A

Question 8. Are there differences in the

flexibility with which kindergartners andffirst-

graders choose among alternative strategies

reflecting and not reflecting problem structure?

Other'que'stions derived from the cross-sectional

aspect of the study pertained to children's errors and
,

misconcep ions of addition and subtraction. Aside from

errors of.omission'(guessing or not .attempting the

problem), errors exhibited in the solution of addition

and subtraction problems can be of two types,, procedural

errors or errors of intereretation. Procedural errors

include errors such as miscounting and forgetting problem
, .

data, while errors of interpretation include use of the

wrong operation or inability to correctly model the
A

problem. Carpenter and Moser's (1981) analysis of first-
.

grsOrs' errors on verbs), problems documented use of the

wrong operation but did not detail children's inability

to model problems. It was expected that as a result of

tv,

1O
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instruction or lack thereOf, kindergartners' errors would

be qualitatively different from those of first-graders.
.

Question 9.. Are kindergartners' errors

41,* of interpretation qualitatively different from

L

those exhibited by first-graders?,

The frequency of occurrence of different types of

errors on abstract and verbal addition, and subtraction

problems is unknown, especially at the kindergarten

...level. Quantitative differences may also exist Atmeen

the errors of kindergartners and' those of first-graders.

Question 10. Do various types'of errors

in solving addition and subtraction problems

occur with'differing frequencies for kinder-

gartners and first - graders?

QutligMZ,22ItAiD1D9_19 2ndimidual Digitzengea

The extent to which individual kindergarten and

first-grade chAdren differ in their capability for

solving abstract and verbal problems ds unknown. It is

possible that some children can easily solve probleKin

bne context but not in the other. Also, individuals may

differ in their ability to solve addition problems and,

subtraction problems. The solutionstrategies.children

use determine another important dimension 4 potential
Av\..

individual differences:- If one can meaningfully 'cluster
.

children according to the types of problems they can

10
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'solve, and the patterns of solution strategies they use;
6

ins.truption oan be.tailored to thellipdividual 1 -

( 1 .

4

differences.
. _

Question 11. What individual differences'

occur among kindergarten and first-grade; children

in their ability to solve and their strategies.

for solving verbal andabstract addition and

subtraction problems, i.e., within each grade

level can interpretable clusters of Children be

.
formed according to the types of problems they

'"6,11&
can solve and the typJs of strategies they employ?

The remainder of this chapter describes the

empirical procedures selected to address/the preceding

questions.

Pilcot_5110itA

Two pilot studies were conducted prior to choosing

the research pioceduies for the present study. In the

first, six kindergartners and twelve first-graders solved

a variety of addition and subtraction problems with sums

and minuends less than 16. The tasks included abstract

and verbal problems based on the two danonical 'ripen

sentences, a+b= and'a-b= , and the four non-canonical

open
.
sentences, +b=c, -b=c, a+ =c, and a- =c.

,

Abstract problems were presented in a variety of modes,

including written number sentences and written-oral form.
is

4
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(3+2 accompenieleby "BoW much is three ilus,two?").

4.
This'ityldxy.telded 'four conclusions: ,

1) Three of the abstract problem types, __-b=cd
4

__+b=c, and a- .7c, and corresponding verbal problems,
r

4 4
were difficult for firgt-graders. With kindergartners

these items provided little useful data; subjects nearly

always guessed or made no attempt to to solve the

problem.' This-suggested that these pioblems not be'useci

in the study. r

4, 2) Some kindergartners relied entirely on

manpulatives to soliie the problems; others were unable 10

to use the objects ateall. It appeared that

Kindergartners should be encouraged to use manipulatives.
I

3) It was feasible to use problems from the

Carpenter and: Moser 41981) study with kindergartners.

Kindergartners usQd appropriate strategies on

approximately half of_the problems with sums less thab
f

ten; Both kindergartners and first-graders exhibited

many of the strategies identified in the Carpenter and

Moser study, and kindergartners' Nerbaliiations, were

.-.

4) Overall performance On verbal and abstract,

problems was comarlAble both'in terms of correct answers .

and use of appropriatestrategies but differences 4111.

occurred in the strategies used on indididual,items.

I

1 o
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Also, orally presentedrabstrIct problems were less

410,1. difficult than written ones. This suggested thatrt
abttract pioblems should,al.so'be read to the kindrgarten

subjects.
,

.

. .

A second pilot study with sixteen kindergarten

children piovided additional information pertinent to

children's strategies'and to presentation of the'tasks.

This pilot study yielded the following information:

1) None of the,sixteen children could correctly read

the three abstract items, a+b= a-b= and a+ =c.

This suggested that all abstract items be read to

kindergarten subjects. The pilot study also suggested

that use of the word "plus"-be avoided in' the main
.

study;

kindergartners more easily understood the language "

and are how many?".

2) Less than half of the fhildren used concrete

repretentatidn with fingers or manipulatives. This

suggested that modeling be encouraged among ki dergarten

subjects by making manipulatives available fo4 411

problems and by including "warm-up" tasks involving the

manipulatives. The lower success rate

of kindergartnersas compared to the first ,graders in

Carpenter and Moser (1981) also suggested that more

strategy information could be obtained from the Condition
7

in which the highest probability of success would occur,
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i.e., the'"manipulatives available" condition.

3) Appropriate strategies were used on 25% of the

abstract items and 53% of the verbal problems. This

suggested that kindergartners' capability for solving

-verbal problems might exceed their capability for solving

abstract problems.

4) Several errors not discussed in previous studies

were identified. Faulty modeling of subtraction

(modeling both sets and removing one of them), "sequence"

responses such as "4-3 is 2 because 4, 3, 2", and "two-

digit" errors such as "2+3 Is .23" were encountered.

These suggested that detailed anecdotal accounts of

errors, particularly errors in modeling, be recorded in

the main study.

koklrau Intelviews

TWO standard'sets of addition and subtraction 0.

problems were administered to each subject; one consisted

of verbal problems and the: other of abttiract problems.
,

Complete description of these problem's requires

specification of three aspects: the structure the

problems, their wording, and tht numbers used in the

problems.

Lotasm_EILagtaxe
I.

The term "problem" is used in,the sense of "textbook

type" mathematical' problems (Barnett, Sowder & Vos, Note

111
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18). Mathematical problem solving research typically
_

uses the term "problem" only when its connectipri to an

individual is specified, i.e., a task,is a problem only.

when it cannot be .solved routinely by the individual to

whom it is poded, and that individual accepts the task as

a challenge and attempts to solve-it. In the present

study addition and subtraction problems were defined by

their structure'rather than in relation to #n individual

who was attempting tg solve them.

A simple distinction can be made between addition

and subtraction problems. Those problems in which

applying the operation' of addition to the two`numbers

given in the' probiem prOduces the correct answer are

defined as addition problems. Similarly, subtraction

gioblems are those in which applying the operation of

subtraction to the 6o numbers yields the correct result.

Thus, even though the problem 3+__=8 contains the symbol-

-"+", it defined as a subtraction problem. This
o.

defin tion,,is, consistent with Moser (Note 2) and Reckzeh

(1956) but differs from other researchers' definitions of

addition and'subtraction.problemi .(Van Engen, 1955).

Addition and subtraction problems can be grouped

into two large categories according to the context in .

e'
which they are presented to children; this presentation

context typically is either ab.stract or verbal Problems

112
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presented inan abstract context are-ones in which the

.data in. the problem are' presented without being' related

to any ,physical referents: Examples of abstract problems

are written number sentences such as 8 -2 =_ and oral

questiOns'Such as "Eight't0e away two is how many?"

Verbal problems are defined-ai problems in -which the data

are embedded in a physical situatiop,'"i.e there are
414 '

actions-on or relationships ,apong the entities or

-physiCal referents to whi&h the numbers in thb problem

,are' related. For example, sets of toys are the referents

for the numbers twd and-eight'in the verbal' problem "Bill

has two toys. How many toys doessihe have to put with

them so he hae eight toy's altogether?". In this study.

the term "verbal problem'S*Y refers to probleMs that are.
,

often called "word problems" or "story problems."

/ .

Distinct problem structures are created by varying

A

aspects'of the re.ationships or actions on the entities 0

ix the problem and bydvaryihg the unknown number or

question fh the problem. All addition problems used in
,

'the study were ones base a+b= . The addition

problems were all constructed so that the second addend

p was the larger of the two, This was done so that it

would/pre possible to distinguish children who used a

counting strategy in which they simply began counting

with the first number given in the 'from those who

11')
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used a more advanced strategy of counting on. from the

larger of the two addends.

The abstract addition problems presented orallyto

the kindergarten subjects were all of the -form and

are how many?", and the abstract)addition problems

presented to the first-graders were all of the form

a+b= . Previous research and the pilot studies

( indicated that, because of their difficulty, other

addition pro 'blems such as -b=c or c= -b would be

inappropriate for'kindergartners. Hence-only one type

of abstract addition problem was used.

The.yerbal addition problems consisted of two

problems based on a+b= but with differing problem

structures. These were joinI problves entailing action on

the pioblem entities and Combine problems involving

static relationships among the problem entities;

Examples of these are given, in the sample verbal problem

tasks in Table 3. The Join and Combine problems were

selected because they provided action and static addition

,problems on which different modeliceg procedures

potentially could be. used., Other verbal addition

problems, e.g., those bases on -b=c or c= -b, are

diffiAt for first-graders (Carpenter et al., Note 13)

and wiere not used in a related study (Carpenter'& Moser,

1981). Thus, the verbal additioh problems in the pyesent

11'4



Table 3

Sample Verbal Problems

Pkoblem Type' Sample Problem

Addition

Join. I

Combine

Subtraction

Separate
(small difference)

Separate
(large difference)

Join/Change
Unknbwn
(small difference)

Join/Change
Unknown
(large, difference)

Judy had 3.stamps. He
mother gave her 6 more .

tamps. How many stamps
id Judy have altogether?

Cared saw 2 tigers. He ,

also saw 5 elephants.
How many animals did he
see altogether?

Mike had 6
4 kites to
many kites
have left?

kites. He gave
Kathy. How
did Mike,.

Joan had 9 apples. She
gave 2 apples to LeroX.
HoW many apples did Joan
havg left? .a

Susan has .6 cookies. How
many more cookies does
she have to put with
them so she has 8 cookies
altogether?

John has 2 cats. How many
more cats does he have
to put with them so he has
9 cats altogether?

115
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study were restricted to Join and Combine problem's, those

Koedin4 the greatest likelihood of eliciting useful .

data:

. The subtraction problems were ones based on either

the Canonical'subtraction sentence a-b= or on the

second - position missing addend sentence a+. ,c. These

problems were ones on which first-graders were expected

to have experienced instruction (a-b= ) as well as items

on which they were expected to have-experienced no

instruction (a+ =c). Other subtraction sentences such

as a- =e were. deemed too difficult for kindergarten

subjects and items such as +b=c were:eliminated because

of the modeling difficulties associated with problems in

which the initial set was unknown.

The abstract subtraction problems presented orally

to the kindergartners were of the form "\5104away

- is how many?" and " and how' many are ?". 'The

abstract number sentences presented to the first-gradeN

were of the forms a-b= and a+ sic. At both grade

le el within each type of subtraction problem a further

dis inction was made between problems in which the
.

diAtrence between the minuend and subtrahend was smaller
,.

than the subtrahend anl'those
\

,

in which the difference was

larger than the subtrahend. Henceforth, the former are

referred to as "small difference" problems and the latter
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as "large difference" pr bblems.

The subtraction Problems used in the-verbal problem'

interviews were Separate and Join/Change Unknown

problems. These problems both involve action but have

different structures; the Separate.hnd Join/Change,'

Unknown problems correspond to Gibbs (1956) "take away"
.

and "Additive" subtraction probleMs. Within each of
*

then verbal problem types a. distinction was again made

between problems in which, the difference' between the

minuend and subtrahend was smaller than the subtrahend

add.thbse in which the difference was larger,than the

subtrahend. Thus, four types of verbal subtraction

problems were used in the rrbal problem interviews.

These problems are referred to as Separate (small

difference), Separate (large difference), Join/Change
'ft*

nknown (sMall difference), an4. Join/Change Unknown

(large differ'ence).

The four types of verbal subtraction problems were

selected for several reasons. Instruction on subtraction

is commonly introduced via separating sets of objects;

thus, the Separate problem.was appropriate for use with

Kindergartners and first-grader s. The Join/Change
1

Unknown problem provides a contrast to *the Separate

problem beacuse it is worded additivel and may elicit

different strategies. Both of these roblems have been
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problems such as Compare and Combine/Part Unknown

problems tCarpenter et al., Note 13); The Separate and

Join/Change Unknown problems also were chosen because

they can-be mapped unambguodsly onto number sentences of

the form a-b= and a+ =c. Such a mapping is not

possible for Compare esid Combine/Tart Unknown problems

-but is necessary for comparing children performance on ,

. .

verbal problems and their abstract counterparts. Small
/Mr

and large difference problems were included to provide

pairs of problems fop which different counting strategies

were the most efficient (Question 6),

Format and Wpr.dlng of the Ploblems

In'previous studies children's perforia e on

horizontal and vertical number sentences has been

comparable (Beattie & DOchmafin, 1972; Engle & Lerch,

1971). Since the sulijects' instruction had utilized .

horizontal number sentences, horizontal format was used

exclusively in the present study.
.

The wording of the Join, Separate, and Join/Change

Unknown problems was varied by using several different

nouns in each. problem type. Different names such as

Susan or Leroy and different Objects such as kites or
1.

pencils were used. Two different types of Combine

problems were used in each subject's verbal problem

I
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interview. One involved a reference to objects for which

the subordinate and supraordinaCe classes were similarly

named, j. e sugar donuts, plain donuts,, and donuts, and

the other involved objects for which the supraordirlate

class carried a different name from that of the

subordinate classes, i.e.,tigers, elephants, and

animals., Previous research (Bolduc, 1970; Kellerhouse,

''1975; Steffe, Note 1'9) was inconclusive regarding the

effect of such ,varying of the names of the objects in

addition problems. Informal Obs'ervations from the pilot

studies suggested that children responded similarly to

these two types of problImS, and thus.no attempt was made

to vary problems systematically along this dimension.

*Appendix A-contains the complete list of stems used to

generate the verbal problems.

Assi9011)2Di Di Bumbexs ID_Expblemz

In each problem two nimbers were given as part of

the problem data.' These twb numbers were elements of a

number triple (x,y,z) defined by x+y=z, with x<y<z. Two

sets of number trAilles were chosen for each grade level.

Thy' criteria for selection of these number triples,

included: Aft

1) "Small" numbers and "larger" numbers were

included at each grade level so that some problems

involved numbers with which tne subjects had had

444
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substantial experience and others involved numbers that

the subjects had used less frequently. Number triples .

with the sum, ziless than' six were designated as. the

Small numbers for kindergartners and triples with 5(z<10

constituted both the larger numbers for the kir ergarten,

_ subjects as well as the small numbers for the first-
.

graders. The larger numbers for the first-graders

involved number triples with 10<z<16. Since only a few

number triples with sums less than six met the preceding

criteria, it was necessary to useoeach of the threi small

number triples at the kindergarten level twice within

each set of six problems involving small numbers.

2) Number triples involving doubles, e.g.,.(3,3,6),

were not used because they generate problems which are

less difficult and not representative of witition and

subtraction problems using other number triples (-Groen &

Park n, 1972; Svsnson, 1975).
y.

3) No addends were zero, 'and addends of were

included only for the small number

level.

kindergarten

4) ConsecutiVe addends were avoided so that the

difference between z-x and z-y wasas large as possible.

This offered the maximum likelihood that subjects would

IL
use different counting strategies on the subtraction

problems z-;- and z -y -_ (see Question 6) .

Jr)o

0

.4
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The number triples used for small ;numbers at the-'

'kindergarten level were (1,3,4), (1,4,5), and (2,3,5).

The six number triples which served both as the larger

numbers for kindergartners and the smaller numberg for

first-graders were ,(2,4,6), (2,5,7), (2,6,8), (3,5,8),
4

17,7,9), and (3,6,9). The number triplesoised for the

larger, numbers at the first-grade level were (3,8,11),

(4,7,11), (4,8,12),'(4,9,13),, (5,9,14), and (6,9;15).

Latin'squares were used to generate six orders.for

the assignment of number triples to problems. Since only

('
three number triples were available for use in problems

with small numbers-at the kindergarten levelca partial

Latin square procedure was used to assign the three

number triples to the six interview problems at that

level. Care was taken not to allow the same number,

triple to occur twice on any given type of problem, e.g.,

the triple (1,4,5) did not occur on both verbal or both

abstract problems based on a+b= The number triple

orders used in the study appear in Appendix B.

coargaia.ctign_sf,agialem_itetilLisar_aubjggtz
Six task orders were used to minimize any order

effect in the administration of the interview problems.

A modified Latin square yielded six different task orders

for the six problems involving triples of a given number

size level. The Latin square was modified so that no

121
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problem of the form a+__ac appeared as the first

interview task at either, of the number size levels. This

was done soithat-the first problem a child received,would

"not, be unfamiliar. The six task orders appear in ,

Appehdix C. Four different task orders were used for '

each subject, one ,for each six-problem half of tbe verbal

problem interview and tne for each half of the abstract

problem interview.

The item stem4 in Appendix A, the six number triple

orders for each number size level given in Appendix B,

and the six task orders in Appendix-C were used to

construct a set of problems for each subject. Since each

subject was giifen four'sets of six problems (verbal'

problems with small and larger numbers and abstract

problems with small and larger numbers) it was necessary

to ensure that no subject received any task order or

number triple order more than once. ,Within this

constraint, the task orders and number triple orders were

uniformly and randomly distributed twice within each

, group of three subjects.. For example, task drder #3

appeared twice among the first three subjects as did

number triple order #5. A deck of problem cards was

preparbd for each subject to ensure that the appropriate

tasks were administered. in the assigned order. Appendix

D. gives the specific verbal and abstract problets used in



the interviews with one kindergarten subject and one

first -grade,Subject.

adiaeLtraegtiDD
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The sample consisted of 50 kindergartners (21 male,

29 female) and 54 first-graders (29 male, 25 female).from

two rurallsmall town midwestern schools. Thirty-two

kindeigaitners and 34 first-graders were from School A

and 18 kindergartners and 20 first - graders -Here from

School B. These 104 children comprised the entire

population at these grade levels wha had returned

parental consent forms. The range df ages for the

kindergarten sample was 5 Yeas 5 'months to 6 years 8

AthS,-- with a mean of 5 years 11 months. The range for

the first-grade sathple Vas 6 years 5 months to 8 years 4

'-71v;onths with a mean of 7 yeirs 0 months.
,116

Subjects were selected from the kindergarten and

first-grade levels because kindergartners generally do

not receilVe formal instruction on addition and
F

subtraction' while firt-graders typically do receive such

'instruction. Schools A and B were cChosen belcause of
IS

their willingness to participate in the study.and-Isecause

.10they differed from the schools used in a related

.investigation (Carpenter yoser, -1981) . Subjects in the
,

6 present study differed demographically from the

middle/upper-middie *claps subjects of'the Carpenter and

123
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mese't study; Schabl A had extensive Title I programs and

School B was predominantly rural. An attempt was mnde,to

chOVse schools that used a mathematics program different

from Developingestaas (DMP) (Romberg,

Harvey, Moser & Montgomery; 1974). School A used

latjalmAliaz_imAux Noxld (Eicholz, O'Daffer, & Fleenor,

1978) and School B used Bathematics Around_VA (Gibb &

Casteneda, 1975; Bolster et al., 1975). These programs ,

provided a contrast to the focus It verbal problem

solving and use of manipulatives in DMP. This ntrast

enabled the present study to.piovide data-conCerning the

generalizability of a portion of the Carpenter and Moser

,study to another sample.

Ipstru;tional'BacjwzgyndDf_tbp,filirata

Information on the subjects' instructional

backgrounds was obtained from teacher interviews

codupted after the student interviews were completed.

The teachers described emphases they had placed on

sections of the text, supplementary activities used, and

,& the extent to which manipulatives were available and used

in the classrooms. All teacheri reported that they

attempted to use the approaches slagged-EN in the texts.

Kindergarten children in School A had tieen

instructed on "readiness work" for addition and

subtraction. This consisted of- -exercises in i44ich

`24
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pictures showed two sets of objects, e.g., three red cars

and two blue cars, and the child was required to

determine the number of objects in each set and the,total

-number of objects. "Subtraction readiness" peobleps that

required the child first to determine the total number of

objects and thin the number of objects in each subset

also were included. These exercises embodied a static

interpretation of addition and subtraction focusing on 1-

relationships between the whole and its part rather than

active joining and separating of sets of objects.

Kindergartners in School A had ,often used manipulatives

in their mathematics activities.but the use of, fingers

for counting had never been explicitly mentioned.

Kindergartners in School B had less experience with

craTrp1 ulatives and had done no formal readiness activities

for addition and subtraction. This class had, however,

diicussed "ways of making" each of the new numbers they

t.tudied, e.g., when learning the number 6 they identified

sets of 1 and 5, sets of 2 and 4, etc., with objects or

pictures. "Taking away" and "adding on" had not been

discussed.

In contrast to the kindergarten classes' emphasis ori

static representations of addition and subtraction the -4.,

first-grade
.

instruction in both schools had focused

-ipfliiZly on the actions of joining and separating sets

125
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of objects. In School B sets of objects were used for

,the initial introduction of addition and subtraction but

most. classroom work involved pictorial representations or

abstract number. sentences. dren in School B were not

encouraged to use eir fingers for modeling.

Manipulatives and the number line were used frequently in
)

Scool'Ai and' in one of the two classes,'children were

encouraged to use their fingers when necessary.

The first -grade teachers in both schools indicated

they had not included explicit instruction on counting.

'strategies such as Counting On From the Larger Addend.

However, they indicated that discussion concerning

counting on and counting back took place with individuals

as the opportunity arose. Suggestions such ii"Couldn't

just a:tart'at 4 and say '5, 6, 7'" we4 offered to

children who questioned the possibility of beginning the

Counting sequence at a number other than one.

fuggeSiions about countin on and counting back were not

systematically introduc d nor were they made to all

students.

Kindergartners in both schools had studied numbers

up to ten. First -ceders in both schbols had done drill

activities,on addition and subtraction facts with sums

and minuends less than' ten. Children in School A.

occasionally had encountered problems with sums from 11
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$through 15, but no ttempt had been made to commit these

facts to memory. In both schoo's first-graders had

received no instruction on missing addend problems. One

twenty- miftute lesson on writing number, sentences to model

verbal problems occurred in one first-grade class in

School A; this was the only formal experience any of the

subjects received on verbal problems_ of the type used in

this study.
441

Intervigy_aggeghugg

The partially standardized clinical interview

(Opper, 1977) was used in the present study. Each fee717',

of a pre-determined set of problems was presented to the

subject and the subject's response to the task was

observed and coded by the interviewer.- When the child's

solution rocess or answer was ambiguous, the interviewer

asked obing questiOns in an effort to elicit a clearer

descr ption of how the child, solved the psoblem. The

emphasis in this typedbf interview was on understanding

haw the child staved addition and subtraction problems.

This method was selected be9ause it provided both

uniformity among .the tasks and flexibility in the

questioning used to clarify subjects' respon4.

interylen

In the interval from March lq'to March 25 each

subject was individually intervidWed'on two occasions,

AtE
all...1111111=11.111111111.M11.1.011-

12r"_
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once to solve twelve abstract problems and once to solve

twelve verbal problerds. These interviews were done on

111C

separate days, often with more than one day's time

,intervening. The order of administration of the verbal

and abstract problem interviews was counterbalanced so

that a randomly selected half of the subjects at each
ar

grade level received a given type of interview first.

Each day's interview lasted 15 to 30 minutes. Subjects

were individthally interviewed by one of t>eetrained and

experienced interviewers: the experimenter, a

mathematics education graduate student, and a research

cspecialist.

Mode of presentation gf the_ngblema

Wheh problems are'presented ilk either verbal or

abstract context the mode of presentation can vary. For

example, the modt-can be oral, written, physical or

concrete, or pictorial. The extent of the child's and

the interview's involvement in the presentation of the

problem varies across these modes. Orally presented

problems are read by the interviewer while written

problems are usually read by the child, and in the

physical and pictorial modes the interviewer uses objeCts

or picturesto model for the subject same of the data or

relationships in the problems When the interviewer

models a portion of the problem for the child, the

28
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child's solution process may be influenced by the

experimenter's actions and may no longer be spontaneoAus.

Thus, the present study used neither the physical nor the

pictorial mode fOr presenting problems to the subjects.

The addition and subtraction verbal problems were

presented, orally to both kindergarten and first-grade

subjects due to the subjects' .limited proficiency in

1

readxng. The verbal problems were read to the, child from

cards and re-read upon request as often as necessary to

ensure that the child had an adequate opportunity to

remember the numbers and relationships, in the problem,

Other studies (Carpenter & Moser, 1981; Ginsburg &

Russell,Note 1) successfully used oral presentation of

verbal problems and the pilot studies also indicated that

such a presentation mode was appropriate for subjects in

grades K and 1.

Verbal problems were read in their entirety rather

than being read sentence-by-sentence with pauses designed

to have the child model the information in each sentence

immediately after it was read. Reading the complete

verbal problem was consistent with Carper/ter andMoser

(1981) and in contrast to the procedures used byjdndvall

and Ibarraf(Note 7). Lindvall and Ibarra reported that

kindergartners made few meaningful responses when

problems were read without an extended pause after each

120
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1

sentence. However, one must be cautious of this result.

Some of their item types were problems based on +b=c

and problems consistently difficult even for

children beyond the kindergarten level.. Also, the pilot

studies demonstrated that many kindergartners could make

meaningful responses to the verbal problems used in the

?tudy. Major pauses that are built into the reading of a

verbal problem can influence a child's strategy. For

example, if one reads, "John) had 8 pennies.'(pause,

waiting for the child to construct a set of eight

objects) die gave 6 pennies to Mary. (pause, waiting for

the chileto sepayate 6 of the 8 objects) How many

pennies did John have left?*, one discourages the use,of.

an Adi trategy, i.e., with the pauses included the

chi would be unlikely to solve this problem by

constructing a set of 6 objects and adjoining additional

ones until a set of 8 were formed. When the entire

problem is read without pauses, the Adding On strategy at

least becomes plausible. Consequently, no extended

pauses were built into the reading of the verbal

problems.

NP
4

Abstract problems were presented orally to the

kindergarten subjects becautise.kindergartners in the pilot

t

studies were unable to read number sentences such as

2 +3 =,. Oral presentation of both abstract and verbal

130
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,problems made the mode of presentation of these problems

comparable, although it did lot provide a measure of

kindergartners' abilitylto interpret abstract problems in

written symbol

Since fir

form.

ade instruction on abstract addition

and subtraction typically employs written number

sentences and since other studiee (Lindvall & Ibarra,

1980; Weaver, 1971) presented abstract problems in number

sentence format to first-graders, the written number

sentence mode ,of presentation was used with the first-.

grade subjects. Houlihan and Ginsburg's (1981) results

suggested that'first-graders exhibit similar' performance

on oral and written abstract addition problems; thus the

difference between the presentation modes of the verbal

and abstract problems (oral and written, respectively)

was not expected to influence first-graders' performance.

Furtermore, when first-grade subjects.were shown an

abstractiproblem, they were required to read-it prior to

solving it, and their reading was corrected by thy

interviewer whennecessary. Although,this was done to

ensure that the child was solving the intended problem

rather than some misinterpretation thereof, it also

served to make the presentation modes of the verbal and

abstract problems more comparable.

131
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'Previous studies indicated that children's

MS]

performance on addition and sbbtraction problems is

better when manipulatives are. available to model the

problem data and relationships than when no objects are

available. Making manipulatiVes available to the

kindergarten subjects and encouraging their use was

expected to increase the likelihood of obtaining useful

data on their strategies and to aid in the interpretation

of children's strategies. Because the problems were not

expected to be as difficult 6r first-graders and because

there are potential differences in the strategies

subjects might use in the presence or absence of

manipulatives, half of the fixst-graders were randomly

selected to hays manipulative's available during the

interview. The .remaining first-graders were not given

objects, nut, as with all subjects, were allowed to use

their fingers, or objects in their field of vision to

assist in modeling or represe'nting prObleis.

Subjects were neither required no allowed to use

paper and pencil' to model the probleMs in written

symbolic form. While it is true that problems can often

be solved by translation into mathematical symbolism,

such modeling is not easy for young children (Allardice,

1977),. Carpenter, Moser and Hiebert (Note 20) fodnd that

132
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many children When required to write number' sentences to

model problems, often did so only after solving the

problem. Thus, the written mode of representation was

not used.

Twenty cubes, ten orange and ten,blue, were

available to the kindergartners and to half of the first-

graders. These were plaPed on the table after_ the warm-

up tasks and it was suggested that the child could use

them to help answer the questions. Whenever possible,

cubes used by the child were pushed back into the pile

after a problem was-completed. This was done to avoid

mistaken use of the results of a previous problem in an

attempt to solve subsequent ones.

An "Oscar the Grouch" doll was usedlas a prop for

the interviews with kindergarten subjects. Children were

,told that Oscar needed help listening to and answering

questions about some number stories. At times children

were encouraged to explain what they did "so Oscar also

would know what to do."

InteXYAkw_a9.12992Z

Interviews took place in a room near the child's

classroom. During the interview the child and the
11,

interviewer sat at a table that containe e materials

used in the interview. After some initial 'onversation

to put the child at ease, three warm-up tasks were
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administered. One was a sorting task designed.to_

encourage then child to manipulate objects, to endourage

verbalization, and to provide a "success experience."

The second was a counting task designed t5rdetermine

whether the child could accurately enumerate several sets

of objects. The third required the child to construct

sets of objects with required numerosity. Complete

protocols for these tasks are given in Appendix E.

Care was taken to avoid any reference to addition or

subtraction in the warm-up tasks. .Although two of them

involved counting and the use of cubes or fingers to

represent sets of objects, no reference was made which

tied these tasks to subsequent addition and Subtraction

problems. It was hoped that these tasks would encourage

.1- the use of objects or fingers by subjects who otherwise

might have been reluctant to, use them.

Following the warm -up tasks, the child was given two

sets of six problems involving different number sizes;

problems with the small. numbers were administered firsts

Subjects were given as much time as they needed to solve

each problem. When tile interviewer was unsure of what

the'child had done,, some general questioning techniques

were used. This interaction varied from child to child

and was dependent upon the child's actions and/or

statements. An initial follow-up question was generally

134
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of the form, "How did you get that answer?" or "How did

you decide was the answer?". Questions such as "Did

.you count?" were not used because such a suggestion of

counting might have encouraged the child to describe a

counting process even if one had not been used. Instead,

questions such as "What were you thinking aboutiwhen you

did that one?" or "Were you thinking of any numbers to

yourself?" were used. If children volunteered that they

had been counting, then "Did you count forward or

backward?" or "What number did you start. Counting with?"

were appropriate questions. The questioning was designed

to elicit explanations; when it confused the child or the

child was unable to explain, the interviewer' proceeded to

the next problem. Prptocols for the addition and

subtraction tasks are given in Appendix E.

A final task, similar to the first warm-up task,

involved sorting geometric pieCes and was administered

prior to the child's return to class.' This provi&ed

another sucdess experience and created a situation in

which the lagt task performed before returning to class

(and perhaps the one best remembered) was pal an addition

or subtraction problem.

Caling_DI_Basmura

During and/or after'a subject's attempt to solve a

problem four categories of behavior were coded.

135
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/ Correctness of the response, attempts to model or
1

'represent the problem, the solution strategy, and errors

were recorded along with pertinent anecdotal information.

,Appendix F contains -the coding sheet used for the

interviews. The preceding four categories are not

mutually exclusive; the relationships among them are

described in the following sections.

C.9.L.Efigt=2.2_DI_ES.699DA2

Subjecti' numerical responses were coded as either

correct or incorrect. When a subject obtained a correct

answer by some *ncorrect procedure, e.g., obvious "wild

guessing" or iscounting in which the second error offset

the first, -that response was coded as Incorrect. When

subjects stated that they could not do the problerd and

gave no numerical answer, No Attempt was recorded and the

interv4er proceeded to the next problem.

Model or laluggentAtionof the ,koblem

A child .models or represents a problem by changing

the modality in which the components of the problem are

given to some modality in which it is convenient to carry

out the solution. Addition and subtraction problem

components, i.e., the numerical quantities, the

relationship and/Or operation connecting the numerical

quantities, and the relationship of theunknown

quantities to the known quantities (Moser, Note 2), can

136
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be represented in modalitieS,sdch as physiftal objects or

01 -

'-pictures, written prose, abstract symbols, or internal

n

mental imagery. In, the piesent.study-Problems were

gsented in verbal- spoken' or abstract symbolic mode.

Pilot studies and previous research (Carpenter °& MoSer,

. 1981) indicated that kindergarten and first-grade

AP
'children often model 'or represent such problems either by

using physical objects or. by using no visible

representation, in which case some form of Mental,

14kesentation presumably takes place. The coding

categoAes for describing .the, models subje g employed 14 , 0.

ark described in the following sections.

Manipulativi objectscan be used in two

ways. Cubes can repreqent seta described in the problem

or numbers given in the problem. Aset of four cubes

Might 'represent the "4" in the problem 4 +w =11, or

0 represent a set of four stamps- in a problem that begins,

"Susan had four stamps." The child's interpretation or

representation of the action on or relatibnship*beteeen

c.

S.

V

. sets given in the proble m or bf fhe.ope ation on the

numbers given in the problem is realized by actions
ti

performed on the cubes.

Cubes can also be used in conjunction with a

cou ting strategy that requi6s the child to.kee'track

f the number of counting words uttered. Foj'_example, if

13
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achild begins counties from four.and counts "five, six,

seven, eight, nine, ten', eleven," seven cubes might bey
,

set out one -by -one \o kee N track of how many taunts were

uttered. In this-case the cubes are not initially used

to represent seven objects, but as counters to represent
amw

number words.

Fingers. .Fingers also can be used in two ways in

the modeling process. They can represent the sets of

numbers described in the probilm or they can keep track

of the numbers uttered in a counting sequence.

ligLyikiblejuldel. This category was used when no

discernible model'or visible representation of the

prtclo-lems wee-apparent from the child's actions or

statements. In such instances it was inferred from

subjects!, behavior or explanations that they were either,-

doe%recalling,memorized information such as addition.or

subtraction facts, using some mental manipulation of

number facts or number properties, rhythmically keeping

track of some counting sequencelsor using some type of

mental imagery.

k glbez_Badeli. Occasionally children visually or

tactilely use other .objects as models When representing a

problem., This especially occurs when more than ten,

fingers are needed to represent the sets or numbers in a

problem. Examples of other models are light bulbs, books

133



on a shelf, floor tiles or buttons or patterns on

articles of clothing. This category also was used when

children reported that they visualized a number line on

[1251

the:table top and used that to model the problem.

It is possible for a child to use more than one

model to represent a single problem. In such ,instances

two or more categoriesof model are coded. Children

occasionally begin to use manipulatives or fingers and

then abandon them in favor of another mode of

representation. A decision was made to include the

initial model'only if it was apparent that the initial

attempt was used in some way in the solution strategy'

ultimately emp.oyed. For example, if a child's actions

when, solving 4 +_ =11 entailed first forming a set of two

or three cubes and then saying, "Four plus seven is

eleven, so the animer.is seven," the initial attempt to
4

model the problem,using cubes was judged not to have

entered into the solution strategy and the category for

"no visible model" was 'coded.

fiQiution Strategy

Once a child uses eithera physical or mental mode.

of representation to model the components of-ap addition

or subtraction problem, some action is performed, on that

representation. This action can be either physical or

mental and constitutes theechilds solution strategy.

-13'J
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Included in such mental actions are recallingran addition
%

or subtraction fact or engaging in a particular type of

counting. The physical actions that comprise solution

strategies often involve manipulations of physical

objects. -These physical and mental actions on
,

representations serve to characterize the processes

.children use to solv addition and subtraction problems.

ikhey are not.,,&.7tende .to describe in detail all of the

mental.and physical processes a child uses when solving

problems. For .example Case (1978) uses the term
Y

strategy to include processes such as looking at a
...,

numer01.in a wr)ttenlproblem, storing that symbol in
a

memory, and' so fOith, Such a detailed level of

descrilot ption,of rategies was not appropriate for the
, ... .

present study ce it would not have.enabled one Co
...

observe or confidently infer that a child was actually

performingtsuch actions. On the other hand, global

..,

strategy categories such as "ads given numbers" offer
.

.

little usehItinprmation when describing differences in
--:,

the processes children.use'.to solve problems. The

,strategy, tegories in the present study ,represented

qualitati ely different solution procedures that could be

observed or easily inferred from childrenrs.actions and

ixplanations(

It was assumed that a subject used 'only one strategy

140
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to solve a problem. In some cases a strategy was

initiated and then. abandoned; in such instances the

interviewer coded the strategy that yielded the solution

of the problem. If no solution resulted, the last
40

strategy used was coded. Coding categories for

strategies were derived from pilot work and previous

research (Carpenter. & Moser, 1981) . Strategies

appropriate for addition problems. are"given first,

followed by, Strategies for subtraction problems and

-strategies appropri'ate forboth addition and subtractiOn

problems. Strategies for addition problems are described

in reference to the problem a+b= with a<b.

Counting_All. Counting All is a strategy that

concretely represents the problem. It involves'

construction of two sets, one for each addend. These .are

counted out "1, 2, ..., as and "1, 2, ..., b." The union

of the two sets is counted "1, 2,. a+b," and can be

formed in three ways:

1) The Onion iirformed incrementally as the child

simultaneously models the second set and adjoins lt to

the first. The first set is formed and cou edi the

second set is modeled and counted while /It is adjoined

one object at a time to the first self, and the union is

then counted. This is Counting All with one set.

2) The union is formed by adjoining the secohd set
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en maple to the first. In this case the second set is

counted before it is adjoined to the first set. This is

Counting All with tygo'sets.

3) The union is forkied irdplicitly, but no joining

action takes place. This is 1,so Counting All with Imo

sets.

Subitizing. Having modeled the. two sets

corresponding to the addepds,it is sometimes possible for

the child to perceive the numerosity of the union set

without having to count each member of that set.
B.-----

Subitizing occurs when the size of the union set is

small, usually less than six or seven, or wh4h fingers

are used as the modeling del4ge and the five fingers of

one hand are perceived immediately.,

csmanling_on_FxmlicatIfivallexlAddand. In

contrast to Counting All and Subitizing, in which sets or

numbers in the problem are represented concretely,

Counting On From First (Smaller) Addend employs a

sequence of counting words to determine the solution to

the problem. The counting sequence is forward, begins

with the smaller addend or its successor, and ends with

the sum, e.g., "(a), a+1, a+b." The child knows

when to stop by keeping track of the number of counting

words recited; this tracking may be done mentally or by

using fingers or objects.
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Counting Op From Larger Addend. Thiscounting

strategy is identical to Counting .On From First (Smaller)

Addend except the counting sequence begins-with the

larger addend or its successor, "(b.), 4+1, a+b."

This corresponds to the Min(a,b) strategy described in

studies employing,response latencies (Suppes & Groen,

1961). Counting On From First (Smaller) Addend and

Counting On From Larger Addend were referred to as

"partial counting" by Brownell (1941) and "counting on"

by Steffe et al. (Note 15).

The strategies specific to subtraction problems are

given next. These are described -rh reference to the

problem a.-1 .

Separate nom. -The child uses manipulatives or

fingers to construct the larger given set and then takes

away or separates, one at a time, a number of objects or

fingers equal to the smaller given number. Counting (or

subitizing) the remaining objects or fingers yields the

answer. Three counting sequences are uAed: "1, 2, ....,

a", 61, 2, b", and "1, 2, ..., a-b.°

Counting Dolial6m. This strategy is the counting

counterpart to Separate From and involves the use of a

backwards counting sequence beginning with or from the

larger number (minuend) and involving as many counting'

number words as the given smaller number (subtrahend).
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The counting sequence is either "a, a-1, , a-b+1" or

..., a-b," In this strategy the child does

not concretely represent the problem but uses a sequence

of counting words to determine the answer.

,Separate TQ. This strategy is similar to the

Separate From strategy except that the separating

continues until the smaller given quantity is attained

rather than until it has been removed, Counting or

subitizing the number of ,objects or fingers removed gives

the answer. For example, .a set of a objects would be

formed, and a-b objects would tie removed until b objects

remained. Usually only two counting sequences are

employed:. "1, 2, 000, a", objects are removed (those

remaining might be counted to check that 12 objects

remain) and those removed are counted, "1, 2, a -b."

Counting Down To. This strategy is the counting

counterpart to Separating To and is similar to Counting

Down From except that the counting sequence ends with the

smaller given numbei. Two counting sequences are

possible, "a, a-1, ..., b+1" or -"a-1, a-2, b."

Adding_OD. Adding On involves modeling the smaller,

given number (subtrahend), increment that initial set

until the number of objects is equal to the larger given

number (minuend), arid then counting or subitizing the

number of objects added on. Three Counting sequences are
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used: "1, 2, ..., b", objects are added on while the

counting continues "b+1, b+2, ...a", and finally, the

objects that-have been added onare counted, "1, 2, ..,

a-b."

Counting ilkEID.MAiitD4 This' strategy involves

forward counting beginnihg from the smaller given number

(subtrahend) and ending with4the larger number minuend).

The child determines the. answer by keeping track of the;

number of counting words uttered; this is done mentally

or with fingers or objects. The typical counting

sequence is sp+l, b+2, a."

Matching. This ategy requires the use of

concrete representation. The child forms two sets of

objects, each set modeling one of the sets or numbers

givenin the pioblem. These sets then are placed

physically or visually in one-to7one correspondence; and

the answer is determined by counting or aubitizing the

unmatched objects. The counting sequences are: "1, 2,

..., a", "1, 2, b"; and "b+1, b+2, a-b."

Carpenter and Moser (1981) observed this strategy

primarily on Compare problems.- Since these problems were---

not included in the present study,' this strategy was

expected to occur infrequently, if at ail.

Two mental strategies can be used for both addition

and subtraction problems. These are described next.
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Number Pact. This strategy iscoded when the child

produces the answer by-recalling,an addition or

subtraction fact such as "nine minus three is six." This

category is used wheh the child states the number fact or

responds quickly with the answer and gives the

justification, 'I jufirt know that4" Number Fact is coded
Co

when either an addition or subtraction fact.is used. If

a child generates an incorrect answer by using an

incorrectly recalled factsuch as two plus six is

.seven," Number Fact is codedl the incorrect fact is

recorded, and 'incorrect' is coded for correctness of

response.

.
Derived Fact. This strategy involves mental

manipulation of a known number fact to derive a number

combination needed for determining the answer. Typical

examples of the Derived Fact strategy are those using

facts involving doubles, for example, "Six plus six is
,

twelve, so six plus eight must be fourteen,' and, those

using a combination involving ten, e.g., "I know that'

four plus six is ten, so four plus seven must be eleven."

When this strategy is coded the interviewer records the

specific expl a ion given by the.child. Strategies of

this sort have been labeled "roundabout procedure" by

Smith (1921, 'solving' by Brownell (19414, and "indirect

memory' by Houlihan fi Ginsburg (1981).
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Several inappropriate strategies were coded for both

addition and subtraction problems. These categories are

discribed next.

Guess. This strategy is inappropriate and generally

dc's not produce a correct answer: When a correct answer

is achieved as a result of an obvious "wild guess," Guess

is coded and correctness of response is coded as if the

child's response had been wrong. Evidence for guessing

can be the child's statement to that effect or.littl,

evidence of thought in generating a quick response' with a

number that may or may not be close to the actual answer.

Given Number. This is an inappropriate strategy in

which the child responds with one of the numbers given in

the problem. The interviewer must determine that the

child generated the answer b-i'hoosing one of the numbers

,given in the problem rather than by miscounting when

using some other strategy or recalling an incorrect

number fact. When subj respond with a number given

Ark the problem and report that they have "guessed," Given

_Number is coded.

Nignajoggssuign. This category is coded when the

child adds the two numbers given in a subtriLion problem

or subtracts the numbers in an addition problem. The

strategy is only determined to be inappropriate; no

attempt is made to C dentify the particular inappropriate

14"
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Just as certain strategiei are not independent of

the model used, e.,grr- Separating From requires the use of

physical models, certain errors are not independent of

the strategy used. The Strategies Guess, Given Number,

and Wrong Operation can be considered errors in that they

lead to an incorrect answer. Since they do, however,

describe the actions children take upon their

representations of the problem, they are considered

strategies, although inappropriate. Wrong Operation

inv9lves misinterpretation of the problem, while Guess

and Given NumbBt involve a lack of interpretation of the

problem.

Procedural errors'aldo were coded. For the

following categories an appropriate strategy was chosen,

but an incorrect answer resulted. Incorrect recall of a

number fact is one Otocedural error; this is recorded by

coding the Number Fact strategy. Along with an incorrect

answer.

Miscount. This error is coded if the child counts

incorrectly when using a strategy involving concrete

representation, for example, failing to count an object

or counting an object twice. Miscounting also occurs in

cciljunCtion with counting strategies when a number is

1 4
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omitted or when the ent or exit numbers in the counting

sequence are inc ec y included.or excluded.

Forget. This procedural.error occurs when a child

forgets part of the problem data and an error results

from the use of this incorrect information. If it is

suspected that this error has occurred, it is necessary

to question the child after completion of the problem,

#skirg questions such as, "How many stamps did Leroy-have

//to begin with?", or "How-many stamps did his mother give

him?", or "What were the numbers in the problem?".

.Several errors can occur on the same problem. In

some such instance's both errors are coded and in others

only one is coded. When two procedural errors occur in

the-same problem both are.coded, for example, a child.

forgets one of the numbers in the problem and then ,

\ ,

miscounts in determining the solution. Multiple errors

such as Miscount and Forget typically occur in

conjunction with an appropriate strategy. When the Wrong

Operation error occurs it is deemed to be the major cause

of the wrong answer, andeven if the child also forgets

the problem data or miscounts, those procedural errors

are not coded once Wrong Operation is coded. Other

errors are not coded along with Given Number or Guess,

since these uniquely determine the child's error.

In addition to the above errors others were

14)
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`anticipated. Pilot-work suggested that for problems that

required more than ten objects some children might

mistakenly spond with "10" once all fingers had been

used. Responses such as "three plus five is six" were

also anticipated since several subjects in the pilot

studies had based answers on the'successor of the last

number given in the problem. Because of these potential

errorp-and because little was known about the types of

errors kindergartners might'exhibit, the interviewers

`attempted' to document any errors that did not clearly fit

sl"

piedetermined categories in order to develop 'other error

categorieP in a post hoc fashion. Additional categories

of errors and strategiewresulting from the analysis of

subjects' respqnses are given in Chapter IV.

C24Zaglgeteilk.

The three coders each had been trained to use the

coding categories described previously. Prior to data'

col]tion intra-coder and inter-coder agreement were

measured .using video-taped segments "of interviews with

"primary-grade children. In all instances the level of

intrarcoder and inter-coder agreement was greater than

90. Althotigh the coder training and agreement

assessment were done using verbal problems, the pilot

l.studies suggested that children's strategies, errors, and

modeling pFottedures for ab8tract problems could be coded

4
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using the same categories as had beeri developedr
,

verbal problems. Thus, no additional measure of coder

agreement was done for coding repSonses to abstract

problems. 0 #

'The a orementioned empirical Kacedures guided the

4*data colle on. The methods used to analyze the data

and the results of t)se analyses are described in

Chapter ?V.

'r1/4

1

4
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Chapter IV

DATA ANALYSES AND RESULTS
0

The preceding chapters have described the

background, design, and data collection, procedures for

the study. Thdiproimedureir selected were consistent with

the study's purpose of describing and comparinF

kindergarten and first-grade Children's performance on

a0dition and subtraction problems presented in abstract

and verbal problem contexts. This chapter describes the

analyses' of the data and the results of those analyses.w

The initial section of the chapter presents preliminary

results that are consequ ces of the administration of

the tasks and initial anal sis of the data. The --

principal data analyses and results follow, and are

discussed in reference to the -research questions set
- A .

I forthp Chapter III.

421111111A4YAnA121215

..The 'entire' set of abstract and verbal problems was

,adminiestered to each subject. Akthough several subjects

guessed frequently, no subject appeared uneasy or upset

by the interviews. Consequently, analyses were carried

out 'using a complete set of data for each subject.

EILIMILiD_DAtA_ColiegtiDD.

Three errors occurred4lh the data collection, but

none was deemed to have had any substantial influence on
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children's performance. The firpt error consisted of
0

four incorrect assignments of number triples to verbal

problems at the kindergarten level. For example, (1,3,4)

'was used in place of(1,4,5). Since number triples were

randomly assigned-to- problems -and each number triple

occurred often with each type of problem, this error was

assumed not,to have altered the subjects' processes for

solving the problems.

In three instances kindergarten subjects were gi'ven

an, abstract hissing addend problem that involved the

incorrect form of a given number tr-iple.' For example,

2+ =rwas used instead of 3± =5. This was assumed not

to have had any systematic influence on the subject's

solution procesi.

The third data collection error involved

administration of problems originally intended for one

Vitecuts

kindergarten subject to another subject and vice versa.

Since tasks were randomly assigned to' subjects, this one

deviation from the original assignment of problem decks

to subjects was not expected to influence the results.

cluirgal_212.casiu lied_Ig.SpdadDalA
The original coding sheets used by the interviewers

were, reviewed by the experimenter for errors or

inconsistencies in coding.. Severil were found and Were

resolved immediately after the data collection took

15 e,`
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place. Information from the original coding sheets was

transferred to another sheet for 'computer processing. -To"

determine whether data were reliably transferred, a

random sample of five. percent of these sheets was checked

tor agreement with the original sheets. discrepancies

were found, so it was assumed that the transfer of data

was accurate. Checks for coding inconsistencies, e.g., a

correct response with the Wrong Operation strategy, were

performed during initial -data analysis; after these were

complete it was assumed that the only errors in-the data

were those caused by the inevitable subjectivity of the

coders'.interpretations during the interviews.

czling_ratiggzaChgnaggi

The interviewers' anecdotal accounts were used to

clarify any Ambiguous responses. Four additional

inappropriate strategy categories and two new error

,categories have been defined to subsume those instance

for which none of the previous coding categories was

AO" appropriate. Also, na subject used the _Matching

strategy, so this category was not used in the data

analyses.

Migdgl21.911A.41A. This fadlty separating strategy

for subtraction problems i olves construction of two

sets and removal of one them rather than construction

of a set and removal of a subsit of it. For example,

;
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when solving 8 -3 =_, the child forms a set of eight

objects, forms a set of .three objects, separates or

removes the set of three, and concludes that the answer

is eigesafter counting the remaining set of eight

objects. When this strategy is Used a child

appropriately attempts to concretely represent'the

_problem and remove some objects but is unable to

Correctly carry out the Separate From strategy because

/ the action performed on the sets was incorrect. '

-All Cukezasui. In his strategy faulty modeling or

uri;representation of the'n ers or sett in the problem

leads to an incorrect answer. It is demonstrated when a

child inapp2bptiatey uses all of the available

manipulatives when representing an addition or

s traction problem. For example, if twenty cubes are

ailable when solving 8 -3 =_ or 3+8= 'the child might

form sets of eight cubes and three cubes, but derive the

'answer by counting the remaining nine cubes. Another

instance of this strategy occurs when.a child forms only

one set and counts all of the remaining cubes to

determine the answer. Although it is possible to obtain

a correct. answer by chance using this strategy, this did
A

not -occur..

IDARRIpplislte_Digt. Subjects occasionally attempted

to use a known addition or subtraction fact on a problemA

153
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for which that fact was inappropriate. An example of

this would be a response of '3+3' for the problem 2+ =6.

In this instance the child knows that
6
3+3 is 6, but is

unable to recall a number fact involving the required

addend (two).

bildOnaimen_liumbes. Occasionally, subjects had

difficulty determining the set of objects to count to

determine the answer after carrying out an Adding On

strategy. The Add On /given Number strategy involved

,initially_ using a Adding On strategy to model the action

or relationship in the prio7blem, but answering with the

larger number given in,the problem. This reflected,a

difficulty in identifying,the answer set among the

manipulatives or fingers that were present.after the

required number had been adjoined to the original set

(Lindvall & Ibarra, Note 7). For example, when solving

2+ =8, after six objects had been adjoined to the

original two, the subject had difficulty identifying the

six within the set of eight objects. This strategy does

not involve .counting of the adjoined set, therefore, it

is considered distinct from the Adding On strategy.

Two additi2nal_sfixisx_rateguasis Two types of 4

errors were identified which could not be classified in

the original coding categories. The Ten Fingers* error

resulted from subjects' inability to use fingers to model

15o
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the data in problems in which the sum or minuend was

greater than ten. Subjects would occasionally use an

appropriate strategy but give "ten" as the answer simply

because they did not have enough fingers to model the

entire problem. This error could also occur if only one

hand were used and "f$e" were given as the answer.

The other new error category, Configuration, was

similar to the error resulting from the Add On/Given

Number strategy in that it also resulted from subjects'

inability to determine the answer from the final

configuration of manipulatives or fingers. The

Configuration error, was coded whenever the subject's

incorrect response was based on some perceptually

compelling aspect of the final conf uration of the

objects. For example, Configuratio was coded if, when

solving 2+ =9, after mistakenly adding on eight instead

of seven fingers, the child realized the mistake, removed

the one finger, but then focused on the one just removed,

giving "1 "' as the answer.

c2M9AliADD_9.I DALAUSIM_ibe_TW2LED1122111

The data from-sehools A and B were compared with

respect to the frequency of correct repsonses and the

frequency of occurrence of various solution strategies

and errors. Subjects from school A correctly solved the

addition problems more often than did subjects from
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school B; p-values were lower by approximately .10 in

The p-values for subtraction problems were

comparable for the two schools.

In most instances solution strategies were used with

similar frequencies by subjects from the two schools.

Inspection of the data from the two schools indicated

that subjects in school A exhibited concrete

representation strategies (using fingers or cubes) more

frequently than subjects in school B. Errors involving

the use of the wrong operation on subtraction problems

occurred more often in school A, whereas, guessing and

responding with one of the numberi given in tilt problem

occurred more often in school B. Subjects in school B

attempted to use number facts more than subjects from

school A. A brief comparison of the strategy frequency

and correct response data for the two schools is given in

Appendix H.

The preceding differences in strategy use and

correct responses by subjects from 64-tivo schools are

minimal. Thus data from the two schools are combined in

subsequent analyses.

ChildreDIA_EUILTIDADoe on AbBIZACt_Alid_Yelbal_a2bigla

QUelitiDD1

What strategies do children in grades K I

and 1 use to solve additiqn and subtraction
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verbal problems?

s The data on strategies used for solving the verbal,

problems are analyzed descriptively. Results for

addition and subtraction problems are summarized

separately._ The first-grade results are compared to

those of Carpenter and Moser (1981).

Addition problems. Table 4 presents the percentage

of use of the most frequently used strategies on verbal

addition problems. In both grades strategy use was

similar fat the Join and Combine problems. At the

kindergarten level Counting All, which involves concrete

representation of the problem, was the predominant

strategy. At the first-grade level concrete

representation predominated when manipulatives were

available, and whin no manipulatives were available,

mental strategies (primarily recall of number facts) were

used most frequently for problems with small numbers and

counting strategies for those with larger numbers.

The preceding first-grade findings were consistent

with the results of Carpenter and Moser (1981). Table 5

presents the strategies used on verbal problems in the

present study and the Carpenter and Moser study. These

are summarized according to three qualitatively different

-

levels of abstraction: concrete representation,

counting, and mental strategiOs. "Since the present study

15J
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Table 4

Percentage Use of Strategies on Verbal
Addition Problems

Grade K

Join 'Combine
S L S L .SL

Grade 1

Join Coldhine
S L

Counting C 34* 54 44 62 41 56 30 67
All N 11 7 7 15

Subitize C 4 0 6 0 7 0 11 0

N 11 0 19 7

Counting d 6 6 4 8 7 19 4 15
On From N 11 22 15 19
Smaller

Counting C 2 0 6 4 7 19 7 7 Ix

On From N 15 22 11 22
Larger

.......

Number C 28 8 18 4 30 4 41 4

Fact N 37 11 41 7

Derived C .4 0 0 0 0 4 0 4

Fact N 0 0 0 4

Guess C 10. 12 10 10 0 0 4 0

N ". 7 15 4 7

Given C 10 12 4 0 0 4 0 0

Number N 0 714 0 3,15

* Columns do not sum'to 100 because seldom-used
strategies are not included.

S - small numbers (sums less than 6, grade K)
(sums 6 through 9, grade 1)

L.- larger numbers (sums 6 through 9, grade K)
(sums 11 through 15, grade 1)

C - ManipulatiVes (cubes) available
N - No manipulatives available

160
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Table 5

Percentage of Use of Three Categories of Strategies by First-
graders in the Present Study And in Carpenter and Moser' (1981)

Concrete Counting Menta1
Representation Strategies Strategies

Problem Type

121.4

Small Larger
Numbers Numbers
C N N

Small Larger Small Larger
Numbers Numbers Numbers Numbers
C N C N C N N

Carpenter and 56 38 17. 14 19 20 32 20 20 5 6
Moser (January)

Present Study 48 22 7 14 38 26 44 30 37 8 11

Carpenter and 37 20 \ 4716 20 28 33 51 35'43 13 14
Moser (May)

canting ,

Carpenter and 53 36 49 19 13 18 23 25 19 23 5

Moser (January)

Present Study 41 26 67 22 11 26 22 41 41 41 8 11

Carpenter and 36 24 47 15 23 29 3,4 54 31 36 13 8.

Moser (May)

§eparate
Carpenter and 63 40. 69 18 5 5 4 11 14 13 3 2

'Moser (January)

Present Study 44 33' 78 33 7 19 8 29 34 33 4 11
O

Carpenter and 57 44 15 24 9 16 16 25 26 27 9 15
Moser (May)

lainlLbanstmAnkli6wn
Carperiter and 46 29 44 11 16 16 12 26 18 19 6 3

Moser (January)

Present Study 44 11 44 7 11 30 22 33 30 37 11 4

Carpenter and 32 21 52 15 20 26 18 44 36 35 13 12
Moser (May)

.0 - Manipulatives (cubes) available
N - No manipulatives available
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occurred March. one would expect its results to fall-

between those of the January and May interviews of the

- Carpenter and Moser study.

Even though the Join and Combine problems elicit

similar solution strategies, children who use Counting .

All might use different modeling procedures for thsse two

problems (Heller, Note 21). The two types of modeling

that have been observed are coOtruction of two distinct

sets, joining of these sets, and counting of the union

set starting from the number one on Combine problems; and

construction of an initial set,'one-by-one incrementing.

of that set by the amount to be joined, and counting of

the resulting set starting with the number one for Join

problems. In other studies (Lindvall & Ibarra, Note 7;

Riley 1 Greeno, Note 4) pauses built into the reading of-
_

the verbal problems may have elicited different modeling

procedures for Join and Combine problems. In the present

study problems were read in their entirety without

pausing to require-the subjec t2 to model the most recently

read wortion of the prdblem.
.441P-,7

Table 6 'presents. the frequency with-which various'

modeling procedures were used. Modeling procedures for

these problems can be categorized as consistent with the

structure of the problevi (use of one set.for Join and two

sets for Combine), inconsistent (use of two sets for Join

I.
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Table 6

Number of Subjects Exhibiting Four Types
of Modeling Procedures Used With Counting All

Modeling Procedure Grade
K 1°

Consistent 4 3

.N..

Inconsistent 1 1

Uniform 21 9

Mixed 1 3
------,..

.

Consistent - Use one set for Join, two sets for Combine

Inconsistent - Use two sets for Join., one set for Combine

Uniform one set (or two sets) for battProblems

Mixed - Use the Consistent procedure for problems at

one number size level ind Uniform for

problems at the other number size level

16,,
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and one.for Combine), uniform (same modeling procedure

for both problems), and mixed (.e.g., use of a consistent

procedure for small number pio6lems and inconsistent or
.

uniform for larger number ppdblems). The majority of

subjects in both grades used a uniform modeling procedure

for both types of problems. Several subjects in each

grade used-one set for Join and two fOr Combine problems,

but one subject in-each grade modeled the problems in the

opposite way. The fact that inconsistencies and mixed

modeling procedures occurred and that most subjects.

modeled both problems the same way provides further

evidence that children's solution processes for verbal

addition problems are not influenced by the structure-of

11V.

the problem.

fillibt;ActinD,..ZUbleMB. Table 7 presents strategies

used for verbal subtraction' problems. In both grades the

strategies used on of subtraction problems,

Separate a;'; Join/Change Unknown, are those that most

directly model the action described in the problem. The

concrete representation and cOunAng strategies us:pon

Separate problems are 4n marked-contrast to those used on

the Join/Change Unknown problems. For the former, the

subtractive strategies Separate From and Counting Down

From predominated; one kindergarten subject's use of

Counting Up From Given is the only instance in which an

L
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Percentage Use of. Strategieb on'N.Terbil
Subtraction Problems

'Separate Join /Change Unknown
1.

Small Large . Small Large
Difference Difference Difference Difference
,$ L S L S L S L

t*Ifr

Counting Up .0
0 From Given

Wins From

Adding On 0 0

,aavie_E.
. .

Separate 48* 46 .34
From -

4
Counting 0 2, 2

NtImber pact 22 8 32

Derived. -0 0 i' -0

,Fict
...

.
.

,
%.

Giless 12 22 12
. 2

Given '6 8' 6
Number

-Wrong 4' 4 2

Operation

2

a

.

:48 0

4 01

° 8 40

0 0

0 6
,

-24

0 6

0 0. 0

36' .36 34

6, 2.10

10 0'

0 2 2

, '4
.

16 ..1.4 22 8 24
.

6 4 81'. 6 12

"it

4 10 12 14 10

441d On/ 0 0 6 6 6
Given Number

Grade_l

Sepaiate C.44 78 52---56 -,0 0 4 0
From N 33 33 41 .22 0" 0 0 0

V
lcApeihived)

165
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Table 7 (continued)
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Separate ,Join/Change
Unkhown

4

-. Small Larg*-'. Small Large r

Difference Difference Difference Difference
L -S-L' SL S L

gma.ft. _7"

Counting C 7 4 11 22
Down From -N 15 22 , 11 37

Counting C 0 4 0 0
Down To N .4 7 0 0

Adding . C, 0 0 2 4 0

On N 0 0 0 0

-Counting -C 0 .0 0 ' 0

Up Prom N 0 ,0 0 0

Given

Number C 0 4 22 .7

Fact. N 33 7 4i 19
.,

. Derived 64 4 0' 0 0

Fact `N 0 4 0 0

Guess C 0 0 0 4
,

N 11 '7 4 7.

, Given C 0 0 0 0

Number N 0 4 0 0

Wrong C 11 7 .i 7 7

Operation N 4 4 4 7'

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

0 0 0 0

44 44 48 52
11 7 22 7

11 22 3 19

.4
30 33 15 30

26 11 30. *
33 4 30. 7

.

4 0 0 0'

4 0'00
0 4 -' 4 0

7 15 4 19
.

.
*.

0 0 0 0

0 11 7 4

11 4 7 4

4 7 15 19

*'Columns do not sum to 100% bedause seldom-used
strategies are omitted.

'S - small numbers (sums less than 6, grade K)
(sums 6 through 9, grade 1),

L - larger numbers (sums 6 through 9, grade K) ,

(sums o''1. through 15, grade 1)'
C - Manipulatives (cubes).available
N - No manipulatives available .
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additive strategy was used for a Separate, problem. The

subtractive strategies reflect subset removal or its

counting analog, while the additive strategies, Adding On

and.CountingUp From Given, used nearly universally foi

the Join/Change Unknown problems, reflect the joining

rather than the separating process.

At the klhdeigarten level concrete representation

strategies were the predominant ones. However, when the

numbers in the problem were small, number facts were used

frequently on the Separate problks_with large

differences (5 -1 =_, 4- 1 =_._, and 5-2=__) and .for the

Join/Change Unknown problems with small differences

(3+ m=4, -4+ =5, 3+ =5). This is not surprising since

these, problems afford an opportunity to use addition and

subtractj4n facts involving one and two as well as'the

opportun y to easily hida counting strategy or to use

it subdonscious4.

At the first-grade leve4, when manipulatives were

available concrete representation strategies.

predominated. For 'small number problems mental

strategies were used more than counting strategiet, and

the reverse was true when the problems contained larger

numbers. When nolbjects were'available, counting and

mental strategies were often used as frequently or more

frequently than concrete representation. These results
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closeliparalleled the mid-year findings of the Carpenter

and Moser f1981) study (see Table 5).

Summary. For verbal addition-problems with

different problem structures, children's solution

processes did not reflect those differences in structure.

- However, for verbal subtraction problems, children's

strategies overwhelmingly mirrored the structure o?""the-

problem.

Thus, data from the present study provide strong
A

suppoit for the descriptions by Carpenter and Moser

(1981) of the Tdlationship between problem structure and

children's strategies for solving Separate, and

Join/Change Unknown problems. ",The consistency with which

the frequenCies of use of strategies in the present study

fell within the range of frequencies of the mid- and end-

of-year interviews of the Carpenter and Moser study

indicates that,.in rite of a difference in the

mathematics text series used, first-graders inthe two

studies used essentially-similar strategies for solving

. verbal problems.

What,strategies do children in grades K

and 1 use to solve abstract addition and

subtraction problem?
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Addition groblemg.' Table El-presents the.

kindergarten and first-grade subjects' average percentage

use of strategies on the two parallel abstract addition

problems, At the kindergarten level, concrete

representation'strategies were preddminant, counting

,strategies were used infrequentl,y,,and mental strategies

were used frequently only on problems with small numbers.

The first-grade subjects used Counting All add-Subitize

much. less frequently, - relying primarily on recall of

number facts when the numbers, were small and counting

strategies when the problems contained larger numbers.

Subtrati911gIDDlemA. Table 9 presents the

strategies used by kindergartners and first-graders on

the four types of abstract subtraction ,problems. The

strategies used were those that reflected the structure

of the problem. Across both grades, with the exception

of one subject, additive strategies (Adding On and

Counting Up From Given) were never used for the problems

based on Similarly, with the exception of small

diffetence missing addend problems with larger numbers,

subtractive strategies (Separate From and Counting Down

From) were used infrequently for the missing addend
Pt

problems. Thus, although a few subjects in each grade

occasionally used subtractive concrete representation

strategies for, the abstract missing addend problems,

4
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Table 8

Percentage Use of Strategies, on Abstract
Addition Problems

Grade K

Small
NUmbers

Larger
Numbers

Grade 1

Small
Numbers

Larger
Numbers

Counting All C 35 * 53 11 31
N 2 9

Subitize C 11 4 4 0

N 4 0

Counting On C 2 1 7 17
From Smaller N 9 26

Counting On C 4 8 17 35
From Larger N 26 24

Number Fact C 21 3 56 6

N .56 13

Derived C 4 0 2 4

Fact . ' N i2 . 2

Guess C 15 19 4
a

6

N 1,
0 .13

4
Given C 3 7 0 2

Number - N 0 2

Wrong C 0 3 0 0
Operation N 2 0

* Columns di) not sum to 100 because seldom-used
strategies are not included.

C j Manipulatives (cubes) available
N - No manipulatives available

1 '10
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Table 9

Percentage Use Of Strategies on Abstract
Subtraction Problems

a-big a+ =c

Small Large Small Large
Difference Difference Difference Difference

fixasieB

S L S L S L S L

Separate 48* 54 38 42 0 0 2 4
From

Counting 2 0 4 10 0 0 -0 0

Down From

Adding On 0 0 0 0 32 32 26 30

Counting Up 0 0 0 0 8 10 6 4

From Given

Number Fact 2 0 20 6 14 2 6 0

Derived 0 2 0 0 0 6 2 ,0

Fact

Guess 22 26 16 28 22 18 12 22

Given 10 10 8 8 4 6 8 4

Number

Wrong 4 2 4 2 14 12 22 22
Operation

Add On/ 0 0 0, 0 4 .8 6 6
Given Number

(continued)

I 7:

S
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Table 9 (continued)
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a.-7b= a+ =c

Small. Large Small Large
Difference Difference Difference Difference

S L S L S L S L

Grade 1

Separate C 41 70 26 56 0 22 4 11

From N 37 30 33 30 0 0 0 0

Counting C 0 15 0 7 P 0 0 0

Down From N 4 22 19 41 0' 0 4 0

Adding On C 0 0 0 0 15 15 22 44
N 0 0 0 0 15 7 11 7

Counting C 0 0 0 0 19 41 . 11 15

Up From N 4 0 0 0 19 Z6 15 26

Given

Number C 44 7 63 22 48 4 33, 7

Fact N 33 4 48 7 41 11 37 11

Derived C 4 0 0 e4 0" 0- 4 0

Fact N 11 4 0 0 4 4 0 0

Guess C 4 4 7 7 4 11 4 7

N 4 11 0 11 0 33 7 26

Given C 0 0 0 0 4 4 7 4

Number N 0 0 0 0 ,0 0 0 0

Wrong C 4 0 4 4 7 4 11 4

operatiOn N 4 0 0 0 15 .7 15 15

* Columns do not sum to 100 because seldom-used
strategies are not included.

S small numbers (sums less than 6, grade K)
(sums 6 through 9, gfade 1)

L - largeanumbers (sums 6 through 9, grade K)
(sums 11 through 15, grade 1)

C - Manipulatives (cubes) available
N - No manipulatives available

.
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children's concrete representation and,countrng

strategies for abstract subtraction problems nearly

always reflected the structure of the problems.

Question 3

Within each of grades K and 1 are there

differences between children's ability to solve

addition and subtraction problems presented in

verbal problem context and their ability to

solve corresponding problems presented in an

abstract context?

Children'g ability to"solve a problem is measured by

two criteria, correctness of the answer and ability to

use an appropriate solution strategy. Each subject's
441

responses are classified dichOtomously on correctness,

with No Attempt being considered an incorrect response.

Responses are also classified dichotomously on the use .of

an appropriate strategy. Strategies that yield correct

answers but are uncodable (ambiguous) are classified as

appropriate strategies, and those uncodable strategies

that yield wrong answers are classified as inappropriate.

Tables 10 and 11 present a summary of subjects'

percentage of correct answers and use of appropriate

strategies on verbal and abstract problems containing

small and larger numbers.

To test for differences in difficulty between

173
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10

Percentage of C rrect Responses

Problem Type Percent Correct

Grade K

Small Larger
NTbers Numbers

Join 70 50

Combine 72 66

Abstract (a+b= ) 80 62

Separate (small difference) 56 40

Abstract (a -b =_, small difference) 50. 42

Separate (large difference) 66 50

Abstract (a -b =_, large difference) 60 46

Join/Change Unknown (small difference) 70 40

Abstract (a+ =c, small difference) 52 40

Join/Ch'ange Unknown (small difference) 52 30
Abstract (a+ =c, large difference) 38 22

Grade 1

Join 80 57

Combine 78 69

Abstract (a+b= ) 89 63

Separate (small difference) ° 63 57

Abstract (a -b =_, small difference/ 81 61

.1/

Separate -(large difference) 81 52

Abstract (a -b =__, large difference) 89 46

Join/Change Unknown (small difference) 80 39
Abstract (a+ =c, snail]. difference) ,76 46

-2 Join/Change Unknown (large difference) 69 41

' Abstract (a+ =c, large difference) 67 48

174
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Percentage of Use of Appropriate Strategies

Problem Type

=.1
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Percentage Use of
Appropriate Strategy

Small Larger
Numbers Numbers

Grade 'T

Join
Combi e
Abstr t (a+bn )

Separate
Abstra t

Separa e
Abstxa t

(small difference)

80

80

81

70
80.

70

72 .60
small difference) 54 56

(large difference) 72 64
large difference) 64 58

,Join/C ange Unknown (small difference) 70 52
Abstr t (a+ mc, small difference) 54 50

,_

Join/Chang known (large difference) 60 44
Abstract (a+ =c, large difference) A'-+r;42 38

Grade 1

Join.
Combine
Abstract

Separate
Abstract

Separate
Abstract

(a+bw__)

94
93
97'

(small difference) 85
(a-b=__, small difference) 89

(large difference) 89
(a-b = __, large difference.) 94

Join/Change Unknown (small difference) 85
Abstract (a+__=c, small difference) 81

Join/Change Unknown (large difference)%76
Abstract (a+__-c, large difference) 74

175
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85
85

83
83

81
85

63
65

61
63
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corresponding verbal and abstract problems as measured by

correctness of resgpnse and by ability to apply

appropriate strategies,. the Cochran Q'Test (Marascuilo &

McSweeney, 1977) is used. At the kindergarten level four

contrasts of interest are those comparing performance on:

the Join problem and the two abstract addition items,

a+b= ;, the Combine problem and the two abstract addition

items; the two Separate problems ('small and large

difference) and the corresponding abstract subtraction

items, a-b= ; and the two Join/Change Unknown problems

(small and large difference) and the corresponding

abstract missing addend items, a + =c. Each of these

four contrasts is tested for problems with small numbers

(sums less than 6) and for problems with larger numbers

(sums 6 through 9). These eight contrasts are computed

using correctness of response as the measure of

difficulty and also with use of an appropriate strategy

as the measure of difficulty.

Table 12 presents the results of the Cochran Q Test

for the kindergarten data. When correctness of response

is used as the measure of difficulty, 'none of the

contrasts is significant at the .05 level. Hence, there'

are no significant differences between kindergartners'

.ability to solve (as-41IP measured by correctness) each of the

four types of verbal problems (Ain, Combine, Separate,
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Table 12

Verbal--Abstract ProblemContrasts, Grade K

(163]

Criterion Contrast

Correctness C1-7,8 * =11.09

Significance

ns (p>.05)
of Response C2-7,8 = -.07 ns

C3,4.-9,10 = -.06 ns
C5,6-9,10 = .16 ns-

C13-19,20 = -.13 . ns
C14-19,20 = .07 ns
C15,16-21,22 = .03. ns
C17,18 -23,24 = .04 ns

Use of C1-7,8 = -.02 ns
'Appropriate C2-7,8 = -.02' ns
Strategy C3,4-9,10 = .13 ns

C5,6-11,12 ,
. .06 ns

C13-19,20 = .00 ns
C14-19,20 = ..10 ns
C15,16-21,22 -= .05 ns
C17,1823,24 = .04 ns

* Numbers refer to the problem ty s below:
Small Number Largr Number
Problems Problems
1 - Join 13
2 - Combine 14
3 - Separate (small difference)
4 - Separate (large difference 16
5 - Join/Change Unknown(small difference)17
6 -,Join/Change Unknown(large difference)18
7 - a+b= 19
8 - a+b=__ 20
9 - a-b= (small difference) 21
10- ar-b= (large difference) 22
11- a+ sic (small difference) 23
12- a+ xmc (large difference) 24

177
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and Join/Change Unkdownl and corresponding abstract

problems. Similarly, when ability to apply ah

appropriate strategyislused as the measure of

difficulty-, none of the contrasts is significant at the

.05 level. Thus, there are no significant differences

between kindergartners' abj.lity to'use an appropriate
.

`strategy to solve each of the four verbal addition and

subtraction problems and corresponding abstiact problems.

At the fiyst-gfade level the preceding four '

contrasts at each numbeLc size level'are expanded to six.
.

Kindergarten -level subtraction problems with small and

large differences are very similar when sums are less

than six, for example, 5-2= and 5-3= are riot markedly

different. Consequently, the sma'l difference and large

difference problerfts are aggregated. At: the first-grade

level none of the sums used are less than six, so it is

reasonable to test for differences in\difficulty between

Separate problems with small difference's and '

corresponding abstract problems, as well as between

------'Separate problems with large differences and their

corresponding abstract problems. 'Similarly, the one

contrast involving Join/Change Unknown problems at the

kindergarten level is broken into two at the first-grade

level. ,Thut, there are six contrasts at each of the

number.sizelevels for the first - grade data'.

6
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Results of the-Comparisons for the first-grade data

arelpresented, in Table 13. ,When correctness of response

0 is used as the Altasbre of difficulty, none of the

contrasts is significant at the .05 level. -first--

-,gra ers' a6ilityto obtain Correct -answers on each of thei\p

six types of verbal problems is not significantly

diferent-from their ability to correctly solve a

corresponding problerpres ted in abstract number.

sentence context.',When a ility.to use an appropriate
. -0

strategy. is the measure Of ,difficulty, none of the
0

contrastsis significant at the .05 level. Hence,'there

are ,no significant differences in first-graders' ability

to apgi approwile strategies to any ofthe six types
. .

of verbal addition and Aubtraction problems and their

number sentence Counterparts.?.-
. ,4.

Thu's, verbal and abitract problems_were of_equal

-diffiCuity for A.indergartners47both-wben correctness of
,

response 4 the criterion for subjects' to solve

the problems And when use of an appropriate strategy was

'the criterion. Likewise, verbal and abstract problems

were of equal difficulty for *irst-graders when each Of
a.

-\' . -

..
the. preqeding criteria were used. ,.

,

,

gi4611-411-4
,,

, i>

.. ' Within each of grades K and 1 ate there
-

.

. t

differences betw;en the strqtgles'children Use to

4.11

w
1 '7D Z
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Table .13

'VerbalAbstract Contrasts, ,grade 1

Ctiterion Contrast

4 , 0

CorrectnessIt1-7,8 * --.09

Significance

*
ns (p1.05)

of Response C2-7,8 = -.11*- ns
-s' C3-9 = -.19 ns

C4 -10 - , = -.07 e" ns
C5-11 = .04, ns
C6-12 = .02 ns

C13-19,20 : -.40 ns
C14-19,20 = .00S ns
C15-21 = -.04 'is

C16-22 = .05 ns
C17-23 = -.07

- ns
C18-24 = -.07- ns

%
Use of C1-7,8 = -.03 ns

Appropriate C2-7,8 = -.05 ns

Strategy 6-9 = -:04 < ns

C4-10 = -.06 , ns
C5-11-, = \ .04 ns
C6L12 ., .02 ns

I

. #
4

. C13-19,20 = -.06 ns

.
. " MP-19,2-0

C15-21
=

-=
, .01

.00
_ns
ns ,

C16-22 - = -.04 ns
C17-23 , = -.02 ntii`''

C18-.24 = -.024, ns

* The numbers in these contrasts refer to the
problems described inIable.12.

4.

' 4.

11

4,
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3,

solve verbal addition and subtraction problems and

those used for corresponding abstract problems?

Data pertinent to this 'question are analyzed

descriptiizely. For eacatf grades K and 1 the strategies

subjects-used on the abstract and the two verbal addition

problems are compared. Fipx-Subtraction problems two
hw

independent descriptive analyses are performed. In each

grade the strategies used on the two (small and large"

. 'difference) Separate problems and _their abstract

counterpar compared and a similar comparison is

mad6-for s egies_ased on.. the two_JoinICange-Urlimown-

0
problems and corresponding abstract problems. Percentage

differences less than 15% are considered too small to be

of any educational significance and are not dealt'with in

the following presentabioh of reiults.

Individual strAegies arelikegorized in six

qualitatively different -classes: concrete representation

strategies that directly model the structure of the

problem, strategies that involve concrete representation

but do not reflect the structure-of the problem (Adding

On uSed4on a Separate problem; fot_example), counting

reflecting problem structure, counting not reflecting

problem structure (for example Counting Down From for

3+ =9), mental, and inappropriate strategies. The

complete categorization of strategies is given in Table-
_

a

181 f
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Table

Strategies Categorized in Six Levels

Strategy Category

Counting Ali CR

Subitize CR

CoUnting On From Smaller C

Counting On From Larger C-NRS

Separayie.From CR for a -b =_
CR-MRS for.a+ =c

Separate To CR-NRS

Adding On CR for a+ =c
CR -NRS-for

Counting Down From C for a=b=
C-NRS for a+ sic

Counting Down To C-NRS

Counting Up &corn Given C for a+__=c\
C-NRS for

Derived Fact

Number Fact
r.
/aappropriatePact

No Attempt.

Uncodable

(continued)

8"
. .

M

I

I if, answer is ,correct;
omitted if answer is %

incorrect

J

O
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Table 14 (continued)

Strategy Category

Given dumber

Wrong Operation,

Modelstoth Sets I

All Cubes,Used

'Add On/Given Number

CR -7 Concrete Representatibn
(reflecting problem structure)`

tR-NRS -- Concrete Representation
Not Reflecting problem Structure

C Counting*
(reflecting problem structure)

C-NRS -- Counting
tot Reflectihg problem Structure

Mental

I --"InaPpropiiate

ft

0

I.

183
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14. In the following discussion strategies are treated
40

individually within the class of inappropriate

strategies.
.

Additi4ploblAms. Performance on Join and Combine

problems is similar enough in both grades to warrant

collapsing the data for these two verbal problems.,

Tables 15111and 16 present the percentage of strategies in

the preceding levels used on verbal and abstract addition

problems in grades K and 1, respectively. At the

kindergarten level the strategies used for problems in

k,.)the two-contexts-are similar. Concrete repr sentation

strategies .(CCunting All and Subitizing) are predominant

in both contexts and the frequencies of use of concrete

represenatiori, counting, and mental-strategieSare

nearly the'same for the two contexts

In grade 1the abstract proble licited fewer

concrete repiesentation strategies. EVen-when

manipulatives were available for abstract problems with

larger numbers, mace subjects Used-counting strategies

than concrete representation. This contrasts with

subjects' less frequJnt use of counting and more frequent

use of concrete representation on verbal problems fqr

which manipulatives were available.

4
§Ubtracti9D-Dalblegag Tables 17 and 18 present the

percentage of subjects in'grades K and 1 employing

40
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Table 15

Kindei4artners. Percentage Use of Strategies
on Verbal and Abstract Addition Problems

Strategy
Category

Join and Combine

Small Larger
.Numbers Numbers

Abstract

Small
Numbers

(a+b=

Larger
Numbers

)

Concrete 44 * 58 46 57
Representation

Concrete
Representation
Not Reflecting p
Structure

Counting 7 2

Counting 4 2 4 8.

Not Reflecting,
Structure

Mental .25 25 3
111.

Inappropriate

Guess 10 11 15 19

Given Number 7 6 3 7

Wrong 0 3 0 3

Operation

* Columns do not sum to 100 because seldom-used
strategies are not included.

IS

0

4

0
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Table 16

First-graders' Percentage Use of Strategies
on Verbal and Abstract Addition Problems'

Join and-Combine Abstract (a+b= )

Strategy Small Larger Small Larger
Category Numbers Numbers Numbers Numbers

Concrete C 45 * 62 3,5 31

Representation N 24 15 3 5

Concrete
Representation N
Not Reflecting
Structure

Counting ___ ____C 6 ,17

4. N '13 21 26

Counting C 7 13 t. 17 35
Not Reflecting N 13 22 26 24
Structure

Mental C 36 58 10
N 39 11 58 15

Inappropriate

Guess C 2 0 4 6

. N 4,6 11 0 13

Given Number C 0 2 0 2

N. 0 11 0 2 .

Wrong 0 0 0 0

dperatpon 0 0 0

* Columns do not sum to 100 bebause'seldom-used
strategies are not inclhded.

C - Manipulatives (cUbes) available
N - No manipulatives available
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Table 17

.Kindergartners' Percentage Use of Strategies
on Small DifferencVerbal and Abstract
Subtraction Based do a-6=_L

Strategy
Category

Separate
Small Difference

Small Larger
Numbers Numbers

Abstract (a -b = _)
Small Difference

Small Larger
Numbers Numbers

Concrete 48 * 46 48 54
Representation

Concrete 0 0 0 0

Representation
Reflecting

Structure

Counting 0- 2 2 0

Counting 0 -0 0 0

Not Reflecting,
Strubtve

Mental 22 8 2 2

Inappropriate

Guess 12 22' 22 26

Given Number 6. 8 10 10

Wrong 4 4 4 4v1
Operation

'-* Columns do not sum to 100 bedause seldom-used
strategies are not included.

1

111
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. Table 18

First-graders' Tercentage Use of Strategies
on Small Difference Verbal and Abstract
Subtraction Probleme Based on a-b=

Strategy
Category

,Separate
Small Difference

SMall Larger
Numbers Numbers

Abstract' to -b =_,)
Small Difference

Small. Larger
Numbers Numbers

Concrete C 44 * 78 41 70

Representation N 33 33 37 30

Concrete C 0 0 0 0

Representation, N 0 0 0 4

Not Reflecting
Structure

Counting C 7 4 0 15

N 15
Ail

4 22

Counting C 0 4 0 0

Not Reflecting N 4 7 4 7

Structure

Mental C 34 4 48
N 33 11 44 8

Inappropriate

Guess (e C
N

0

11
0

7

4

4
4

11

Wrong C 11 7 4 0.
Operation N 4 4 4 0

--""

* Columns do not sum to 00 because seldom-used
strategies are nO ncluded.

C - Man cubes) available
N.- No manip tives available

183
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various strategies'on small difference Separate problems

and the corresponding abstract problem a-b= . Tables 19

and 20 present similar percentages of use of strategies

on parallel large difference problems.' From these tables

it is clear tat kindergartners used similar strategies

to solve these verbal'and abstract problems. The

.incidence pf use of strategies that reflected the

structure of the problem is similar for verbal and

abstract problems. Concrete repfesentation strategies

reflecting problem structure predominated.

At the first-grade level the strategies employed for

Separate and corresponding abstract. subtraction problems

similarly reflect the structure of the problems. For g
both abstract and-verbal problems the concrete

representation andscounting strategies not reflecting
1

problem structure were either not used or used rarely:

Tht strategies employed-dn small difference abstract end
s.

verbal problems were used with similar frequencies. When

manipulatives were available, mental, strategies were used

moreoften and concrete representation less often on

large difference Abstract problems than on corresponding

verbal problems.

Tables -21 and 22 present strategies most frequently

used by subjects in grades K and 1 on small difference

Join/Change,Unknown problems and the corresponding
4

L.



Table 19

Kindergartners' Percentage Use of Strategies
on Large Difference Verbal and Abstract
Subtraction Problemd Based on a -b =_

Strategy
Category

Separate Abstract .(a -b = _)
Large Difference Large Difference

Small Larger
Numbers Numbers

Small Larger
Numbers Numberg

Concrete
\ Reprtsentation

Concrete
Representation
Not Reflecting
, Structure

34 * 48

0 0

\Counting 2

Counting _ 2

of Reflecting
Structure

I
,

tat 32

In ppropriate

G ess

Gi en Number

Wr ng
ration

0

I

. 38 42

0 o

4 10

O. 0

20 6

[176]

12 16 16 '28

6 6 8 8

2 4 4 2 f

* Co umns do not sum to 100 because seldom-used
strategies are not included.

90

-4S

)



Table20

First-graders' Percentage Use of Strategies
on Large Difference Verbal and Abstract
Subtraction Problems Based on a-b=

die

:Strategy
Category

7r

(177]'

Separate
Large Difference

Small Larger
Numbers Numbers

Abstract (a=b=
Large Difference

Small Larger.
Numbers Numbers

Concrete
Representation

C 52 * R56
N 41 22

Concrete
Representation N
Not Reflecting
Structure

Counting

COunting
Not Reflecting
Structure

Mental

Inappropriate

Guess

*

C
N

Wrong
Operation

0 0

C 0

N e

22
37

0

.0

C 22 '7 .

N 41 19

C
N 4

C 7
N 4 7

.26- 0

33

. 0

0 0

. 3 0..

0

19

0

41

63 - 26'

48 7 .

7. 7

0

4 4

0

Columns do, not sum to 100 because seldom-Used."
strategies are not included.

- Manipulatives (cubes) available
- No.manipulatives available

1 9 I
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Kindergartners' percentige Use of Strategies
on Small- DiffeiNence-'.Verbal and Abstract

Missing Addend Problems

-oc

St4tegy Small ; Larger SnicIll Larger'
Category Number6 Numbers Numbers iNumbers

,

Join/Change Unknom Abstract(a+
Small Difference Small Difference

0

Concxete 24 * 36 32 32
-Representation

Concrete 0 0 0
"Representation
Ng Aeflecting
StFutthre

Counting 6 10 8 - 10

Counting
Not Reflecting
Structure

Mental
.
40

0

f

Inappropriate

Guess '14 . . 22

Given Number .4 .8

Wiong 10 12
OpeXation

Add-On/ 46' 0 6
Given .NuMbet".

6

22 18,

4 6

14- 12

0 0

8

Columns do 'not suer to 100 becaldise seldomrused )
st rategies% are not included.

18,E
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Table 22

First- graders' Percentagg.,wpse of Stratgies
on Small,Difference Verbal and Abstract

Missing Addend Problems

Join/Change Unknown , Abstract(a* LI)
Small Difference Small Difteren e

Strategy
Category

Small
Numbers

Larger
Numbers

UN

Small
Numbers

Larger
Numbers:

r.
Concrete \ C 44 * 44 15 15 -(
Representation N 11

.
15 7

. . ,

Concrete C 0
.

01 * 0 22
Representation N 0 0 0 0
Not Reflecting s
Structure

Counting C 11 22 19 41"-
N 30 33 19 26

.#

Counting C- 0

Not Reflecting *.N 0 .0 0 0

U

. Structure

X11Mental C 3a 48 4
N 37 4 45 15

Inappropriate

Guess C 0 4 4 11 -

N 7 15 0 33

Given Number .0 0 0 4 4
N 0 11 0 0

Wroig C 11 ,4 7 4

Ope ation N 4 -7 15 7 A

* Columni3 do notsum to 100 because seldom-used
strategies are not included.

C - (cubs) available
N - No Manipulatives available
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abstract problem a+ =c. Tables 23 and 24 present

similar percentagps of use of strategies' on parallel

large diIference,problems. As with the previous

subtraction problems, it is clear that kindergartners

used the same strategies to solve these verbal and

abstract missing addend problems. The concrete

representation and counting strategies used reflect

problem structure in both contexts.

At the first-grade level, except for small

difference abstract problems with larger numbers (see

Table 22), the concrete representation and counting

strategies us on Join/Change Unknown problems, and

dirabstract
.

pr lems such{ as a+ =c reflect the structure of

the problems. The principal difference in the frequency

with which appropriate strategies were used on these

abstract and verbal, missing, addend problems is less use

of concrete representation on abstract than'verbal

problems when manipulatives were available. This
4

decreased use of-concrete representation waffset by

'increased use of numbed facts when problems contained

small members and by increased use of counting strategies

when problems contained larger numbers.

Use of the wrong operation by first-graders is

comparable for problems in the two contexts. However,

guessing occurred more frequently on small difference

194
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Table 23

.

Kindergartners' Percentage Use ofd Strategi4s
on Large Difference Verbal and Abstract

Missing Addend Problems.

Join/Change Unknown Abstract(a+' =c)
Large Difference Large Difference

Strategy Small/ Larger Small Larger
Category Numbers Numbers Numbers Numbers

Concrete 36 * 34 26 30
Representation

Concrete 2 6 2 4

Representation
Not Reflecting'
Structure

Couriting 6 i2 6 4

Couhting 0 0 0 0

Not Reflecting
Structure

Meineal 12 2 .8 0

Inappropriate

Guess 8 24 12 22
/7
Giv'en Number 6 12 8 4
,_ .

..

Wrong 14 10 22 22
Operation

-A4d On/ 6 6 6 6
Givh Number

* Columns do not sum to 100 because seldom-used.
strategies(-are not included,
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Table 24

First- graders' Percentage Use of Strategies
on Large Difference Verbal and Abgtract

Missing Addend Problems

Strategy
Category

Join/Change Unknown
Large Diffeience

SMall Larger
Numbers Numbers

Absfract(a+ =c)
Large Difference

Small Larger
Numbers Numbers

Concrete C 4 8 * 52 22 44
Repiesentation NIr22 7 .11 7

Concrete C C 0 8 11
Representation N -0 0 0 0
Not Reflecting
Structure

Counting C 3 19 11 15
N 15 30 15 26

Countin94.1 C 0 0 0 0

Not Reflecting N 0 0 4 0

Structure

Mental C 30 4 57 7

N 30 7 37 11

Inappropriate

Guess C 4 0 4

N 4' 19 7, 26

Given Number C 0 0 7 4

N 7 4 .0 0

Wrong C 7 4 11, 4

Operation N 15 19 4,15

7
* ColymAdo not sum tO 100 because seldom-used

strategies and not inclipded.
C - Manipulatives (cubes) Available
N - No manipulatives available

19G
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abstract missing.addend problems khan on small difference

Join/Chahge Unknown Problems.

Smmaasy. At both grade levels the types of

strategies elicited by addition and subtraction problems

. clearlyreflect problem structure for both abstract and

verbal contexts. At the kindergarten level the

frequencies with which these strategies were used are

similar for abstract and verbal addit4on problems as well

as subtraction problems. For both addition and

subtraction, first-graders display differehces in the

frequencies with which certain strategies were used on

verbal- and abstract problems. The principal difference

was that concrete representation sometimes occurred less

on abstract than verbal problems, usually when

manipulatives were available. Thus, Question 4 can be

answered negatively at the kindergarten level and

affirmatively at the first-grade level.

Omezlian_5

Are kindergarten and first2-grade children's

strategies for solving verbal Dr abstract

problems different for problems with small

numbers than for problems with larger numbers?

The descriptive analysis for this question is based

on the data.in Tables 15 through 24 concerning the

percentage of use of six classes of strategies. At both

197'
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grade levels concrete representation and counting
0

strategies no reflecting 'problem structure were used

infrequently enough to preclude the existence of any

meaningful differences in the useof thesergEietegies on

small and larger number problems in either the verbal-4'0r

the abstract context.

The principal difflikence in strategy use on small

and lager number problems is Less frequent use of:.ment01

strategies on larger 'number problems than on thOse with

smaller numbers. For addition problems this difference

Occurred on both abstract and verbal problems in both.

grades. For subtraction problems first-graders employed

fewer mental strategies on the larger number problems in

both contexts, but kindergartiii17-:Iy dyd so on large

difference Separate and small difference,Join ange

Unknown problems. At the first-grade level the decrease

in mental strategies on larger number problems was often
)-

accompanied by increa d use of either counting or
1

concrete representation str egies.

. 'For small and large difference abstract missing

addend problems and large difference Join/Change Unknown.

problems the'decrease 1W mental. 'strategies on larger

number problems was also accompanied by an increase in

guessing. Thus, primarily at the first-grade level,

.there Was a highei incidence of more priMItive strategies

Ot
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on larger number problems than on those with smaller t/

numbers.

Ouestipp_§

Do first - graders who use counting strategies

to solve verbal and/or abstract subtraction

problems use strategies which mirror problem

structu or-strategies which reflect attention

to the efficiency of alternairive counting

. 'procedures?

Data for this question are generated from the

strategies used by first-graders on the pairs of related '

subtraction prob/mos with small -and large' differences,

e.g., 8-6= AL and 8-2=__ or 6+__=8 and 3+ =8. Tables 257

end 26 Classify individuals according to their strategies

on. the small and large difference abstract and verbal

problTems based on a .-b =_ and a+ =c, respectively.

The most efficient counting strategies for these

problems are Counting Up From Given or Counting Down To

on the small difference problems and Counting Down From

on large difference prOblems, since the minimize the

number of counts used. To detotmine whether individuals

used counting strategies that reflected attention to the

efficiency of the counting process it is necessacy to

test whether the proportions ,of subjects using Counting

Up From Given or Counting Down To differ for the large

193
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Table 25

Number of of First-grade Subjects Exhibiting Counting
Strategies for, Pairs of Abstract and Paifs of

Verbal Problems Based on a-:b= .

a) Abstract - small numbers

Small
Difference
Problem

Large Difference Problem

6G, DT bF 6

.

Other
.

UG,DT 0 1 0

DF 0
,

0 1 ..

Other 0 4 48

b) Abttract -larger numbers

Small
. Difference
roblem

Large Difference Problem

.

UG,DT DF Other
4

UG,DT 1
1.,

1 0

A

DF 0 7 3

Other 0 5

,

37

At

(continued)

A 2uo
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Table 25 (continued)

cL Sephrate,- small numbers

Small
Difference
,Problem

A

1

Large Difference Problem

UG,DT_ DF Other

UG,DT 0 0
. .

1

DF 0
.

3

Other 0 3

a

44.

d) Separate -larger numbers

Small
Difference
Problem

Large Difference Problem

, - It; DT DF Other

UG,DT d .. 2 1

DF 0-.

,

6 '1

Other

.

0

.

8 36

4

UG,DT - Counting Up From Giveji or Counting Down To

DF - Counting*Down Frqm

Other - Any strategy other than UG,DT or DF.

2oi

7

(187]
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*

Table 26

Number of First-grade Subjects Exhibiting Cbunting
Strategied for Pairs of Abstract and Pairs of

Verbal Problems Based on,a-P =c.

a) Abstract - small numbers

Small
Difference
Problem

Large Difference Problem

UG,DT DF Other
..-

UG,DT 5 1 4

DF
4

. 0

,

0 0

Other 2 0
- -

42

1:4-Abstract - larger numbers

S

1311Tferende
Problem,

,/

Large Difference Problem

UG,DT 1 DF Other

UG,DT 8
11/4.

0 10

a 0 0 .0 0.

7'-"*.
. Other

.
3 0

4

33

(continued)
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Table 26 (continued)

c) Separate - small numbers

Small'
Difference
Problem

4

Large Difference Problem
_

UG,DT DF Other.
,

UG,DT 4 0

DF 0 ' 0 0

Other 1 '

----.-

0 42'

d) Separate - larger numbers

Small .

Difference
Problem

Large Difference Problem
.

UG,DT DF Otheilt

UG,DT 8 0 * 7

DF . 0 0 0

Other 5 0 34

UG,DT - Counting Up From Given or Counting' Down To

DF - Counting Down From

Other -.Any strategy other than UG,DT or DF

203
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and-small difference problems. Likewise, it is necessary

to determine. whetber -the proportions of subjects' using

Countirig Down From differ on large difference and small

difference' problems. Since 3 X 3 tables are involved,
I

the appropriate test is the Stuart test for-the equality

of correlated marginal' probabili,ties 'Olarascuiio and

McSweeney,'1977).

Since the Stuaiiitest is perf9rmed'for eight

contingency tables, the level of significance chosen 'is

.01. This), ensures that an overall level less, than .10 is'
%

maintained aabss use bf this t4t. The critical value

for significance of.the contrasts involving the

difference in proportions of strategy use orf small and ,

J, large difference problems is 2.447.

Table 27 Fives the value of the two contrasts ,of

interest fbr each of the contingency tables. For

problems based on afb= and for thOse based on a+ ="c,

the proportions of use of Counting Up From Given and

_Counting Down Tb on small,' and large difference problelins

do not differ significantly for abstract or for verbal

problems with small and larger numbers. Likewise, no

differences in the proportions of 'use of Counting Down

From on small and large difference problems occur under

1%

1.any'of the conditions. Thus, althopgh older children may

,do so, there is no'evidence that first-graders base their

204
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Table 27
1; Ai ,

Contraits Invd' vi 14.,rstrgeaders' Cdunting StrAtegies
for Two Ty -s of Subtiaction Problems

,

81

Source Contrast . Significance

k4
Table 25 a) * Cl = ns (p>.01)

C2 = -.074 ns

b) .C1 = .412 ns
C2 = -.656 ns

$$$`

o), -C1 = .019 ns
C2/.= .000 ns

d) Cl = .056 n's

C2 = -.166 ns

. 1.

Table 26 a) Cl = .055 ns,

C2 = -.014 ns

b) Cl = .129 ns
C2 = .000 np

c) Cl = .111 ns.

C2 ; .boo ns

d)* Cl '= ns
C2 = .000 ns

*C1= p.1-pl..= P(OG,DT uped for small difference problem)

,-p(OG,DT used for large difference problem)

C2= p.2-p2. = P(Dt' used forsmall difference problem)

-P(DP.use4 for largedifference problem)

0
20.5

C

0' 41`
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courting strategies on the effictorncy of the counting

010 process.

Inbpection)of Tables 25 and 26 indicates that \\

subjects who used counting strategies for both small and

o qv

large difference problems nearly always used Counting

Down From for both problems based on a-b= . Counting Up

From Given was nearly always used for both problems baed

on,a+ =c. This1indicates that counting strategies

Mirrored the semantic structure of the subtraction

problems regardless of the size of the difference between

the numbers.

DiffereDgeg_iD PeLfOIX4Dgg iD arAdez E_And_l

ouestima_1

Are there differences in the level of

abstraction .of kindergartners' and first -

graders', strategies?

The Oescrip&ve analysis for this qUestion is based

on a comparison of.kindergartners' and first - grader,

frequency of use of strategies categorized within

qualitativelyldifierent and increasingly abstract

strategy, levels: inappropriate, concrete representation,

countingp and mental. Table 28 presents the pe;centage

of total strategies in each of these strategy levels for

the two grades. Since the use of concrete representation

strategies could be influenced by the presence of.
/
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, Table 28
*/7

Use of Four Categories of Strategies as
Percent of Total Strategy Use

(-"r"

Inapprar-
priate

Problem Type K 1*

Strategy Category
Concrete Counting Mental'
Represen-
tation

Grade
K 1 K 1 K 1

t
Join 27 8 46 52. 7 20 20 19

Combine 22 6 56 54, 11 17. 11 25

Abstract (a+b= ) 27 6 51 23 7 38 14 34

P Separate 37 13 47 61 1 8 15 19
(small difference)

Abstract (a -b =__, 47
small differenCe)

8 51 56 1 8 2 28

Separate 15 13 41 54 4 17 20 15
(large difference)

Abstract (a -b =__, 40
large difference)

11 41 7 4 13 45

Join/Change Unknown 39 19 30 44 8 17 23 21
(small difference)

Abstract (a0 =c, 48
small difference)

19 32 26 9 "30 11 26

Join/Change U4known 50 20 39 52 4 11 7 l7
(large difference)

Abstract (a+ =c, 60
large difference)

23 31 A3 5 13 4 22

* First-grade subjects with manipulatives available

14.

7:
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manipulatives, the grade'K data are compared only bo. the

data from first - graders who had objects available.
- .

The incidence of use of the moreabstoct coUnting

and mental strategies was higher for grade 1 than grade

K. The differences' between gradeK and grade l'in the

percentage of'total strategies falling into the concrete
, 0

representadion category are mixed; on some items first-

graders used concrete representation more than

kindergartners, and :in others the percentages are nearly

'equal. This is primarily a result of first-graders' use

of fewer inappropriate strategies. First-graders used

concrete representation' much less frequently than'

kindergartners did only on abstract addition problems.

For mast problems, A greater percentage of firs,t-.

grader' than kindergartners' strategies consists of the

.more-abstract counting aita mental strategies. At the

kindergarten leve/ Strategies-are primarily inappropriate

'

or concretely ased, and at the first-grade level they

Are concretely-based.or more abstract. T'hus,.Question.7 .

,

can, be answered affirmattbely.

QuestiOBA

Are there differences in the flexibility

with which kindergartners and first-graders
't

Choose among alternative strategies reflecting

and not reflecting probrem structure?

2, 8

do,
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The'data in Tables 15 through 24 indicate that other

than 9n dition problems at the first-grade leveli.

aI

children n both grades seldom use0 concrete

representation and. counting strqegies not reflecting

problem structure.- Especiallron subtraction problems

such strategies were used so seldomlly as to preclude

drawing any meaningful conclusions about 'differences

betWeen subjects in the two grades. Furthermore, when
Mt&

subjects' strategies for pairs of problems with identical

number sites and identital underlying number sentences

small and large difference Separate problems)are

examined, it is evident that the most common occurrence
.

on such pairs of problems is the use of strategies from

the same category (e.g., both .10ntal- or both concrete

representation reflecting problem structure). On only 2%

of tie 600- such pairs of problems at the kindergarten

level and 4 %, of the 648 pairs of problems at the first-

gradg level did subjects use:one concrete representation'

or counting strategy directly reflecting problem

structure and one not reflecting problem structure. Due

to such limited occurrences, Question S must be_Inswered

nelptively.

Are kindergartners' errors of inter-
.

pretation qualitatively different from' those

0,

204
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exhibited by first-graders?

Data for this question are analyzed descriptively.

With one exception, the error of interpretation

exhibiked by the kindergartners are the same atthose

exhibited by the first - graders. Use of a correct but

inappropriate number fact is the only error that occurred

exClusiciely at the kindergarten level.

19

Do various types of errors in solving

addition and subtraction problems occur with

differing relative frequencies for kinder-
..

garten and first-grade children?

The de&cription of errors includes a discussion of

several errors of interpretation khat ake..also considered

inappropriate strategies and were discussed to some

extent in previous questions: The present discussion

focuses on comparing the ocurrence of these errors

(strategies) for the two grade levels. Table 29 gives
ti

the frequency of errors at the two grade levels on verbal

and abstract problems. These frequencils are compared

for problems with small numbers ,and for problems- with

larger numbers. Thus, the comparisoi between grades is

based on.piplems with different number sizes.

ProceduxiaAlsoxli. The frequency of occurrence of

procedural errors in grades K and 1 varies depending on

210
S
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Frequency of_Errors

pegbal

Small'
Numbers

C>
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Abstract Verbal Abstract TOTAL *

Small
.Numbers

Larger Larger
Numbers Numbers

Grade:

PROCEDURAL gRRORS-

K 1 K 1 K 1 K 1-1 K 1

BILCDUlat 5 24 4 11 3.0 56 27 49 66 140

Forget 20 6 7 2 13 5 7 2 47

Inca rest
Fact 7 10 3- 8 4 8 1 15 34

ERRORS OF
INTERPRETATION

Guess 33 '12 51 10 53 21 66 40 2031 83
Given Number 19 2 18 3 '25 12 21 ,. 5 83 22
Inappropriate
Fact 1 0 3 0 1 0 0 0 5 -0

No Attempt 4 2 6 4 9 17 5 16 24 39

Wrong Ope.L.AliDD 15 17 22 17 18 16 22 9 77 59

I11corx.e4t

N.43itliag
Model Both

gets 0 0 4 1 2 1 11 2
All Cubes

Used 1 6 I 0 0 8 0 0 2 14

Df_Answer
Add On/ -

Given Number 3 0 5 0 6 3 7 0 21 3
Ten Fingers 0 0" 0 ON 1 9 2 10 3 19
Configuration' 0 0 0 0. 0 0 2 2 2 2

-it-

* Total Responses: Grade K -- 1200 (N-50)
Grade 1 i296 (N.54)

211
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: the type of error`. Miscpunting occurred more frequently
s.

at the first -grade level. This is undoubtedly due to

first- graders' more frequent use of strategies involving

counting.and the inclusion of problems with larger

,numbers which. offer more opportunities to miscount. At

each grade level miscounting occurred Aorefrequently on

problems with larger mumbers. -"Forgetting the problem

data occurred less frequently among first-grade subjects.

`Use of an incorrect number-fact occurred twice as often

among first-graders as kindergartners, but again, this

was likely due to f.irst- graders' more frequent'use,of

number facts.
4

Errors 21 interinetation. Four categories of

interpretation errors are used. Superficial errors

include guessing, responding with a number given in the

problem, use of an inappropriate number fact, and making

no attempt to solve the problem. Use of the wrong

operation comprises a second category, and two types of

incorrect modeling, modeling broth sets in subtraction and

attempting to use all available manipul%ves, comprise a

hird categoesof interpretation errors. 'correct

identification of%the answer set is the fo rth tategory,-
,

-

----Mittand includes. the error inh t iryhe AcHt On/Given
\

Number strategy, errors involving the final configuration

of ma
1(
ipulatives or fingers, and the errors caused by

212
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limitation to ten fingers.,..

Superficial errors of interpretation occurred less

frequently at the frrst grade level than at the

kindergarten level. Overall, guessiqg was used less than

half as often by first- graders than kindergartners, but

when first-grad subjects are 'Classified according to_

7

4

those with and without manipulatives available, there are

marked differences in the frequency of guessing. Those

,first-graders with manipulatives available guessed about

one -tenth as often as the kindergdrtners, but the first-

-graders who had no manipulatives guessed more than'half

as often .as the kindergarten subjects. Responding with a

number given in the problem ,occurred about one-fourth as.
6e .\

often among first - grade subjects as among kindergartners.

The Inappropriate Fact error occurred only at the

kindergarten`level. Making no atemRt to solve the

ifpr lem occurred with approximately equal frequency in

the two grades, but when subjects are again 'classified by
.

'the availability of manipulatives, making no attempt

occurred only once when objeer% were'available but thirty

-eight times when no isbjects were available. Thus, jf

ehb kindergarten subjects are compired with the first-

riders who had objects available, no attempt occurred

much ledt frequentlymattOe first-grade level. In

contrast, the 27 first - graders who had no objects

,213
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available made no attempeto solve the problem about

three times as often per subject as the kindergartners

who did have, objects available.

In contract to superficial errors, which invoke a

1.ajs of interpretation of they Use of the wrong

operation (an lfirwszsggt interpretation of the problem)

occurred only slightly less often at the first-grade

level. ID both grades this error Occurred most often on

verbal and 'abstract missing addend:problems.

Incorrett modeling errors, which involve incorrect

mmignIsulmof the problem, occurred infrequently at

each grads level. First-graders seldom modeled both sets

on subtraction,.problems, and few subjects in ,either grade

attempted to use all of thsavailaide manipulatives

(although one aberrant first-grader used this strategy. on

twelve.probtems).

Results of the comparison of identification of the

answer errors across the"two grades are mixed. The Add

On/Given Number .error occurred much less frequently among

first-graders, but due-'to larger numbers being used in

the first -grade problems, the Ten Fingers error occurred

more frequently in grade one. Errors based on the final
.1?

configuration of objects or fingers occurred infrequently

in both grades..

Summary. Although procedural`' errors occurred

214
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frequently in both grades, there are differences in the

frequency of forgetting the problem data and miscounting

across the two grades. On errors of interpretation there

are greater differences between kindergartners and firs t7

graders. Many of the errors of interpretation occurred

less frequently-among the first-Arade subjects than among

the kindergartners. First-graders failed to interpret

problems. (used superficial solutions) less than the

kindergarten subjects did, 'and the, seldom incorrectly

. modeled the subtraction problems of the form a-b= .

However, first - graders' incorrectly interpreted problems.

fused the_ wrong operation) and committed errors involving

identifica 'tion of the answer set nearly as frequently as

kindergartners. In/contrast to the kindergarten

subjects, the first-graders were Willin 4o attempt to

solve virtually all of the problems i manipulatives were

available. When no objects wer.q\available, however,,

first-graders made no attempt to:solve problems more
#

'often than the kindergartners (all of whom had objects

available).

Although some types of errors occurred relatively ".

infrequently ove4411, the nut= of subjects exhibiting

those errors is often substantial. For example,, use of

the Wrong operation occurred an less than seven percent

of the total responses at the kindeirgareen level, yet 52%
,

215
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of the kindergarten subjects used the wrong operation on
.

at least one problem. Less than five percent of the

first-grade responses involved'dse of the wrong

operation, but 35% of the first-graders used the wrong

operation atjeast once. The percentage of subjects)

exhibiting' modeling errors at least once declines across

the two grade levels-, with only 4% of thepfirst-graders

as compared to 18% of the' kindergartners exhibiting such

errors. The number of subjects who experienced

difficulty in .identification of the answer set is nearly

the same for the two grades (30% in grade K and 28% in

grade 1). Thus, just as most errors occurred less

frequently at the first-grade level,'the number of

subjects exhibiting those errors also is lower at the

first-grade level.

IndimiOualDifItsengaz in.acamtiolluggiutt

Ouestionill

What individual differences occur a

kindergarten and first-grade children Vieir

ability to so ve and their strategies for solving

verbal and ab tract addition and subtraction
A,

problems, i.e., within each grade 'level can

interpretable clusters of children be formed

accordin to the types of problems they can

solve and the types of strategies they employ?

216
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Four cluster analyses are used to group subjects

within each bf the.two.grade levels on two dimensions,

the types of probleks they' could solve and the strategies'''

they used. In order to cluster subjects by the types of

problems they could solve (as measured by use of an

apprOptiate strategy), it is necessary to determine the

t

freqpncy with which each subject used appropriate

,strategies on six types-of problems. 'Appendix H gives

these` frequencies for verbdi addition problems, verbal

subtraction problems based= on a - b =__, verbal

subtraction problems based on a+ =c, abstract addition

problems, abstract subtraction problems based on a-b= ,

and abstract subtraction Problems based on a + __=c. Since

there are two problems of each type within each of the

two number size levels, each subject's frequency of use

of an appropriate strategy on a given problem type can

range from 0 through 4.

Appendix I gives the frequency with which each

subject used various solution strategies across the

verbal and abstract problems.' Since kindergartners used

some counting and concrete representation strategies

infrequently, the original set of nineteen strategies is

collapsed to fifteen by combining the frequencies for

Counting All and Subitizing; Counting From Smaller and

Counting From Larger; Counting Up From Given, Counting
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Down FroM, and Counting Down' To; and NuMber Fact and

Derived Fact. First-graders' strategies are similarly.

collapsed. Bac.subject solved twenty-four problems, so

the frequencies An Appendix l'I can range from 0 to 24.

Tie data in Appendices H and I are the basi's for the

clusterings of subjects on the dimensidneinvolving the,

types of strategies they used and the types of 4oblems

on which they used an appropriate strategy. Complete

link hierarchical clustering was performed using the

- Clustering Research Program (Baker, Note 22). The

similarity measure for a 'lir of 'subjects was the sum of

the squares of differences If standardized scores over

problem types in the'one analysis, and over strategy

types in-the other. Elbows in the graph of the diameters

(differences, in similarity values for the grouping) at
NIP

each level of clustering were used to determine the

iteration at which to interpret the clustering.

When kindergarten subjects are clustered by strategy .

use, five clusters of subjects are formed. Table-30

lists the subjecti included in'each cluster. Cluster KS1*

includes five 'subjects who frequently used counting and

mental strategies. Clustei KS2 includes subjects who

often attempted to use mental strategies and/or guessing

to solve the, problems. The more frequent incidence of

inappropriate strategies distinguishes this cluster from

2.1S



Table 30

Clusteringi of Kindergarten Subjects 4

., Cluster Subjects

. Clustering' by Types of Strategies Used

-r

KS1

a KS2

KS3

( 1, 17,

(.3, 44,

( 2,°43,

18, 36, 40

35, 7, 12,

6, 32, 45,

)

26,

30,

23,

47,

48,

15,

42,

24,

8,

21,
28, 3/, 8,.5, 49, 50, 19, 16, 20, 31,
13, 22, 4, 29, 41, 9, 11, 14, 39 )

KS4 ( 34 )

KS5 10, 27 )

.

Clustering by Use of Appropriate Strategies on Sik
Typed of Problems

.01 ( 1, 4; 9, 32, 36,-43, 18, 24, 28, 45
40, 6r 50, 15, 21, 47, '37, 25 )

( 5, 30, 39,

KA3' ( 8, 11, 31 )

KA4 ( 29, 33 )

KA5 (16, 17,.41,

KA6 ( 3, 48 )

KA7 ( 23 )

KA4 , '( 7, 38, 35,

( 26, 27 ).

g5A10 ( 10, 22 )
4
6 :KAU ( 13, 19, 34

4'6 )

25,

14, 49)

20 )

46, -12, 44, 42 )

),

st
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KS1. Subjects in cluster KS3 comprise the bulk of the

kindergarten sample (31 subjects). This cluster'is

distinguished by its frequent use of concrete

representation strategies,' primarily Counting All,

Separating From, And Adding On. Cluster KS4 consists of
4

one subject who frewently made no attemEl. to solve the

problem and cluster KSS consists of,two subjects whose

Strategies included concrete representation and making no

attethpt. Tbianalysis, therefore, yields three main

clusters: subjects (KS3) who relied on concrete

epresentation strategies and possiblyoised_a_n_umber of

ina propriate strategies, subjects who used more abstract

-Counting and mental strategies (KS1), and the subjects in

KS2 who attempted to solve'problems abstractly (often

unsuccessfully).

The clustering of kindergartners along the dimension

of pro em types on which appropriate strategies were

used yields the eleven clusters in Table 30. Cluster RAJ

includes subjects who solved (used an appropriate'

strategy on) nearly all problems. Subjects in 1A2 solved

nearly allproblems except the abstract missing addend

problems. KA3 subjects experienced difficutty primarily

on abstract additon and, abstract miss'ng addend problems.

%Cluster.KA4 includes-subjects whoseprimary difficUtly

occurred on Separate problems. Subjects in KA5
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verbal problems and abstract addition Problems, but few

others. KA6 includes subjects who solve\some verbal

problems but few or no abstract problems Asingle

subject who succeeded only on Separate problemslems co4rises

cluster KA7. KA8 consists of seven subjects who'used

few, if any, appropr(ate strategies. The subjects in

cluster KA9 solved no verbalproblems but a few abstract

pr blems. KA10 inclUdes two subjects who solved only
...

ad ition problems (verbal and abstract). The findi

uster, KAll, includes subjects who did not solve

missing addend problems in either context.

Clusters KS3 and KA1 each.*epresent substantial,

portions of the kindergarten sample. Comparison of the

membership across clusters can be used to further

distinguish among the membership of the-large clusters in

either dimension. For example, the subjects of cluster

KS3, who primarily used concrete representation

strategies, are members of seven of the categories of the

other clustering (all but KA6, KA7, KA8, and KA9).

Similarly, the members of.KA1, who used appropriate

strategies on nearly all problems, are split among

clusters KS1 and KS3. Thus,-a large number of subjects

who are homogeneous in terms of the strategies they used

differ widely in the types'of problems on which they used

appro strategies. SiMilarly a large group of

221.
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subjects who appear homogeneoug in terms of the problems

they could solve, canbe discriminated among by the types

of strategies they used.

The clustering of first-graddccording to the

strategies they used yilids twelVe clusters. Table 31

lists the sUbjeCts'included in Bach' cluster. Cluster fSl

includes subjects who used cbncrete representation

. ,strategies, some cducktirig strategies, number facts, and

only a few inappropriate strategies. The second cluster,

FS2,,is somewhat similar to the first, with subjects

employing 'concrete representation, using number facts,

and exhibiting counting strategies 'primarily on addition

problems. ,Cluster FS3 includes four subjects who made no

attempt on ,approximately one-fourth of the problemi;

usual those with larger numbers, and often attempted to

recall mber facts. This cluster used some concrete

representafibn strategies and often guessed or used other

inappropriate strategies. PS4 consisted of a single

subject who used Counting All, guessed, and made no

attempt to solve nine of the problets. Cluster FS5 is
-4

characterized by a. high incidence of guessing. When not

guessing, the three subjkits in FS5 usedflifferent

strategies, one using primarily concrete representation,

another using concrete representation and mental

strategies, and the otheusing counting and mental

22
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able 31

Cluaterings o First -grade Subjects

Cluster Subjects

Clustering by Types of Strategies Used

FS1 ( 1,

FS2 (22,

FS3 ( 5,

FS4 ( 39

FS5 ( 6,

FS6: (.2,

FS7 ( 17,

FS8 ( 4,

FS9 ( 9,

FS10 ( 13,

FS11 ( 18,

FS12 ( 32

53, 51, 37, 38, 47, 7, 16, 3, 8, 12, 28)

36, 41 )

'11, 44, 42)

)

43,

50,

23,

14 )

33,

54,

45

)

'44 )

52,,20, 49,

24, 25.)

34, 40 )

15, 21, 26;

30,

27,

35,

31,

46,

29

10,

)

19)

Clustering by Use1gf Appropriate Strategies on Six
Types of Problems

4W

FA1 ( 1,. 2, 3, 0-, 12, 19, 21, 46, 47, 50

/1

FA2

FA3

FA4

FA5

FA6

52,
13,

53, 54,
20, 49, 5

7,
24,

9, 16, 28, 30,

(.4 14, 17 )

18,-25, 42, )

( 6, 11, 48 )

( 32, 44, 39 )

( 43 )

8, 22, 15, 36, 35
38, 31, 33, 34, 40

37, 26, 23, 27, 45 ),
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4
strategies. Cluster FS6 includes'ten subjects who

recalled number fa:cts as their primary strategy, who used-

counting strategies on both addition and subtraction

problems and also used number facts, or who used number

facts along with some counting and concrete

representation strategies. The subjects in cluster FST

each used several uncodable'strategies. Their other

strategies were less homogeneouS, with one us ]1ng concrete

representation, counting, and 'mental strategie5/to

using counting and mental strategies, and another using

primarily mental strategies. 'Subjects".in cluster-FS8 are

distinguished by their use of the wring operation on

nearly half of the problems. The four subjects in

cluster FS9 primarily,used.tounting strategies for the

addition problems, concrete representation for

subtraction problemssi the formea-b= , and concrete

representation or counting and inappropriate strategies

for problems based on a+ =c. Frequent use of counting

strategies characterizes the eight subjects in cluster

FS10. The two subjects in cluster FS11 .often used

guessing and responding with a number given in the,

problem when problems involved larger numbers. One

subject who frequently used incorrect modeling procedUres

(the 411 Cubes Used and Model Both Sets strategies)

comprises cluster FS12.

224
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When first-graders are clustered according to the
..L.

frequency with which they applied appropriate strategies

to different types of problems, the six, clusters in Table

31 are formed. Clustei FA1 consists of forty of the

,fifty-four first-grade subjects. .This large cluster

fihcludes subjects who used appropriate strategies on all

problems, some who used an occasional inappropriate

strategy, and some who used fewer appropriate-strategies
a

on missing addend problems than on
.

the other pibbleill.

The subjects in cluster FA2 were able to solve all

addition problems, abstract' problems based on a-b= but

not the Separate problems, and some or none of the
%

missing addend problems. Cluster FA3 contains subjects

who solved all problems based on a-b= , some of the

addition problems, and only a few of the missing addend

problems. Use of.appropriate strategies only on about
4'

half of the problems distinguishes cluster FA4. The

subje,2ts in cluster FA5 solved'some abstract problems but

seldom solved verbal problems. The final cluster, FA6,

contains one subject who could solve verbal but not

abstract problems.

When the memberships of the two first - grade,

cfusteringa are 'compared the results match, in part, the

same comparison at the kindergarten level. Subjects in

the large cluster, FA1, who are homogeneous in terms of

7
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using appropriate strategies for all or'nearly all

problems, are heterogeneous in terms of the strategies

they used., These subjects fall into seven clusters on

the, dimension of strategies used. .However,,among the

subjects in the large clusters (FS1, FS6, and FS10) who

are somewhat homogeneous in terms of strategy use, there

is no heterogeneity of problem types to which appropriate

strategies were applied. All subjects from'clusters FS1,

FS6, and FS10 are members of cluster FAl. This contrasts

with the clusterings at the kindergarten level which a

large group oipsubjeCts who are homogeneous on strategy.

use aresheteregeneous according to the problem types they

could solve.

75111112AXY

Verbal and abstract problems were of equal

difficulty' for subjects in Ix* grades. Although

kindergartners used essentially the same strategies to

solve verbal and abstract problems,,first-graders

exhibited less frequent use of concrete representation

strategies on abstract than verbal Otoblems. In both

grades the strategies used for subtraction problems

closel4 reflected problem structure in both contexts.

First-graders' strategies eitailed a greater degree

of abstraction than those of kindergartners, however,

there were no differences in the flexibility with which

226
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subjects in the two grades used strategies reflecting and

not reflecting problem structure. Subjects in the two

grades committed essentially the same types of errors,

although the frequency of occurrence of most errors was

lower at the first-grade level. At both giade levels

there were a variety of individual differenceskin the

types of strategies subjects used and the types of

problems they, could solve.
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Chapter V

DISCUSSIONS

The purpose of this study wap to describe and

compare kindergarten and first-grade children's
A

strategies for solving certain addition and subtraction

problems. The questions of interest focused on

differences between children's performance on problems

presented in abstract and verbal problem contexts,

Aifferences between the performande of kindergartners and

first-graders on such problems, and individual

differences in the addition and subtraction problem

solving performance of children at these twob grade

levels. The verbal problems used'in the study were Join

and Combine addition problems and Separate and

Join/Change Unknown subtraction problems. The

corresponding abstract problems were of the forms a+b= ,

a-b= , and a+ -t. Much of the analysis of the data

from the study was descriptive and was intended to

provide a basis for better understanding the solution

processes children use on addition and subtraction '

pabblems.

This chapter interprets specific results of the

study and uses those results to ,characterize children's

performance in somewhat broader terms. The chapter

presents instructional implicatiohs of the results as )

223
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1

well as implictions for future research. The

limitations of the study are also discussed; these serve

to qualify the interpretation of the results as well as

Eo provide a basis for future research directions.

IDISIPI214.t1.4D_41 RegMlts

Discussion of the results of the study is done in/

two parts. The results pertaining to kindergarten and

first4grade children's ability to solve abstract and

verbal problemd are discussed first. This is followed by

interpretation of the results concerning children's .

solution processes.

ChildISDIA_bbilitY_tD Solve AbatuatAndYsIbAl_2x2blem

The results clearly indicate that many kindergarten

children as well as first-graders can solve verbal and

abstract'problems based on a+b= a-b= , and a+ =c.

At both grade levels addition problems (both verbal and

abstract) were the easiest for children to solve. Three

of the four subtraction problem types were roughly

comparable in difficulty, with the exception being that

missing addend problems with the difference greater than

the given addend were more difficult than the others.

By clustering subjects according to the problem

types they could solve, the present study extends the

resulti of previous studies concerned with item.

difficulty. Although in nearly all cases a majority of
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the kindergartners applied appropriate strategies to each
ql

problem type, individual subjects varied as to the

problems they could solve. Some kindergartners could

solve only addition problems (both verbal and abstract);
or

some could solve addition problems and the subtraction

problems based on a-b= ; some could solve addition

problems, subtraction problems based on a-b= , and

verbal missing addend problems; some could solve only

verbal addition problems, the subtraction problems based

on a-b= , and only verbal missing addend problems; some

could solve all types; and a few could solve only the

Separate problems or allbut the Separate problems.. The

distinctions among first-graders according to the problem

types solved are less numerous, possibly reflecting the

influence of instruction on some of the problems. In

addition to the first-graders who, could solve all thec.s

problem types, one group of subjects solved addition

problems, abstract but not the/ve6al problems based on a

-b -__, and only a few missing addend problems; and

another group solved all problems based on a-b Isome

addition problems, and few missing addend problems.

The preceding results suggest that, children within

each of these grade levels are in no way homogeneous in

terms of the types of problems they can solve. It is

important for teachers and curriculum developers to
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recognize that all of the problems used in this study are

readily solvable by many children in grades K and 1.

They must also be aware of the differences among

individuals; the types of problems a kindergartner can
9

solve may vary greatly, while, somewhat less variability

may be present at the_fipt-grade level. -Teachers should

take advantage of opportunities to individually assess

their students' ability to solve a variety of addition

and subtraction problems.

Previous studies have provided little date pertinent

to comparing children's performance ori verbal problems

and corresponding abstract or symbolic problems. Verbal

problems are often thought to be more difficult than

abstractiproblems. However, an important result of the
0'

present study is that kindergarten and first-grade

children are able to solve verbal problems just as easily

as abstract problems. Without direct instruction on

either abstract or verbal problems, more than h.alf of the

kindergarters were able to apply appropriate strategies

on nearly all problem types. Also, without instruction

on verbal problems, between 60 and 95% of the first-

graders applied appropriate strategies to these problems.

Thus, at these grade levels, verbal addition and

subtraction problems (in which the child is not required

to read the probl4i) cannot be considered too difficult

231
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to be included in the curriculum.
1

The lack of differences in difficulty between verbal

and abstract problems suggests that verbal problems are a

potential vehicle-for initial work relating to the

operations of addition and subtraction. Much of the

emphasis in most f;rst-grade mathematics curricula is

placed on teaching children to become fluent with

symbolically represented problems and recall of basic

addition and subtraction facts. Results from the present

study indicate that firstgraders who have had

substantial instruction on abstract problems and little

or no instruction on verbal problei performed equally

well on problems in these two contexts. The obvious

question that derives from,this finding converns the

influence of the ability to solve problems in one context

on the ability to solve problems in the other. One could

argue that instruction on symbolic problems facilitated

first - graders' performance on verbal problems. This is

undoubtedly true, to some extent. However, it appears

that kindergartners can solve verbal problems at least as

well 'as abstract problems. In fact, overall,

kindergartners applied appropriate strategies more often

to verbal problems than to abetract problems. This

suggests that some young children may Wye verbal -

problems without necessarily soli/ing abstract problems or,

232
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.

learning addition -and subtraction., facts.
4,

A- reasonable conclusion concerning children's

'acquisition cif the 'capability to solve verbal and

abstract prOblems is that three-situations may occur.

For some children experiences with. processes !cob at

-joining, separating, comparing and equalizing may provide
.

the'basis for them to be able to sokve verbal problems

(usingvconcrete representation strategies) prior to the

time at which they can solve abstract problems containing

no cues such as "getting! and "giving away:" The. ,

4

-

clusterings4y problem type solved yield eight inch "436 ,*.

subjec ; seven kindergartners and one first-9 er

solved ve bal problems but had difficulty with stract

problems.
I

For other children abstract problems may be easier

to solve initially because they'd) no contain the

verbiage that verbal problems do. Four kindergartners

and six first-graders exhibited difficulty in solving

certain verbal 'problems but no such difficulty on

corresponding abstract problems. 'Two'of these

kindergartners were identified by their teacher as being
I.

in special language programs because of demonstrated

language deficiencies.
.

Foy a third group of childrdgthe capabilities Co

solve abstract and - verbal problems may develop
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concurrently (either interrtlatedly or independently). A

large number of subjects atioth grade levels exhibited

equal facility with verbal and abstract problems. While

longitudinal data would be necessary to determine whether

these children developed the capabilities to solve verbal,

and abstract problems simultaneously, it is plausible

that some of these children developed these capabiltities

concurrently. In particular, children whO understand

that an abstract problem can be aapociated with each

verbal problem may develOp the ability to solve abstract

and verbal probltms of a particular type at'the same

time.

lg.-preceding conclusions suggest that teachers may

need to introduce the addition and subtraction operations

to some children via verbal problems,' problems they can

a91,eady solve. Other students may have difficulty

understanding the prose in verbal problems 4nd may profit

more from working with problems similar to the abstract

problems used with the kindergarten subjects. A wise

course of action would be for teachers to use verbal

problems whenever possible tesupplement or supplant the

more.14mited emphasis on, joining And separating of sets

of-objects currently used to provide initial experiences

ipth addition and subtraction. Such an emphasis on

verbal problems would provide both the opportunity for

234
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some students to build their unders?anding of addition
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and subtraction on familiar problems and proceises, as

well as providing an opportunity to learn processes for

solving Verbal problems.

chlWzatill itraileglim_fsm..Yelbal_And_Aballmt_212blema

The concrete representation and counting strategies

kindergartners and first-graders used for verbal and

abstract problems are those that directly model the

action or relationship in the pioblem. Young children

clearly have independent conceptions of the various types

of subtraction problems.

Even though children in both grades exhibited the

same set of strategies for verbal and abstract problems,

one difference repeatedly emerges concerning the

frequencies with which strategies were used. On problems

that were most familiar to.the first-grade subjects

(those based on a+b= and a-b= ), they used the more

abstract counting and mental strategies more frequently

on problems presented A the abstract context than the

verbal context and concrete representation more

frequently on verbal than'abstract.problems. When t

problems were less familiar to first-graders (a+ Bp),

they used concrete representation more frequently on to

verbal than the abstract problems and sometimes used.

guessing more frequently on abstract than verbal

235
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problems.
1

The preceding results can be viewed from two

perspectives. Since abstract problems in some instances

/
elicit more dophisticated. counting and mental strategies,

it can be argued that the structure of verbal problems is

so compelling that children use concrete representation

even though they..are capable of utilizing more abstract

strategies. However, whelhhildren are just beginning to

learn to solve certain ,problem types, the structure of

verbal problems may be sufficiently salient to enable

-children to solve problems which they otherwise, might not

41aves-iolved: This suggestk that verbal and abstract

problemi may serve diffe, rent but complementary purposes

in instruction on addition and subtraction. Verbal

--
problems mf4.0t be usoditbed to introduce various problem

.

types to children. For example, subtrIction problems can

entail several different problem structures (additive,

comparative, or subtractive). Verbal problems appear to

be the most apprapgat ones for ef4ctively introducing

these to children. Abstract problems may be most

I

effectively use when the goal 9f instruction, is to
t

encourage child en to develop or use more abstract or

efficient strategies. On abstract problems children may

f:

be more likely to hibit the most efficient or abstract

strategy which they are capable of using.
,

236
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Thus, the finding that young children can solve

verbal and abstract problems equally well may suggest

that. initial instruction on addition and subtraction

could be based on problems of one'type as well at the

other, the strategies children use in these two contexts

suggest that verbal problems should be included in

initial instruction. t'

KindOxgaa112111sla_fiLlitr9radeZB'

Results of the study'suggest that many kindergarten

and first-grade children 'are quite capable problem

solvers. Most kindergartners made reasonable attempts to

solve at least some of the problems, indiciting that

children at this level are capable of solving both verbal

and abstract problems (when problems are read to them).

Even though. no instruction on missing addend problems had

occurred; such problems were appropriately solved by

nearly half or wore of the subjects in .each grade.

Further evidence for the problem solving capabilities of

these young childitn is provided by the fact that more

than one-fifth of the kindergartners and one-fourth of

the first-graders used the strategy lftvolving the

derivation of a needed number fact from another knOwn

fact (Derived Fact) at least once. In a limited sense,

these children demonstrated the ability to apply Polya's

(1957) heuristic of solving a simpler or related problem.

2374
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The existence of the preceding problem solving

capabilities, suggests that initial instruction on

addition and subtraction might be more effective if it

were tailored to assess and ettend,the capabilities that

individuals bring to the inseructi,pal process. It would

be wise for teachers to determine the strategies children

are capable of using and then to encouragp the

development of individuals' problem solving capabilities

by using the Derived Fact strategy as a starting point

fOr introducing certain pioblem solving heuristics to

.young children.

Not surprisingly, kindergartners' strategiesiwere

less abstraCt than thosi of first7sraders and reflected

an even closer relationship to the structure of the

problem. However, many kindergartners did.not rely

solely on concrete representation strategies; they used

abstract strategies but simply used them infrequently.

Kindergarten children seldom used strategies

interchangeably, e.g., used both additive and tubtractive

strategies on subtraction problems of a given type. Even

the first-graders exhibited less,use of concrete

representation or counting strategies not reflecting

problem structure than did the subjects in.Carpenter and

Moser (1981):

The increased level of abstraction of first-graders'
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strategies was also accompanied by a decrease in the

frequency of certain errors. Although first-graders used

the wrong operation and committed about the same'number

of procedural errors as kindergartners,,they less

frequently exhibited errors involving identification of

the answer set, incorrect modeling, and superficial

solutions such as guessing.

The preceding discussion suggests that

kindergartners and first-grade children exemplify

different levels in the acquisition of addition and

subtraction concepts and skills. At an early level

children are more likely to incorrectly model,

superficially interpret, or fail to attempt problems; and

their correct interpretations are often quite literal,

closely mirroring the structure of the problem. 1,ater,

children begin to abstract the essential elements of the ;

/problem without a visible step-by-step re-creation of the

problem. At this level children no longer exhibit

incorrect, modeling of the problem data, but they may be

unable to correctly interpret some problems (use the

wrong Operation) and still may commit frequent procedural

errors such as miscounting or forgetting the data in the

problem. At an even later level, beyond that of the

first-graders in this study, children may exhibit more

flexibility in their strategies; they may recognize the

233
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equivalence of various strategies,'choose among them, and

use them interchangeably for various problems.

Children's errors at this level become primarily

procedural, seldot involving use of the wrong operation

or incorrect representation or identification of the

answer.

In order for children to progress optimally through

these levels it is necessary-for teachers, at the

minimum, to be aware of where students fall on this

contirillum. This involves assessing students'

capabilities and using their errors to diagnose

misconceptions. The clusterings of subjects in both

grades indicate a great deal of variability among

subjects in these grades; this is further evidence that

instruction is not simply a matter of teaching children

the "one way" to do addition and subtraction problems.

More attention should be given to determining the

processes children use and building further instruction

upon what is known about the individual's capabilities.

LiillitiardIMIL121...113/fitasky

The selection of subjectsfrom intact classes from

two available schools limits the extent to which the

findings of the study generalize to other samples of

kindergarten and firstgrade children. Although the

subjects in the study were not atypical youngsters one

240
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cannot assume that the performance of children with

different home experiences and different socioeconomic

backgrounds would' necessarily be the same.
--

No data were collected on any subject variables

other than age. This served to limit interpretation of

the results of the study, particularly the clusterings of

subjects. It was not possible to relate the solution

strategies typically used by'clusters of subjects or the

types of problems they could solve to other variables

such as memory or cognitive processing capacity,

socioeconomic status, developmental level, or

achievement.

No attempt was made to control the instructional

backgrounds of the subjects, so it is possible that

children With other instructional experiences could

exhibit different performance. This especially might be,

true if children received more instruction on verbal

problems than did the first-graders in the present study.

No direct observation of classes was'done to corroborate

the teachers' accounts of prior instructional

experiences. Hence, the possibility exists that certain

topics related to verbal and/or abstract addition or

"subtraction' problems were introduced or stressed by being
e

presented to individuals without later rec'llection by

the teacher.
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The tasks used in the study limited the results in

several ways. First, the only problem types used"were

those verbal and abstract problems that previous research

had shown to be the least diffictlt for children in these

grades. The finding of no diffe'rences in children's

ability to solve corresponding verbal and abstract

problems in this study does not preclude the existence of

differences in children's ability to solve verbal and

abstract addition and subtraction problems of other

types. Likewise, a comparison of the strategies children

use on other verbal and abstract problem types may yield

differences other than those foold in the present study.

Secondly, the use of different modes of presentation

(oral and written) for abstract problems limits the

comparison of performance on these problem0 across the

two grades. Also, the abstract problems presented orally

to tee kindergarten subjects may not have been perceived

ir
as being substantially different fiom the verbal problems

read to these subjects. Reading the abstract problem to

the subject may. have transformed it to a type of pseudo-

verbal problem. This may have served to suppress any

differences between performance-on abstract and verbal

problems at the kindergarten level.

A third limitation resulting from the tasks used in

the study derived from the wording of the verbal
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problims. Inclusion of cue words such as "altogether,"

"left," and "put with" may have influenced the strategies

subjects used on the verbal problems. Different,

wordijgs may be less suggestive of some of the concrete

representation strate?es that were used.

The procedures used in the interviews generated

several limitations. Foremost among these were the

subjective decisions made by the interviewers when coding

subjects' responses. The interviewers occasionally
I.

encountered subjects who purported to recall number facts

but generated incorrect facts. These responses were

distinguished from guessing; however, such distinctions

can easily be questioned. Likewise, kindergartners' use

of number facts on problems with sums less than six was

distinguished from counting on or coanbing back on the

basis, of the subject's verbalizations. Again, since

counting which involves so few counts may be difficult to

distinguish from recall of fact.; the accuracy of the

coding of some of the kindergartners' responses on

problems with sums less than six can be questioned.

The decision to make manipulatives available for all

kindergarten subjects precluded any between-grade .

comparison of strategies used when no manipulatives are

available. Other studies (e.g., Moser, Note 5) have

shoWn that the availability of manipulatives influences
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the strategies children use to solve. addition and

subtraction problems4 Tit is likely that kindergartners

who had no manipulatives available'wOuld exhibit somewhat

different strategies on tae problems used in thig study.

The strategies used by the kindergartners in the present

study are not necessarily tho'se that would have been used

by the subjects if manipuiitives had not been available.

Use of standard, sets of tasks for the interviews

limited the extent to which they were able to assess

children's capabilities to solve various types of

problems. For example, if a subject guessed .or 'appeared

not to know how to solve a certain problem, this one

attempt was accepted as an assessment of the child's

performance on such a problem. The interviewer was not

free to pursue several examples of one problem type or to

reword or revise problems during the interview. This

made it impossible to gather the variety of data which

can be garnered from a the clinical interview.

IMPligiaiDDA_191_EUZ=2EPABAZgb

As is often the case, thy present study raises as

many questions as it has answered. The limitations of

the study suggest a number of extensions, and the results

of the study lead to additional researchable questions.

These potential research areas fall into the three

categories which follow.

244
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The study revealed no differences (as measured by

correctness or use of an appropriate strategy) in

children's abil °ity to solve verbal and abstract problems

of the form a+b= , a-b= , and a+ =c; future research

should investigate differences on corresponding abstract

and verbal problems based on a- =c, __+b=c, and -b=c.

Verbal problems might be worded both to minimize the

influence of cue words or to sake maximum use of such

wordings to heighten the differences between verbal

problems and their abstract counterparts.

By administering problems from the present study and

the extended domain discussed "previously with children in

kindergarten through grade three, one could get'a more
I

complete picture of children's performance on verbal and

abstract problems. Data on problems drawn from a-variety

of number size levels administered to'subjects in second

and third grade would provide information from children

who have received substantial instruction on the addition

and subtraction algorithms and would highlight the

effects of such instruction on both verbal and abstract

problems. One might also use a variety of problem types

to determine, by means of clinical interviews, whether

older children's counting strategies are based on problem

structureor the efficiency of alternative counting

245
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procedures as suggested by Woods et al. (1975). A

further interesting extension would be to include two --

step addition and subtraction problems since these

typically are the most difficult for children in later

grades.

Apsessmenl_21_IndimidualDiffrappgra

The results of the cluster analyses demonstrate the .

viability of differentiating among individuals according

to their solution strategies. Particularly at the first-
.

grade level, identifying children by the strategies they

use may yield more information than classifying children

according to the tlegNof problems they can solve.

The present study also demonstrates the viability of

using verbal and abstract problems within the partially

standardized clinical interview procedure for children at

the kindergarten level. A reasonable next step would be

to use more intensive clinical interviews with

kinder§acien and first-grade children to explore in depth

the difficulties children encounter on certain problems,

tosassess the effectiveness of brief but intensive

individual instruction for diminiihing those

difficulties, to further examine young children's use of

problem solving heuristics, to attempt to determine how

children choose among Alternatives within, their

repertoire of strategies, and to investigate the extent

246
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to which childien mentally manipulate or transform ipt

certain. problems presented in the abstract number

sentence context pridi to solving them:

An in-depth assessment of childrenyho hae 4

exceptional dif iculty with certain addition and

subtraction pr s or whose language difficulties

contribute to their inab4ity to solve verbal problems

might yield further,suggeitions for instruction for such

Akhildren. In, a more.genuine clinical interview it might

be possible for the. interviewer to gain insight into the

00 reasons why, children who are 54pabie of using,concrete

4 representation, counting and mental strategies use one

strategy for a certain problem. and a different one for

similar problem." In the past researchers haV'e seldob

'been successful in identifying children 'skmotives for

such choicei; perhaps by allowing t terviewer to

0
demonstrate the equivalence of 64ffe ent modeliAg or

.counting procedures-dr-t/o treate conflict aging different

solution proced6res, the clinical irview might shed'

light on some of the less visible or verbal le aspects
A 4/

of children's solution processes.

Interview data can also piovide information.about

bow child interprand manipulate problems in number'

sentspc. form. Young children often solve, verbal

froblems without translating problems to number

24"
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sentences. It is possible that children occasionally

think of their modeling Of abstract problems in terms of
I

some form of a verbal problem.. Such a relationship

between abstract and verbal problems can have, impoKtant

implications for thfr sequencing of instruction entailing

. problems in verbal and abstract contexts. A more in-

depth interview might also provide insights lAb

potential subject variables, for example, information

processing capacity, thaX might account fordiffering

levels of children's acquisition of addition and

subtraction concepts and skills and the range of

individual differences encountered among the subjects,in

the present study. -

IllstrPctiSM on Asisliti_u_ansifgulgasulia
The ultimate goal of status studies such as this one'

is to provide information which can yield direction for
. tP4

adapting'instruction'to the capabilities and needs of the

learnerS., While the pres ent study can in no way.'

prescribe optimal initial instruction !n addition and

'subtraction, it can suggest some directions for research

rd1,4ing to instruction. Foremost among these is

research aimed at comparing various emphases andfor

stquences of introduction of verbal and abstract problems

ix intial instruction relatingitaddition and

subtraction. The clusterings of subjects, especial* at

2C3
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the kindergarten level, indicated that children are
I

differentially capable of solving various types of

addition and subtraction problems. Research is needed to
46410,

determine wItper these children also mayprofit

diffecentially.from instruction which is sequenced in ,a

given way.

Another more general area which may be fruitful for.

research is the assessment of -young children's use of

eroblem solving heuristics. The present study indicates

that some young children are capable of using certain

.problem solving heuristics and that they somehow are able

to choose strategies from among a variety of

alternatives. In order for the mathematics curriculum to

incorporate instruction on such aspects of problem

Solving, much more research needs to be done to identify

those mathematical problem solving procedses that develop'

early as well as when and how instruction can enhance

that development.

Conclusion

Three principal conclusions can be drawn from this

study. First, at the k dergarten and first-grade levels

it is not the case that verbal or word Inoblems are more

difficult.than corresponding abstract or symbolic

problems. Children in both graded performed equally welt

o vroblems in the two contexts, indicating that verbal

24D
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problems are an appropriate adjunct,to abstract problems

"for initial instruction on addition and subtraction.

A second conclusion is that many young children use
re.

a variety of strategies to. solve addition, and subtraction

problems even though strategies are often closply tied to

problem structure. They also use somewhat'different
, .

strategies on verbal and abstract problems. These

differences, namely, more frequent use of concrete

representation strategies on verbal prOtilems and more

so

guessing, counting, and mental strategiep on abstract

'Problems, suggest that verbal problems may be the most.

appropriate ones for initial instruction.

A third conclusion is that although children in

grade-if( and 1 appear to begin to progress toward more

abstract strategies, there is substantial variabilty

among children both in termsof the strategies they

typically use and the types of problems they are capable

of solving. In addition to the variability among

ejects in each grade level, the variety of strategies

used by individuals suggests that, in some cases,

comparable variability exists within individuals. Thus,

it is important fdr instruction to be designed to take

into account such individual differences.

Brownell (1941) argued that experiences with the

number combinations must be "well-chosen and wisely

21-)0
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directed" (p. 44). By documenting young children's

solution processes for verbal. and abstract addition and

subtraction problems the present study has contributed

Or
data from which choices concerning appropriate initial

ructional experiences relating to'addition and__

subtraction can be better determined.

1
4

A
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Judy had . stamps. Her mother--gave her more
stamps. How pany stamps did Judy have altogether? **

Wally had pennies. His father gave him more
pennies. How many pennies did Wally have altogether? *

(7
Cmhine

Fred saw tigers. He also saw elephants. How
many animals did Fred see altogether? **

Sara has sugar donuts. She also has plain
donuts. How many donuts does Sara have altogether? *

..529ASAte

Joan had apples. She gave to Leroy. How many
apples did Joan have left? **

Mike had kites. He gave kites to Kathy. How
many kites ;did Mike have left? **

,Tim had stars. He gave stars to Martha. How
many stars did Tim have left? *

Ann had balloons. She gave balloons to
Willie. How many balloons did Ann ha:left? *1

aginabiliaggrLinkam

Joe has books. How many more books does he have
to put with them so he has books altogether? **

Susan has cookies. How many more cookies does
she have to put with them so she has cookies
altogether? **

Kathy has pencils. How many more pencils does
she have to put with"them so she has i pencils
altogether? *

26G
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John has cats. Now many more cats does he have
to put -with them so he has cats altogethe.r?_ *

Used for grade K, small number problems
and grade 1, larger number problems

** Used for grade K, larger- number problems
and grade 1, small number problems
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*Number Triple Orders

Einderamsten_imaillnumbessl

Problem *

a+b= a-b= a+ mc a+b= a-b= a+ =c

Order

1 1,4,5 2,3,5 1,3,4 2,3,5 1,3,4 1,4,5

2 2,3,5 1,3,4 1,4,5 1,3,4 . 1,4,5 2,3,5

3 1,3,4 1,4,5 2,3,5 1,4,5 2,3,5 1,3,4

4 1,3,4 2,3,5 1,4,5 2,3,5 1,4,5 1,3,4

5 2,3,5 1,4,5 1,3,4 1,4,5 1,3,4 2,3,5

6 1,4,5 1,3,4` 2,3,5 1;3,4 2,3,5 1,4,5

* TheSe orclers were assigned to problem types rather
than to h sequence of problems; this was done to
prevent the same triple from appearing twice for
a given problem type. 41

. -

Kindergarten (larger
1181111ratrzzasleimall_nunaer81.

Order of Problem in Sequence of Tasks
1 2 3 4' 5 6

. Order

1 3,6,9 2,5,7 2,7,9 2,4,6 3,5,8 2,6,8

2 2,6,8 3,5,8 2,4,6 3,6,9 2,7,9 2,5,7

3 2,5,7 2,6,8 3,6,9 3,5,8 2,4,6 2,7,9,

4 3,5,8 2.#4,6 116,8 2,7,9 2,5,7 3,6,9

5 2,4,6 2,7,9 2,5,7 2,6,8 3,6,9 3,5,8

6 2,7,9 3,6,9 3,5,8 2,5,7 2,6,8 2,4,6

269
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Eisit=9sads_12Axasi_numberial

Order of Problem in Segunce of Tasks

Order

1 2 3 4 5 6

1 6,9,15 4,9,13 3,8,11 4,7,11 4,8,12 5,9,14

2 5,9,14 4,8,12 4,7,11 6,9,15 3,8,11 4,9,13

3 4,9,13 5,9,14 60;15 4,8,12 4,7,11 3;8,11

4 4,8,12 4,7,11 5,9,14 3,8,11 4,9,13 ,6,9,15

5 4,7,11 3,8,11 4,9,13 5,9,14 6,9,15 4,8,12

6 3,8,11 6,9,15 4,8,12 s4,9,13 5,9,14 4,7,11

f

c_
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Task Order 1

Task Orders

Interview Task

_4_, _.,5L

1 A2*

_2_

S3

_3_.

S2 S4 Al S1

2 S2 ,A1 S3 S1 S4 , A2

3 Al S1 S4 A2 S2 S3

4 51 A2 S4 Al S3 S2

5 A2 S4 ,S1 S3 S2'- Al

6 Al S2 S3 S1 A2 S4

* Tasks:

Al - Verbal:
Abstract

A2 - Verbal:
Abstract

S1 - Verbal:
Abstract

S2 - Verbal:
Abstract

S3 - Verbal:
Abstract

S4 - Verbal:
Abstract

Join
a+b=__

Combine
a+b=__

Separate (small difference)
: (small difference)

Separate (large difference)
: a-b=__ (large difference)

Join/Change Unknown (small difference)
: a+__=c (small difference)

Join/Change Unknown (large difference)
: a+__=c (large difference)

( 272
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Sample Ihterviews

Essableas_Admiaairder..esLtaidDsleasArten_Bul2iect4,114

First Interview Abstract Problems

Problems with small numbers (sums Less thai 6) ,

1. "Five.take away three is how many ?"

2. "One and-three are how many?"

"One, and how many are five?"

4. -"Two and three are how many?"

5. "Three and how many are four?"

6. "Five take away one ii how many?"

Problems with larger numbers ,(sums 6 through 9)

1. "Three and six are how many?"

2. iFive and how many are seven?"

1.260]

3. "Nine take away two is how merle'?"

4. "Two and how many are six?"

5. "Three and five are how many?"

6. "Eight take away six is how many?"

Second Interview .Verbal Problets

Problems with small numbers (sums less than 6)

1. "Sara has one sugar donut. She also his four
.plain donuts. How many donuts does Sara have
altogether?"

2. "John has two cats. How many more cats does he
have to put with them so he his five cats altogether?"

3. "Tim had four stars. He gave._ three stars to
Martha. How many stars did Tim have left?"

4. "Kathy has four pencils. How mpny more/pencils
does she have to put with them so.sherha hive pencils

274
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I

Iltogether?"

5. "Ann had five balloons She gave
How manI?filloons did. Ann have

. 6. ."Wally had one. penny. His father
more pennies:. How many pennies did Wally
artdgether?"'

[ 2611

two balloons
left?"

gave him three
have ..

Problems with' larger numb9ors' (sums 6 through 94

1./, "Judy had two stamps. Her mother gave her,five
more stamps. ,-How many stamps did Judy have altogether?"

2. "Mike had eighOl'Ites./ He gave twb kites to
Kathy: HoW many kites did have left?"

1 3'. "Joe has six books.: °How many mgre books does he
have to put'',with them so, he haS nine books altogether?"

. a

4. "Joan had eight apples. She gave five apples to
Nr-1: Le roy. HO many apples did'Joan have le;,b?"

5. "Fred saw two tigers. Healso saw fou'r
elephantae 'How man animals did Fred see altogether?"

6. "Susan has two IFookies. How many more cookies
does 'she have to,put with them so she has nine cookies
altogether?" e'C

kiplasmA_Adidniztraka_tp_ar1 =asade_Smbject_42
. .

First Interview -- Verbal PrebleMi.

ProbleMs.vith slall numbers (sums 6 through 4)

I

V- 1. "Mike had eight kites. He gave two kites-, to
. Kathy.. H9w many kites did,Mike'have left?" f.

'2. "Judy had-three stamps. Her mower gave her
..

five more stamps. How many stamps.did Judy have
- altogether?"

'N.'

',A.
'.J

ha books. How many more
. .

ihehav4to'pu wilh them so' he has six books

,

4. ,"Joafthad nine
Leroy. How many apples

tN
"Susan hiestwo

,

o ks does
togetheir,

apples. .She,gave sixepplisiXo,
.did Joel have left?" -

cookies. Hoy more cookies

111 275.
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does she have to put with them so she has nine cookies
altogether?"

6. "Fred saw tWo tigers. He also saw five
elephihts. How many animals did Fred see aleogether?"#

Problemi with larger numbers (hums 11 through 15)

l "Sara his four sugar donuts. She alsq haleight
plain donuts. How many donuts does* Sara have
altogether?"

2. "John has'four cats. How many more cats does he
have to put with them.o he has eleven cats altogether?"

3. "Tim hid fourteen stars.A.He-gaine stars to
Martha. How many stars did Tim hlUe left?"

4. "Kathy has eight pencils. How many more pencils
does she hive to put with them so she. has eleven pencils
altogether?"

-5. "Ann had thirteen balloons. She gave four.
`balloons to Willie. How many balloons did.Ann have
'left?"

6. "Wally had six pennies. Hie 'father gave,him
nine more pennies. How many pennies did Wally have
altogether?"

. Second Interview -- Abstract Problems
, . ..-

.
.

Problems with small numbers. (sums 6 through 9)

I.

IIP

1. +4

2. 9 - 7

3. 2 + 7

4. 2 + 6 so.

5. 9 - 31E
_1B

6 . 5-+ 8 k,

p

Problems with-laiggy numbers (sums 11 through 15)

2.7
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.
2. 6 + 9 .
3. 4 + = 12

4. 4 + 9 it

It 5 . 9 + = 1 4

*

6. 11 - 4 =

L r

st

a

.1

N.

.

i

*

.
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Interview Protocols

NALB_Up Tasks

Here are some 'Objects. I'm going to sort the
objects into two piles. (THREE YELLOW TRIANGLES ARE PUT
INTO ONE PILE ApD THREE BLUE RECTANGLES INTO ANOTHER.)

This piece (A YELLOW RECTANGLE) is yours. You
decide which pile you'd like to put it into. (CHILD
PLACES OBJECT INTO PILE.)

Very good.;` How did you decide to put it over there?
(CHILD DISCUSSES WHY ONE PILE WAS CHOSEN.)

(A SET OF SEVEN "CUBES IS PLACED ON THE TABLE.) Here
is a'pile of blocks. How many blocks are in this pile?
(CHILD ANSWERS.)

(A SET OF FOUR FINGERS IS HELD UP.) How many fingers
am I holding up? (CHILD ANSWERS.) .(IF AN INCORRECT
ANSWEa,OR ANSWERS ARE GIVEN, A SIMPLER PROBLEM SUCH AS
ENUMERATING A SET OF 2 FINGERS. SHOULD BE GfVEN AND THEN A
FURTHER ATTEMPT MADE TOIGET THE CHILD TO RESPOND
CORRECTLY TO THE PROBLEWANSWERED INCORRECTLY.)

(TWENTY CUUES ARE PLACED ON THE TABLE.) Make a pile
of six blocks for yourself. (CHILD FORMS- A SET OF
CUBES.)

Can you hold up our fingers? (CHILD HOLDS 1.111',,

-FINGERS.) (IF AN INCOftECT ANSWER OR ANSWERS ARE GIVEN, A

,INODRRECTLY.)

SIMPLER PROBLEM SHOULD AGAIN BE GIVEN AND THEN A FURTHER
ATTEMPT MADE TO GET THE CHILD TO RESPOND CORRECTLY TO THE
PROBLEM ANSWEREb

Addition Iiinsliularza.12B...1Bfiks

I'm going to read you-some number stories'(number
puzzles). Each story has a question. Sometites;I may
ask you how you figured out, your answer. Since I' can't
remember everything ygn:say; be writing some thingel
On this paper. Here are some. cubes that you can use to
help you answer the questions. (PUT CUBES QN TABLE.) You,
may use the cubes. or your fingers OT anything else that,
you think will help you answer the questions. Here's the
first story. .(READ THE PROBLEM. IF THE CHILD ASKS TOR
IT TO'BE REPEATED, ,REREAD THE PROBLEM AS OFTEN AS
REQUESTED. IF THE CHILD LOOS PUZZLED' SUGGEST

. ',
-
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REREADING.)
40

(For first-610de abstract problems use this
modification.)

(PUTTHE CARD WITH TIE PROBLEM IN FRONT OF THE
CHILD.) Can you read this for me? (Other versions -- How
do you read this one? or What does this say?) (IF THE
CHILD DOES NOT READ THE PROBLEM CORRECTLY CODE THIS,
NOTING THE MISTAKE. CORRECTLY READ THE PROBLEM FOR THE
CHILD.)

(ONCE THtPROBLEM HAS BEEN READ CORRECTLY ASK THE
CHILD TO SOLVE IT.) What number should be in the box?
(Other version ei - - What number should this (POINT TO BOX)
be? or Can youtell me what number goes, here?)

(CODE THE CHILD'S RESPONSES'. DO NOT PROVIDE
ASSISTANCE. IF THE CHILD ASKS FOR HELP, RESPOND WITH A

-NEUTRAL STATEMENT SUCH AS: See if you Can figure this one
out.) (QUESTION THE CHILD AS NECESSARY TO CLARIFt
AMBIGUOUS STATEMENTS OR ACTIONS.)

(IF CUBES WERE USED PUT THEM BACK INTO THE PILE.)
Here's the next story. (REPEAT THIS PROCEDURE FOR THE
OTHER FIVE SMALL NUMBER PROBLEMS.)

, (PAUSE BEFORE READING THE PROBLEMS WITH LARGER:-
NUMBERS.) Here'are scale stories. Remember,- if you wish,
you can use the cubes or your fin§ers or anything else ta
help you answer the questions.

(REPEAT THE'PROCEDURE USED FOR THE SDI SMALL NUMBER
PROBLEMS WHEN PRESENTING THE LARGER NUMBER PROBLEMS.)

Debriefing Task

(PUT THE SET OF GIMETRIC PIECES ON THE TABLE.) Here
are some pieces. 'Put them ipto two piles any way you'd
like. IDISCUSS THE CHILD'S SOLUTION.)

I
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Comparison of Data From Two Schools

Percentage of Correct Answers

Problem Type School Correct Incorrect No Att-empt
(aggregated across
both number sizes
and both contexts)

a+b= A 73 25 2

B . 64 34 2

a+b= A 75 23 1

B 64 34 2

a-b= A 57 41 2

(gmall difference) B 57 38 5

a-b= A 63 37 0

*(large difference) B 61 35 '5

a+ =c A 57 41 2

(small difference) B 53 43 3

a+ =C A 4 6 111111 51 . 3

(large difference) B 46 49 5

P.

c

1*
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Percentage of Use of Moat Frequently Used
Strategies by Subjects from Two Schools

[271]

Problem Type - School
(aggiegated across
both number sizes CA
and both contexts)

S

Strategy *

CS CL IF GU cit OP No
Attempt

a+b= A 34 ill 14 22 7 3 1 2

LB.
31 15 10 19 13 1,41- 1 2

a+b= A 36 3 12 15 19 7 1 1

'13 29 11 6 8 22 13 1 2

F DF DT DR #F GU. G# OP No
Attempt

a-b= A 50 .7 0 1 13 11- 3 6 2

(small difference) B 42 5 4 4 17 15 6 1 5

a-b= A 42 13. 0 0 20 11 2 5 0
(large-difference) B 36 10 1 0 27 13 5 1 5

F AO AG -UG #F GU G# CT No
Attempt

a+ =c A 2 27 3 18 16 13 3 13 2-

(small difference) B 2 21 2 15 25 16 '5 5 3

A 3 30 3 12 10 11 3' 20 3
(largg.difference) B $ 3 28 5 9 16 15 9 4 , 5

* Strategies:.
'CA - Counting All
CS.- Counting On From Smaller
F - Separate From
AG - Add On/Given Number
DT - Count Down To
DR - Derived Fact
GU - Guess
op - Wrong Operation

S - Subitize.
CL - Counting On From Larger
AO -'Adding On
DF - Count Down From
UG - Count Up From Given.
IF - Number ,Fact
G# - Given Number.
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FREQUENCY OF USE OF APPROPRIATE STRATEGIES,
ON SIX PROBLEM TYPES
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Frequency of Use of Appropriate Strategies
On Six Problem Types

problem Type

Verbal Verbal Verbal Abstract Abstract Abstract
(a+b=__) (a-b=__).(a+ =c) -(a+b= ) (a-b= ) (a+ =c)

Subject
Number

.qsadt_E

1
2

3

4

5

6,

7

4

4

2

4

4

4

8 3

4

10 4

11. 4

.12 1
13 3

14 4

15 4

16 3

17 , 4

18 4

li 4

20 4
21 4

22 4

23 1
'24 4

25 4

26 0

27 0

28 4

29 4

30 4

31 3

32 4

33 3

-,34 3

35 1
36 4

4 4 3 3 4

4 4 4 : 4 4

2 2 0 0 0
4 4 3 3 3

4 4 4 3 0
4 2 4 3 4

0 0 0 0 0
4 --,3 1 4 2

4 3. 4 , 2 4

0 0 4 0 0
3 2- 4 ,- 1
0 1 =0 0
.0 4 3 0

2 4 2 1
3 4 4 4

4 4 1 . 3

3 4 0 2
4 4 4 3

1 4 ` l 0
2 4 0 1
3 4 4

o 4 2 '0

0 0 0 -o
4 '4 4 -3

2 3 4 3

0 3 0 0
0 2 1 3

4 4 4 9
2 4 2 3

3 4 4 0
2 3 4 1

4 4 4'
3 4 4

1 4 2

0 0 0
4 4 4

3,

0

4

4

4

3'

1
4

3

3
4

1
, 4

4

, 3 .

0

0

4r
4
3

4-

0

3

. 1
4

4
2

o
0

4
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Frequency of Use of Strategies

Strategy Abbreviations:

CA -.Counting All

S - Subitize

CS - Counting On From Smaller Addend

CL - Counting Oh From Larger Addend

F - Separate from

T - Separate To

AO - Adding On

AG - Add On/Given Number
i

0

DF - Counting Down From

DT - Counting Down To

UG ,- Counting 'Up FrOm Given

DR - Derived F'act

ilF - Number Fact

GU -Guess . &

IF - Inappropriate Fact

G# - Given Number

OP - Wrong Operation

MBS - Models Both Sets

gtU- All Cut7es Used

- Uncodable

No - NO Attempt

291_
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4) 00 4) 4..)

01 1 0 3 1

02 4 0 0 2
03 0 0 o 0
04 7 0 o 0
05 1 0 0 1

06 e 2 o 0
07 0 0 0 0
08 4 0 0 0
09 6 0 o 2

, Strategy

CD 42 44 Ei
44 C4 et gC 0

CD 04
00 CZ ans CD

4*
Fi 0

1 0 0 0 4 Q 7 0 5 0 1

8 o a 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 o o 0 0 0 0 0 412 0 0
8 o 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

5 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 9 0 0 4
6 0 5 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0
0 0 ' 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 3 0 . 0
8 0 5 3 o 0 0 0 0 0 o 1

4 0 3 0 1 0 4 0 1 0 1 0

at. co (..) CD
9 MC gC :0

0 0 0 0 0
0 o o
0 0 0 4 4
0 1 0 0 0
1 0.0 0 0
3 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 1 0
3 0 0 0 o
1 1 0 0 o

10 8 Vo 0,00000000030011010 1
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Strategy
Subject

Grad_ E C.) u) u!-4fn
)G.. <4 00 DA o D -0 0Z )4D0

41 7 1 0 0 4 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 d 0 1 46 0 2 0 1 1

42' 0 0 0 0'0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 013 0 4 0 0 0 7 0

, 43 5 0 2 1 7.0 8 00 0 0 0 1.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 .

44 0 c1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 014.0 3 2 0 0 2 2

45 4 2 0 0 7 0 6 0 0 0 0 1 3 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

46 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 013 011 0 0 0 0 0

47 4 2 0 0 9 0 2 1 0 0 1 2 3 0 0-60 0 0 0 0 0

48 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 2 0 2 0 310 0 5 0 0 0 1 0

44 4 0 0 0 3 0 3 0 0 0 0 1 6 1 0 4 2 0 0 0-0
50 2 210 5 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 2 0 0 1 0

Grade 1

01 3 0 0 3 6 0 3 0 0 0 2 2 5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

02 0 o 3 1 0 0 0 0 4 0.6 1 9.0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

03 4 0 0 2 8 1 4 0 0 0 1 0 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

04 1 1 0 4 4 1 Q 0 0 0 0'02 1 0 1 9 0 0 0 0

05 1.0 1 1 4 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 6 0 1 1 0 0 1 S

06 3 0 0 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 7 7'0 0 3 0 0 0 2

07 5 0 0 0 8 0,2O 0 0 1 0 6 0'0 0 0 0 0 1 1

08 4 0 1 2 8 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 1 b 0 o 0
09 0 0 0 5 7 0.2 0 0 0 2 0 3 1 0 0 3 0 0 1 0

10* 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 121 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

11 2 0 1 0 2 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 7 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 5
12 6 1 0 0 6 0 0 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

13 0 0 0 7 2 0 0 7 0 6 0 1'1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

14 0 0 5 0 2 0 0 0 2 0 ,0.0 3 1 0 011 0 0 0

15 1 0 0 53 6 3 0 4 0 2 0.4 0 0 0 2.0 0 0 0

16 4 0 1 2 6 0 2 0 0 0 4 0 2 1.0 1 O'o 0 1 0

17 4 0 2 0 1 0 5 0 2 0 1 0 3 0 0 0 4 0 0 2 o

18 010 3 .6 0 1 0 2 0 1 0 1 3 9 s 0 4 0 1 0

19 2 0 o 0 0 0"1 0 0. 0 120 0 0 0,0 0. 0 0 0

20 0 0 0 3 3 0 0 0 2 0 1 012 1 0 0 0 0 0 1 1

21 0 1 2 2 3 0 3 0 3 0 4'0 6 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
22 3 0 3 1 7 0 5 1 1 0 0 0 3 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0

23 0 0 3 2 1 0 1 0 3 0 3 '1 3 5 0 0 Q 0 0 2 0

24 0 0 0 2 2 0 O. 0 2 0 2 111 0'0 0 0 0 0 2 2
25 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 015 4 0 0 3 0 0 2 0
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